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| I. INT-RODU.T ION
summarized herein--was accompLished-under Contrac-r---
i Nos_-NAS-_-664 a_td--NAS_615 durin_ the period-September i, 1960, _throughSeptember T",ooriginalcont aotao
Arthur D_-Little, In.c.._ to obtain ._o_-entific information concerning
the _pace environment and-Lts effects or_ vehLcJ-e stored liquid
i_. pro_ellanr-s. Those- influences., found in_.tl_e._pace- envir,'.nment_,both
individually and__in__comhina_ion r_thaJ:_Le_reduce the- amount_
the stability-, and the energy con_en_ of t_e propellants as well _ as
j_e_o_ardlze the effecti_zeness of Lbe surroundin__ to
he inv_.s_:£rgated.
Gerre_al goals established _or thi,,,effort wer_l) collecting_.
ex_s_ data pertinent to the suhject_ (2> initiating the theoretical
analyses of the; interactions of the space environment for the liquid
hy_Irogen-[lquid, oxygen_system_ (3> pl_nning experiments for inclusion--
In satellites wNore t_heor-_indicated gaps-that could not- be fill-ed by
on-the-g-,uuud--exper_imeRi_ and (4) e×per J.menta__dete#h_ining___ho
thermal propct'_les of p_obable 8:ruct-ural and--insul_ion materials .at.........................
Io_mperai:ux_e_._
Hodif-lca-rions to the basic contract ]a-ter est_,bl-i-shedspecific
ta_sk_-which could be dlvidud into the following areas: ('l) space
I
,. environment, (2) Int-ract__on of O_ermal radla-bl-eawith the propellant
and its storabc system, (3) intera=.tlon of meteoroid_te-
propellant and its storage system, and (4) interaction of ionizing
A
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-- radiation with the. propellant and its storage syst-e-nr--Thr program
t-" c:bjectives wert_ to provide techniques, methodology, and data for the
i
_" evaluatiou ot liquid propt_llanL st-ax.a4_e--system c,.ncepts and to provide
!
;. a basis for the design of op_imam systems for vehicles for any ..i_si._m
within the solar system.
Over the contract period r however_ data has become available in
-- increaslng quantities from satellite and prove_ex_iments, _dependent
Arthur D. _Lit_Ll_ Inc. Much of this data, es_Decially tha_ on
meteoroids and ionrzing radiationr-j_es that these problems may
_-i be ie_s--gevere (£rom the v-ie__oJnt of-i/_uid pr-opellants)
than
an2_ic/BaZed originally. Lately r it has been apparent that the U. S.
space programs require engineering desi.gD data on the conservation of
cryogenic propellants and-/or cryogens in use in ec_,logical Systems,
together with methods for assimilating a:ld using the available data
and th_at which will be obtained in the nea_ future. With the advem2.
_i of Coatract No. NASw-61-5, therefore, NASA reor_ed the program to
make it consistent with the existing need for--4_quJring data and design
solutions for cryogenic propellant ._torsge in space.
This report-is submitted in pg_tla[ f_l-_illment of our
con4:ractual respon4_-i-bi!iti'2e u_lde:" Contract N?_. NASw-615 with the
:
Natlonal Aeronautics and Space A_4Tnini_trati on. It presents a brief
outline of the work accomplished by Arthur D. Little, Inc., under
Contract Nos. NA$5-664 and NASw-615 in tbe areas of the space
I-2
i':" i_l.hur [I,_.tttle,]hlr.
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%environmenl: and _heoretical analyses of the interaction of mete¢)roids
with the propellant and it._ storage s)'stem. Our reports on the space
envir<;nmen: were published under tbe initial contract and, therefore,
are treated unly briefly herein.
Our suppl_ of reports in these two areas has been exhausted.
A_ingly, we have included a listing of the technical reports _._._ued
on these two subjects together with an abstract of the cuntents o£
each report and" the AST_m_:_f thv report a8 known to us. All
• r_ports, referenced herein, that were issued subsequent to Aprtl 1962
are available from: .......
Office of Scientific _ad--TecbtJic.a) Information
National Aeronautics and Space Administrati,_n
Attn: Code AFSS-AD
Washlngt¢,n_ D. C. 2054b
The major portion of the theort,tical work on the s_,luti,,n ,,f
_ the meteoroid problem has been ¢:onducted by McGill [In_versitv under
subcontract to Arthur D. Little, Inc. C.m_equ,.i_tly, thI._:work is
i-
•. referenced herein but not described in d_ tail.*
Development of 8ut:cessful insulation :_y:+tems iastallati,m ,.n
tankage, and coflectlon and reduetLon ¢,f data neces,_ar'_]y will re,_u_re
longer periods of time than do ane].ytJeal I_tvesf.lgati<m. NASA nnd
"i
•The M_i-]/-_tI_i_c+ralt_ firla[ report i.s being prepared f,_r publi,,ati_m
., and will be _ssue¢| when avai]..'tble.
.
:7 I-+
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Arthur D. Little, Inc,, therefore, by mutual agreement,__p/an to dispense
with the distribution of quarterLy--repurt-s and-will i_sue a final--
coI_./-aat.-_eportonly. Topi_:al reports, how._uer-r_nk%M--_ issued when
data considered to be--_ pa-r-t-£cularsignificance to pr-o{crams--Ln-he_Lng
is availab!e r
A conti_auing investigati.or of the _s associated with
cry_genic storage presenXJ_y_ is--L_eimgn_gotlated wit.h--theLew-£s Research ...............................
Center.--This investigation will he concerned primarily with-r_he--
development of r.h_r_nal_insulation-sy__t-ems suitable for use-An._the
spax-e--e-n-v-lronment,and the--acqulsition-of experimental data supporting.
these a_velopme-nts.
In our eartie_r studles_ a broader seepe of investlgP._ion was
undertak:_n a_d, ¢onsequently_ quarterly reports were issued to an
c×tensSvc group of interested contractors and Government agencies_
to assure dissemlnat_on of-ti_e latest information at frequent
Intezva _}w,-.---Much-ofthe d_tm published was Lased on collations of
published informatlon_ marlrematlcal analyses of expected phenomeua_ .....
arid laboratory investigations of t_ermaA--performaneeo Such data was
amen_Lle to frequextr.-pub]tcatlon.
foIIow-_n tnvest_.gatlons, however_ az:e._centered around
' Insula_4un development and experimental data-obtalned on-sma-tl-scal'et
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I THE'-PERF01_MANCEOF _dLTILAYF-R INSULA:'I.ONS
I l. SUMMARY
: A_.. Purpose end Scope.
This ..re.port_stmanarize8the work_c_rried_o_ut on the analysis_ expex.i=___
I meat.el meaaucemen4_r a_d _destgn of thermal protection systems for liquid
hydrogen tank_.__blArt;hux_-_. Little, Inc., under Con_raQ_. Nb_--6b/_ and
contl-nuar.lnn CoRtx.ac_ NASw-615-at Cambridge, Massachusetts, and at b_ASA,
[I- Lewla_R_r_ch__Cen_a__ Cleveland_ Ohio.
The purpose of the wo_-k was Co inczease the k.aow_edge of ;Ee thermal
behavior of multLlayer insulations and obtain deC= on the perform_,nce of
i.
such-Lnsu_a_io_ts--when they are exposed to a variety of conditior| which
• tr_ expected_to be encountere_C-t_Lca_L-app-_Icationll.
-_- B. Approach
To achieve the stated purpose in this work, we proceeJi;d as follows:
I. We placed the greatest emphasis on evaluating the performance
of cowmerelally available materials that are applicabl._ tc thermal pro-
tection 8-ystema for cryogenic fuel tanks for u.qa in exten,led space mtSaioPs;
,. 2. We dastgaeJt.Jnd constructed thermal conductivity appexatus to
: perm_..--_he measurement of insul_ton performance under condi_.tone spproxl.
¢mttng. thofle expected to occur fn ectusl instellatJ, onl;
a.
3. We tnvestiKetad tim effectu of temperat,-te. _echenica] load, tat,
pressure; type of gas. perto_.-ac_on._, and therme! thorpe on the J.nluletion
ai,
:: _ per formanee.; and
t
i
- . I _rllsm _i 11,mlr,}nc.
=
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4. Devel'oL__hntques .for. _edu_l-ooff rat-es--d_rfng
th¢_gr.ou_n_d hold p_@_r_iod-_en_tner._as _l_¢__ts used___ _
5- EllminstLop _ .adverse-_effe_ts of inte_:p_a_---handlinsr pro-
cedur.aB and___m_s_heric__degrad_tion of-reflectins_su_F_aces- during assembl-y-
• c_th__l_ s-ire.
6----_ contln_aKi_n ofl e_fOX_a_to develo_ a therme_l protect_on-syste_
whic___tl_.have the_ hlgh-in.ulati_g effectlve_Itil_yer-Insu/a_ons
but be. leeJLsena£_ateral .heat-£Iow, iess_.subject..to de_le_ _er__o_s_
e_J_.cta_of outside Influenc_es, and- le_s co stly___
The _=c_r.ha_La br±ll-isnt-ly glowing nose-cone can suceees-fu-lly re--
s_a_ _he effee.ts--of aerody_sml_ hea_l.ng while re-e._teri.nR._the ea_th_s
• tmoapher__- is- pr_a_._r_ermal, p¢o tec tion-sys tems.-_s__b__ dave _opcd to
meet-conditions whLch Qnly s-few_e_W__3_srs ago were-considered to be beyond
teehnc_oslcal teasibf.itty. _ess spectacular, but of equal importance to
tha__c_nttnusd_uroRresa of space qxplorstionr--t_ the availability o_ ther_art
protecY.io_-Systems for propellants, in-particular Ltq3ti_d_ hydroRen, t-o
_mat:.the de_utnds-of--t,_t _dc_apectrum of space-mlssione.
The_ devetopmen_ of _l_._!ayer insuleL-tone hem had e-profo,,tt,_ influ-
ence on techniques_ forlterin_ cryogenic liquids and_ in purlieu.*, at,
Liquid hyd_cge.. Atehougb_ter-restr2a_--_tv)rage end transport ve._se_
h_ _de--_da__uae og multLl_yer insulatl,._us, the difflculttes that" ira.
p_l__[L_hedsvelop____n____nd appi_cat_on of-these t-nsu-l,_t4.oneL_tO spac_ vo_hiclJ__.
hs_a. only-rl.-tnf.)y.hae.n..fullyItppre=_.a-_ed. _ne p¢IncipsI challenge l*.s|
in the ints$_JltJo_ of high p_rfurmancq tneulstionl wfth.the_.._tdv-ncin_
sttte-of-thl-art c_f-th_n-w_)l tank dasfsns-,
zx-
atlhur _ ttttl_
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_ __lw._high Insu_atlngY_f./_r_:__ivenes_L-_aL_m _ui_r insalat_ns _. _
achieved_whe_R a series-of-radfation, s]_J.ctda--oL--hJ-gh reflectivity are
[ separated__ near_l_y, nonc_nductt.ng= intex-Le_vL_ spacers while exposed to
a pressure below lO'Ltor_.._ InteX_tr__L______Gr__gen[c vessels, the muJ._- ..
.L layer inm_-tious are.assembled in an evacuated space- bourtded on one
'_ side by the- Liquid container and..ortthe or_ber side-by a vacuum._.ight-
outer pressure vessel capable of .withstanding atmospheric loads or _p*
plied me_hanica-I loads-. The x-adiat_s and s__acer__ therefore__ __
- do-_o-t egpe___f_nce any compressive lc_ a_d the-achie._ement of._ the re-
r
- i_ qugred high vacuum is _tthin the stata___fi_he-art o._ vacuum-engineering..
practice,.
-- _ T.'hls approach is not feaSlble--_here a m£a£mum_deighL_s_em-Ls-r_
q.u_.'ed--, as in liquid hydrogen tanks, for space vehicles, The outer-pr_:L-
_u_ce--veasel canna-g--be---usedbecause of _ts tremendous-weight penaAty;
hence,--_ha osed to atmo._:nherte pressures-an_ imposed
outside.forces unless it is suitably shrouded. The-ar.tach_nt of' the.
insulation to the tank. walLs-_is c_itlca.! and he.s _o be- accomplished with-
ou_ introducing undesirable heat leaks o_ sscrtfLc_ng struccural-_tCegrtt/_
In-_ddl-t_on_ substantt_l boil-u_ losee_--_nd weight penalties mu_t be
_oLded--duri_ the prelauncb period by usLn._, techniques that preven_
_tmosp.herlc Bese_ _rem dJ£foaing i.g-o--_heIneulatlnan_ancL conden#Irrg on
the-taek__all. If fl.ex4ble-aas-,tlght ocher sk'_ns a'_e o_.ed0 the. the--In-
sula_-_on has to-be _:epable of wlthstandLng atmosph_rlc loads caused by
i
cryoputaptng and-of recovering _gs-high Ln_)ulactng e_Eectf.ven_ss af_.e_
'i such loads ale-removed at aititude,
g
_vthu-r _11Lttl[r,_,w.
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v rhed_mal pro-t_ec_Lon s-Fste_. Fin_l-Iv-,because a certain amo-nt of handling
i
'[ and-t-rat_sportstlon of the Insula._ed-_ank_s--i.s---nec_ry prior to launch,
the tharmal--pro_ectlon system must-be so designed that these-ace-ions will
not cause a-decreas_--tn_ne&labillt 7 or a__i1_creas_____nthe comple_l;Lt_Lg_f._.
• ms-lntenancc_-proce du_
Accord£ngly, we-had.--under-taken an .analytical and exl_Irlmental._pro-
_fine-the--influence-of such_uar_iables as tempena._re, mechanical--
load_ gas rp_r_e_s_/eand-r_y_a of gas, tL_eramJ__hor_sr-and outgasslng rate.%
I
or_ the-performarlce-of-__ical stace_-of-the-_art mul.r.i/ayer tnsu/atlons.
The-f.oJlow_ng parc-dlscusse_ I) the theoretical consldetatlons--w._Ich
sp__llfJ_a_l 7 gove_ the performance o_ multilayer__insulattons_ 2)- _nlcal
mu/_Isyer £nsulat?_on s_.tem_-we te_te_--dur4ng this program, %) the ex-
perlmental thelma_ _onductivit 7 apparatus we const_-_he test
re_e.u_,tm we obtatned_--an__.plica t_ons.
ILL.T..__H EOR.EET._,A_NS ULAT I 0 N PERFORMANCE
The slmu-Ltazteous action of ths--_omblnad heat trsn'_far mt,ch,m/=-ms In
ev-_cueted mud.e./-la-_ex--/m_oas--has already been _.reated in considerable
detail-ln the tltcra-ture_---Howevar, a number--o_.pr,>hl,_m areas concern
spaclflcally the--practical applications of moltil_ye-r Ins,,1_ttLoas4_t_bese
areaa lre-£1i_s4;r._.ed-In the bollow_ng--anal_ical-m_roaches {or Ide._Lified
, multilayer Insulations that consist of floating radiation _hiclds
! __._ Gin: Pressu_-e N_thln Hultilsy_er Insulations
Mul-t_laye_ Insulations--must be evaaua:_ed to _t least 10 -4 tort for
mdsq.u_te performance, Two approaches-sre possible. The-ftrst-m_thod is
to produce a pre-evacuated or crTopumped- insulation by-t_s_n_ a _'bsXihle-
_.1-7
_Irlhur_ _Itt|r,}nr.
i
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Ir
_2IG33_E II-III=l ....... MEAN FREE PATH BETWEEN TWO PLATES
hlttins the other plate is
TT ;2.
i"
r_ I I r cos_ d,_
H J
W_e dt_ is art element of solid ang:e and 8 is the angle of the path
w-itJ_-respect to the uormal to the plates.
_ince d i, ." 2 TT sin@ d9 and r = a tang, the integral-een be ev.lu-
ated !:o give
Tt
r=,_.R---- (ll-III-2)
The-e_Jrrespondh,g two-dimenslonal dlffu_iot_ coefficient for mot-ton
parallel to the pla.e of the pl_Lt._-sis
_.hur _.l,t.lr,]lnr.
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Now assume that the twcr-plates are in the fort,_of-a long strip of
wi._th _. and thai molecules are outgasslng from the InLerlor surfaces at
- a net rate of x) cm "2 see "I._ Then the diffusion equation for _._e_equl-
llhrlum-denslty of molecules Is
be N 2v
D_--_,Ox:.= - _ (11-111-4)
where N-$s--the density of the molecules, and x is meazurad from the center
of the strip.
The solution for the case o__perfect vacuum along each edge of__
the strip it
N = f_)a ('¥ " x2) ([I-11I-5)
The maximum density occurs at the center of the strip and I_
N :: ....... = .... (It-Ill-b)
max 4Da-- n6a a
If the-pr_esmlre is to be less than lO'hmm Hg a_ 25°K, the _s den_- _I
Itv must be less tha. 4--x I012 molecules cm "3 Now-_ssume_ at a typical
examp]e, that the _hiehl consists of panels i m,._terwide composed of
't
radiation shields 0.002 cm thick aud stacked 40 to th_-c_r, with spacer,_
that occupy effectively 9if',of-_e spaces between the foils.
.£ I_I-6.,Then we cav-_uhstitute the following values In-Equatlon T . * • ,_
(, - 50 cn l
I
II-10
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= 3 × lO'_em sec"l
I Lef fectlve 0.0<)23 cm
1012 -3
i Nma X = 4 X Cm
The maximum aLlow_hl_, outgassing rate is therefore
x__t08 -2 -I= 8 molecules om s=_
This corresponds--to-the _ removal of one raonomo]eeular layer from all ex-
posed st_rfac_s_two weeks. Much h_gh_cr ou¢_se_ng--mates than this
ame--idikely to be enc-oun_er_d-if the-_'adiation shields and spacers are
exposed to atmospherlc--pressure at the time of iaunch-i_g. In which
Ca_o_ ade4uate venting n:u=t be provided to prevent destructlw, effects
due to sudden pressure teduetlor,.
Another difflc_Ity ,_iJ;h--cdge-puraplngis chat at the pumplog areas,
th_ _nnermost foils must be brc,ught into contact w4-_g_-._+e--_acuumou_.
This provides places where sc._." _'adlatlou can bypass most of t-ITeshields
and pel_trate almost directly to the i,sulated tank.
23. Broadside Pumpfn_ of P_erforat_¢i Ra,Jlaclon Shields
Let • be the perfoTated fraction ,.,fthe surface of each radiation
shleldl so tha_- r is the moleeuI:_/ tTansmlsuion coefficie.t. Thus, if
N is the-density of molecules on one side of a shield and N' the density
on the other side, tit,,, net flu_ F of mcdeculf:s through tile shield _is
For _ stack of shields, th'..s ' .'eq. ltto. ca. be wl[tlon in the form
li
r/
i - H-_t
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I
<_'r 3N
F : (I!-III-8)4---_I
where n is the series number of the shields.
As before, lec v be-.-eheoutgasslng rate per cm of actual shield
2
surface_.___T.ben__tbenumber of molecules emktted per cm per second into
the apace between two shie]ds Is 2_(I -T ). Thus, for srteady-s_ate 11ow,
c'r 8:=N - 2v(l - T) (II-III-g)4----_nE -
8
If.__he array of shields is in contact _ a perfect vacuum on one side
_, and an Impervious wall on the other side, the boundary conditions _e
|,i
_N
_- = 0 for n _ 0
_n s
S
[" N = 0 for ns _ n
i:
Equation II_III-9 _-i-u_s-forthe maxhuum allowabl:_ molecular dens','ty:
nl ax _ "r
,i
It is of interest to connider under wh_c c_md_tlons broadside and
edg_-purnplng are equalty efficient, O1_e,luating the values of the out-
Baqslng rates _Iven by Et,uatton Ii-lil-6 and ll,,[I]..lO,we rind for the "1
required relatlonshlp
i
,,-,2 |ii
_Tthu,m.lt_ttlt._,,.
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_ J,S the.mean molecular_ velocity, If the acc_ra_oda_flelent _&
-- unity and the mean free.--pathof-_hs-molecules_ls large c_r,pared with the
spacing of the shields, the-a_er_ge l,lnetlc energy of the molecules
_rlkln_-_ne-shleld is e T and that strikln_-the otheJc_shteld is
ev(T _-AT). The heat traasfer rate is therefore
N7
qc '__l " _vAT (II-III_ll)
3
s_nce cv is approximateiy--equal _o the tfans-l_tloo_l.-klnetafc__ener_g_/per-
_- def_ee at tbc, low t_mp_ra_ur-es w_lere conducLion is important.
The radiation transfer" rate Is
qr 2
e
where c is the- emlaaiv|.ty of the-sur-_es.
The total heat fiu_ is theft'fore
3 :, (._ I '_)
q :- ._ N(:kta'l" , "i" .... ( I[-l_I-I3)
#.
__ N_-mu_-now sum th|s differenee_-eguaClon over the set of n lucces ....
:- ||re _spa between the Mhlelds, In do|n_ this, we assume t-bat _ is con-
_tant and thac N _ I/T aud _" ,_/_T':-sincethe pressure is--constant, The
l_elu_t of the _ummatlon iSt -
t_th.r _.R-Inle,]l.r.
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4
3 . --
e--
w_.e_._i2_,__ re£_he low-__temperatuIe side of the shield and T 2
_s to the htgh-t-emperature s_de,
B. Radlat_on 'rrar, s-_e_ Within Mult_layer Insulations ......................
In ad_li_ion t'o the tran_m_4ssion of hee_ by gas conduction =hrough
muit_layer insulations, the f_llowing r_d/atlon traa._ger condd//_nS--ar-i_e:
I__ Radiat/on.Transfer" Through PerJorat_ e_d Radla.tlon Shields
Figure--I-l-]'TI-2 shows the radiation entering and leaving on cho two
FIGURE-Ii-III-2 RADIATION "I'RANSF_'R T!IRO[_JG}IPL:R!.'ORA'I!:[) SHIELD ...........................
of a pPrforat_d shield of em_n._tvity _. , transm{sston _r_ ,_ ......
a,',d temper_tur*_ T. 1"h_--_mr_y balance equ;,r.tons are '_
I I 'I t 4 (1 -_)(1 _:)1[ _ (I -T)-_.c'F _ (tI-_11-1_)
i
1I-I.5
I _lrlh-.r t3._.[e,)n¢.
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I_ = "rl. +(I - T)-(! - e)l' + (] - _)_.oT _- (If-Ill-16)
--- +-------- i -
I" -- I' : L I =
+ ---H-- qr (I!-III-I 7)
Equa'-_Lons ll-llr--15, -!b, and..LF- ar_e--sar_isfled"by--r_atlcns o-f.:-_he
fOTrn
I+- A - (H-Hr-ls)
I - B - kay_ (Ir-Ill-l_)
T4-- C - kn s (ll-III-2(>)
_ where A,_.B, C, and k ar_-collstm-,ts and n , as 5_.,fore, is-the $erJes--4_.mber
+ 1. The co1_stanc k. of a given shield. To get I -and I' we replace na
l_-_h_dlent 5 (_V4)/h l, eB
_" On subs-r._tuting Eqt_atlon_--ll-lll-18, -19. and --20 I._o Equation ll-
l-_5---and--.16 and noi.lnR that- - _t radlat4ou flux qr' we find
t_nnt
e + (2-_:)T _ol "4
qr (2-c)(l-v) "_"n"- (LI-LII:-21)
S
I
_ Now |uppo_--r._at m_tt_aek of P. shields is placed bt,tween-tw_ bJack
|hee.r.$at temperatu,-es T2 and I.'I , rh,n_xm_addi.____he_--ad-4-atIveImpedanceS-
!r=16
" i
: _vthr_ _.lllfllr, Jlm.
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n4
q = n--_--_ o(T2 +-- Tt '_ )
wher-e--n--and.k,are the r_aL-and_ imag.!na:¥.-parts of the complex refractive
index. _ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constants-and T 2 and-a'1 are the tem-
lle_on the two s. e_ of a _aL
The-formula--lmplles tha_ the _a_latlon_d_isit___.' and-ueloc-ir_-of
propal_ar-i_ c' fn the shield material are:
n_ _-
¢, -
C
II'_C
c'=
+
F_ormodems--value+of t'neabsorption index_,, the flUX formul,predicts
,.+ a transfer rate beLween two--close shields greater than that between two
black surfaces,
In the case o_ nietal st_ds_ whet the spaclt_g betwee, the two shields
" is increased from zero,-t-he radiation transfPr r.te at first r_.ses sharply
- to a h-igh,m_mum a.d =hell falls below the usual value for _d-_-Lv--spaeed
shlelds. The flux returns to the nor_mLL level whe. the spncl.ng emceeds---
about one-half--_$- the wavelensth of the blackbody--peak, (See Figure ll-
tit- 1.)
. .
3. Radiation Tr._nsfer 'l_.rculh Seams ,and l%qetrati_ona
With ccoventfonal inou) stlott mat_xlals, such as foau_ or El.ass wool,
one can eas41y _I a Joint bat_-4_anels by "elulklnE" th_ sean_ with
It-lb
_..+ +i,*h.,,r-IE-A+,*l_+,il.v.
' n • m I ,II I __ I II • ml l " - I Im +"I
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,ti
i- 11 .............
-'" _.10 - -- --
_ ......
8
n = 1.5
4.4F- _ k = LO---
__ _= ._ 6" _" ---1 = ..... q= = Flux-foa" La_rge Spaciug
_ 5 ....... _, = _,_avelength of Peak of Black--
m bo%, Cu r-re
O
- L
1 mmamm__ arm_ m_ "!
0 --
(1 O. t 0.2 0,3 11.4 (1.5 i).O
d
Sh4_Ad,-_ac tng, C--
111
•_ ml ....... "' ...... i I - U .... III [ [
FI_LIIb3 -- ONE %'^Y ENERGY FLUX BETWEEN Tg,'O I,'OILS VS GAP WlDTH
: l I-- II-t9
i ,trihw _.tLittl¢.)lnr,
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the same m'a_eriaL-_r by overlapplnR t|le pane.._. This Is-posslb].e because
these materials ha_e---_otropic thermal conductlvl.ty. Rut-..these.simple
meJ_-ho_not be used with metal radletlon shleld_, since the conduc-
tivity of the shields is h_ghly directional ....The conductivity of :nult-l-
layer insulations in Lhe _irection perpendicular to the plane of metal
radiation shields is about-_O_6--_Im_s--lower th,an the condxlcti_ity within
the plane. _iappLug of Itanels of multila_/er-insulations is therefore --
useless, since-_h_s ties .high- and low--tempera_ur__ points to_eti_e= ...........
F-£-lling t_'_eseams wLizb--pieces of the mu_ material fails for the
same r_e.aa_e use o_-iso=ropl¢ materials of hlgher-'conductivlty, ............
suc_ a_m or--wool, also partia]]y short.-clrcui_s the his -h__nd__Low-
temp_.rature sld_-s of the shield, but does __.gnif-icant improve-
i::_ mer;," in l,lsulat.ior.. One possible solutlov_ would be simply to [ea_e a
i " gap at the Junctions between all panels and around all pipes and strutsthat pop, irate the pa_le).s,if Che extra l_eat Input t the Joints could
I be kept-to a tolerably low ._-l-_ with {_aps of practl.cal width.
a. Assumptions and Me_.hod of-b.atct,latd on
Figure _4 shows two pa,e]-, oiF--multllayer insulation of =hick-
hess d, separated by a gap _f-width _: The stor._e-tsnk wall st the
bottom of bhe diagram i_ temperatt_t_e T . The--outermost l_er o_
o
slvlel_ i_--_t temperature T_ a_d is made-to bridge t.he-_ap by att_chm,._nt
c'_ an addltlo,_al strip of shield aft:or assemhly of the panels.
We assume that all surfaces have the same o.misslvlty c.. However,
the st_r-'_ed_hi_.,l_tslook blact( fr,:_mar_ ed{_e-_n point of view beca,,se of--
the multiple reflections _,_ the, radlatio_ in the narro# spaces between
_he indivtdual _hields and ,_b_ , . r_.ma.t_1 _ _
II-20
_ _L,thur i_;ltt,lr,_nr.
L_-- _ .... -.... =, , , -- _nnl i n +_ -- -- n
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0FIGURE I1-IIi--_;AP I1E'!'WEEN 'l_v'O PANbl I.S OF
_¢R!I.TILAYER INSUI_.ATION
We wish to calculat,, the' ,,,ldittonal hi.at f-_ that re;*ches the
storage tank because of the gap_.___2I_,e most tmportar_t contribution to th_s
flux--a _r-L-c_s from rad|.at/u_ interchange across the gap between the ,.,xposed
edges of the two pant.Is. For example, radiation-from the outer, hotter
layers of-th_ right-hand panel ca_--re,,eh the Inner, cooler laye,'6 of the
lef_nd--panel. The heat transferred t** tills way trmnediately spr,::,ds
over a large art.:.* of the It.it-hand panel, b,._¢auso of _|,e high eonductanct,
in the plasae of the nhteld_._ A certat.n fra,_tion of this headlands
I
its way to the tank. The remainder goes lr_ the other direction, towards
th, our-er layers ot the shield.
The--4c-actJon of the heat t_.at reachef_ the tank iS easily found, t._t
an tncremeut ,Jr heal flu_ _ q_Ja___rec,,tved by a certain shle-l_ wht.ch is
I r-2]
--- ii I
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located at a distance y from the tank wall, as shown in Figure II-ITI-5.
' and e above and belowThen the hea_ balance equation for t-he fluxes ql qo
the _hleld is:
o q
If we ignore--c{andu_tiot_ through th_s_acers, we have for the radiatlon
flu)_es____.__
q_ = k 3'14 " (T+ _LT)4. (II-III-25)d. y
(T + h'F)_- T 4
' = k- o (i_-IH-26)qo y
where _T la the sma]] temper,lture _lae due to _q, an_ k is a constaht.
1i_ the undl_turbed state when Aq is zero,
ql = q = k TI_--=-"T4 _-iI-III-27)
d-y
T 4 - T 4
o
% = q = k ........ (rI-Ill-2_0
_ 11-22
_,thur _._itt|r,31ur. tI
Ir
• ,== ,, ,_
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,q
i m
Thus tile fl,4x \,ariattons in tl_e two directions are
":qa % ql 1" (T+:_I'Y t - "I"4, = - ' = ........ (T]-[[[-29)d-y
k (T-, _ Z)__-_T--__ (i:_-__t- 30)
"_ = q'o qO ==.'.10 y
ggom-/x_l-Ill-29) r_qd (II-LII-30) w(, o_,tnin the desired equation _oI: the
incremental heat f]ux to the tank:
d - v)
_'qo ( --_{' _(t (ll-III-tl)
_inc_
A(lo q ,%(i,t Lct II-!11-32)
I I"/q
,':lTIhur?_,tl.t¢fir,/ln¢.
-- . nn I II I I i -- i • i ml
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|
II 2,1 --
- !
'A
i i = , , , i i__ i i_ __ -- i
00000001-1-8D11

_m
Th_ux--r-_c_tvod b_ dy t=
dy /' (v'-y)_:_tv' d__ L-, -
q ; ....;.........=_--.-_------+ (I-y) I- -_,_............i'....._ ...
L I ldy y-2- Y - _ __y_ _A (lI-l[I-a3)
D
In the first teem th? axp_r_ession 2 6_ [6_ + (y' - _ ]-=/:_ is t_e
vfew factor between dy and dy', while y' - y re_presents the-dlff_rence in
the fourth powers of the--temperatu_es of thes_ two elements. The seeond
term is the net radiation from the top surfaces to d_. Th_ thlrd term
ts the net radiation from the bottom surface--to--eLy.
To obtain the total _ndLr.ectheat input to the storage tank due to
tl,e net radiation entering the side-walls nf the gap, we must multiply
(II-TI!-33) by the redlstr_butlon factor I - y. dlstussed in the previous
"Rection, then Integ_ta_-_ and final)- multiply by 2 to allow f_r
the-._wo side walls. The result Is
f'r-' f' i I: .._)--Y}!Y.'-Y-}!'dY_-'. -,.... !.:-Y..... ,ly
1
_he dtre,:t radiation _o the h_ttom surface is I-
f
I
IIl'l r._, _' [' '' _" ); '_ .1 I j " _ [ I ........ _ :: ; _: ] Y d ' (lldlll" }'} " 1
- n ('_'° --;"
I
• II-26
[-
_[rlhu'l I tiltle lint
- -- • .... ' ..... I i ..... _ - _ I I • II .... J
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where the firs_ term i-s--the-radiaclon---rfom the top s_ur_ace -, e
terroris the net--radlar.lnn_'Er.omthe two side
The_total_exzra-flux due to the presence of tile gap_ Is the sum of
(IT--Y-If-34) and (I'.L'-111"-35),which simplifies to
1
• , ]qmtsl = (I ,._-)W . 1+2 - (_._-_7v_--_" YL_dY-
I 1
J;J--[_ 4 (y:- 9!]._/_ (1T-n-L-i_0 0
After sc,mc_ reducLl(,n, Equation ll-III-3b bccoraes
(II-III-Y lj
Thtl expr.esJLtnn_!=5plotti,d II,Figure, II-lll-/.
[_etur'_Ing now-to _F,e or[gln_l varlabl_, w_ oht,sA_,'_-forthe heat f_u_ pert:
_. unit l_ngth _f-the _leam:
k. (It. li
i7
II-2l
i, t I'illlil Ill. llliili,, Jill..l.
00000001-TSE02
,i
,I
1
II-_ i
I I I
l - i
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%! .
_-: Lt__l.s__c_venien_.toexp_.re,ss this flux in term_ oL-an-.quLv-al_n_-
watd_t_--ofthe insulating panel tha_..tr-ansmits_he sa_e fl_x for the s.lm_
tempecature difierence. The width _ that does t-h-_--i-sg-/u_n--h-_heeff
" formula
o{T14 . To 4)
eff (II-IIT-_g)
•- qtotal "_ 2
-- - I}n
-- where _ Is.,-the-numberof-dale].ds.-----
"" From Equations II-III-38-.and IT-III-39t we obtain t-heresult
_eff 2- (ii) (_-- itz-40_d ( • l)n f
wh_r¢
P, / '_' I 2 ;I _ + i In ....... (ll-llI'_l)
,._ r(d), /'1 +,_ '_ " i ,i / ,p k ,¢
i! Figure Iv,'lll'8 nhowA how 'eff/d vat,e| with "/d for Lhree dlffe,-
ent vAiues-_thr _h|t,|dlng factor, n(:: - 1'I. For /,I • 0.| Equatlov [l-
_:_ _.
llI-40 c,_n he wt Itte. In an approximate, _',snpler f.,tm:
deft
f_,_ hl _ _ (II-I11-62)
i,
t
11o29
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To obt_.in an estim_t_a__f the addltlonml--hoa_ lemk--due tc the seatas,__
we--e_._slder the _'yFical case of a cyllnorlcal tauk I0 feet long_and, i0
feet in dlameCer_--w_Ir/L_£1at--Pnda and i#t_--_tlatedwlch I00 layers of me_a-I
s_ield--haxing an emissivity of (r.05 and--_n_al t_e_ inch. If
_he insul_rion is applied in four sections--namely, two _ad disks and --
two halves of a cylln_she/l--_-he total length-of seam is 80 feet.
2
The to2-al area of the--tank surface is .450 ft- . The shielding factor
2
n([ - l) is about 4000.
If_wa-allow a gap _dth at time seam.=,of _: - O_--Lnch, t_en _/_/_._"-
0,I, and from the upper curve IvlF_gure 11-111-8 we find that- _ef[/d =
102. Therefor-_, _ - I02 inches_.b ft, _,,,_-he effective area
elf
2
the seams is 8.5 ft. x RO ft • hS0 _ 51_ic, the total *re_ of the tank
q
is 450 ft_ _h. seams cause _._ add|t|¢,nal 5eat input of 15(f/o.
FtMgtr-e_-lI-I|l-9 shows the perc_,ntaBe heat lea_ as a fun_tlou of-the
Kap wtdth, re reduce the leak ,11 the ,_,,ams co ,, r_asonable value, such
as IUT., o*;e must make the Rap t=o wider ,.han 0.020 _nch, In vlew of the
lllt_ch [alller dlme_iEr4-_.,14---e@_._itMe,_li% the taUk due to thrrmal eui1tractlou
durtnlz filling, a Rap ._f thl,. Size wo. ld _eem t,> require Impossible
l;O|el-al|lJes In ti_e f.,brlcat'u_1 .ill1(i l_;sl, ll.ltlol_ of Lhe inMtJlatiOl, pal_e}_,
" 1 Apparent-l-f, th* ot_ly so!t'tll'h to It's l_robl@m Is tl_ eliminate the
seams altuKeth-_ , Two ways o( doi,,R lhl_ _,:gllestthemselves, In one
..... Im, thod the It,sutatlt,n cJlll hi, sppll,.,l t,y w".-t_l_l.l_ tile tank wlth a cont. l,_u,.,um -
n4rt-ow ltr_p ,)f th_ met_l qhiPld, lll%,ll#,,ivPd ,_Itl a _trlp of spacer
materltl A_thoul_h in It, l: ..,tho,l lh.,t,, v..,ld b,, a c_mtlnuou., sets! path
Iroel the ot,t_Id_ it: the It.ld,, of the romFlrted mult|l_lyer i,lsulstlon,
tile path w.,uld he _o lo*_ 8 tb_lt th_ ':o.d,,etive beret lsa_ would probably
f
._,l_,,tI liltlr,]l.,
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%b_ neglig2_h!e. In the other method, complete alternating ]ayers of meta:[
shield and spacer material can be appi='ud to the tank by filament-wlndlng
or otherwise. Zn___hls______A_ direct conductive path from outside to in-
side is permitted. In both methods, the shields must be per.rotated to
e_llow gas to_ 5e pumped out.
An alt_eruatt_v-eplan is to give up the use--of--_etal sl_Lelds and sub-
_lastlc film with a very thin reflective metal|It coatlng._ The
conductivity of such mat_v-La3--£n--£L_ own plane-_i_ _n ]nw that the seam
pr_,blem is much-less severe_
I
C.. Ileal-Input: Due to t_'nc,.Pet_etrati.on of .a PIpe. Throu_gh
R ad t._a.t_=on Sh Leld_s
As an examlzl_e__ot a penetrstion___cuns]der t'be cas,_-ash(nm in Figure Ii.
III-lO uP a vel]t plpv t.f raJtun r which p,_netTatt's the multtlay_t meLal
radiation shield0 Assume that the pipe is ;it ::he temperature T of-tl_eo
ta_k and is protected fv(:._ direct sunshine by a single shield at tempera-,
ture T 1 .
Let _ be the emi_stvitv ot' Lhe _side ._.ri:_ce uf th_ pipe. ThenN
the net r.idiatlou received by a |enKt-Fr d? of the pip,, from the black ed_,s
o ¢ the mul_llayer nhteld _s
dq 2"'rd%"{I 'I. ) (II-I[I-43)
According to th_ arl(utne¢,t us,:' pt,vl_.,.sly, :_ fractte_r_ (d - V)/(, '_f
tb-_v-_t-,:on;,,_ rrc¢_ the f_nk ttsvlf ;,ml rh_m]_t th-,r_,fore not he con-
II|d_rP_ 'rb_ _em_|ntn8 fr_,,tlon, v/:_, _,_,rne_ from the outside, i_h.s,
the total _-est Pt,terinll the ta_k b_, way of the Asp betw_.,en the shield ___
11-)1
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.I:IGURI'_ IL.III-i0 VENT PIPF PFNt:.TRA1 IN(] MIII.TII.AY_;.R SHIELDS
_ at,d the c_uf_|de of tilt pipe is
d
1 [ (] [, ,{_[ ,. ,,` : [ :_ f. _ _m'dy_,,,,(T'* -l'n'l) (II-fll-z,',)
Now
.r4 . To4 .. (TI/_ - ToA) .y._.d (I1-111-/45)
;I
• t
II-_ I
B
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df %2wr , .. 2v , _ ,1,o4)qindlrect = d-U :._(T_4 - To _) v'dv--:--_-- (If.-I21-46)
The direct radiation-from the outermost- foil into the-pipe is
qdirect '" _ ri-_ (:_q'_ - -T°4) (II-IlI-67)
i We have assumed here that the inside of the pipe is black. This i6-& conservatf,ae--aasumpticn w ich is aj_proached when r/d is small.
I T" # • to the, tank due to the Denetratlo:_ Ib
T_
qp: (_r _ _ _-_,.-e,ord) ('l," [o 4) (1I,.III-48)
[he tota4- heat flow over :'.hewhole surf._c_ of thf tank Is
A
qt- ; .............. ' ('7_ - "l'n4) C:1-111-69)
n(2 I_
1'hum the f_aettap.al leak due to the penetration Ia
: _q/d (_ , . ,',I_ n( - ') (II-lll-50)
_ tit A
If we a_lu_e the previous values _ = lO0, d., I Inch, _ = t. =
o
(}.0'3, A = &5U ft 2 _n(I take r - 1.12 II_ch, we ffnd t:,at qp/qt " 0.0.5.
ThuA tl llt,.;l_' I-inch dtam4,te,' plF,, /rl,:r..'l._tpL the he.lt flu'. by "rely _Z.,
"_111 Ig t_._ estremP eatim_tf.t alnce the ,ngide of the pipe _lg a_gumed to
ll-}}
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The first term in Equation II-III-51 is the radiation flux without
perforations. The second term is the increase in radiation due to the
perforations. The third term is the flux due to conduction by the gas
molecules in the spaces between the shields.
For any fixed value of n, this expression goes through a minimum
.. for a certain value of the perforation coefficient 7 The optimum
_ value of 7 is given by
-,,-_:' [3 k(T, _T x/z :!(__)•_ -- = n (II-III-52)
_:;_ l-T / O(Tz 4 "_114) I
_ The corre_pondln 8 minimum value of q is
_.: qmln(n) = + vk(T8 - "2 ' "
-_,: (_- I)n
Equation II-III-53 shows that, no matter how large n may be) the
: flux can never be less than the value
qmin(*Q = 6:k(T_ -Tz)o(Tm 4 -T_ 4) ( (II =III-54)
t
Table IX.-llI-Ishows how qmln( _ ) depend_ on the outgasslng rate i
I under the following conditions' il
T2 - 300°K
p , II
w ,o-*o Uk 1.38 x erg deg .I
[
Ii-38
_,_ht:rm.lltfir,]nr. I
00000002
- TA_I.E II-IIl-I
. ATFLU_____XASAF CT ONoK
OUTGASSIN G RATE
i! NinOutgasslng Rate
i -r (molecul_s cm "2 see "l) (erg cm "2 see'l_
I0 I0 33t
! i011I lOS
1012 330
1013
1,050
For comparison, when n = I00, the first term in Equation II-III-53
-2 -I
_! [ iS 118 erg cm sec This value corresponds tO the optimum heat flux!t
' for an interplanetary mission, with only radiation transZer through th_
! shield. Table ll-Ill-I indicates that this optimum flux cannot be ob-
talned with practical dhieldlng if the outgassing rate is higher th_n
*! I010
-2 -i
. molecules em see
_ The flux q, as given by Equati:_n II-III-51, is plotted in Figure II-
i _} III-ii in Btu/ft2-hr as a function of the perforation factor _ for varl-
ir ous assumed values of the hydrogen gas flow rate _ (expressed in both
i O
-2 ib/ft2 hr).
._ molecules/om -sec and The graph refers to the case of I00
_ i! shi'l_s of emlsslvltY 0"0_ , wlth °Bier and Inner temperatures °f 300°K
and 25°K, respectively.
#
_| Figure II-III-ll shows that an optimum perforation factor exists
il for any given gas flow rate. Table II-III-2 gives the optimum value of
T and the correspondlng minimum heat flux q for various values of the
!_ gas flow rate _o" The table shows that _ hydrogen flow rate of 2.5 x
10 -7 Ib/ft2-hr impairs the insulation _y a factor of about two, This
11-39
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leakage rate eorresponde to on1F iib per year f_om a tank of 500 ft _
surface area.
TABLE 11-111-2
i _ OPTI_IM PERFORATION FACTOR T AND
opt_----
_IJ,_I_u'MNEATFLUX qmtn FORVARIOUS
GAS FLOW RATES V
-------'-'O
Vo qmin :
R2/ft 2- {Btu/_t 2-(lb hr) 'ropt hr)
'1
0 0 0.04 !;
2.5 x 10-7 t}.01 0.07
2.5 x 10 -6 0.03 0.14
2.5 x 10 -5 0.II 0.38
2.5 x 10-4 0.27 1.24
For the leakage rate of 2.5 x 10 "4 lb/ft2-- hr, which corresponds to
a loss of 3 Ib/day from the 500 ft 2 tank, the total heat input is 600 Btu/hr,
which would boll off all the hydrogen in cw_ months. Actual leak rates
may be even larger than 3 Ib/day.
These calculations indicate clearly that the gas leaking through
the seams oE the tank should not be pumped by the external vacuum through
the insulating blanket. Instead, the gas should be vented dircctly to
the external vacuum by means of a double-walled arrangement, shown ache- _
matically in Figure II-III-12. The leakage of gas into the insulating
layers will be greatly reduced I_ the outer tank wall is reasonably gas- ,_
tight. I
|
11-40
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Perforated Multilayez" In3ulation
Double Walled Tank
........ I " I' Ill
FIGURE II-Ill- 12 DIRECT VENTING OF LEAKING GLS BY DOUBLE-
WALLED "/Y_NKCONSTRUCTION
t
...... O0000002_TSA07_:_A
The vent pipe will probably have to extend well beyong the insula-
tior_ to prevent diffusion of the vented gas back into the perforated
_i shlel,ls froal the outside. The static pressure at the exlc of a pipe of
cross sectior. _ cm 2 thac transmits 3 pounds of :hydrogen per day is about
i
5 n_n Hg; thus_ aerodynamic rather than free molecular fl._w occurs at the
• exi_.
f
.i A much better solution to the ges conduction problem than the double*
walled tank arrangement would, of course, be the development of a method
for making vacuum-tlght welds. It _.s likely that successful long-term
cryogenic storage in space will depend on this development.
_,,e configuration of the perforations in the multilayer insulation
is of considerable importance. For a given perforation ratio, the highest
gas-pumping performance, relative to the inward radiation leakage, is
obtained with a large number of small holes with an average spacing much
less than the shield separation. Thi", p_rforation arrangement was assumed
in the derivation of Equation II-III-5i, The reason why this i_ the best
arrangement is that the net flow pattern for both gas molecules and ra-
dlation is then |.n the form of straigh _. lines perpeudlcular to the shlelds_
except in the immediate v'Icil.'ty of the shields themselves. The two flow
patterns are illustrated in Figures II.-III-13 and -14. The only differ- I
ence is that some of the radiation flow lines start and tsrminat_ on
unperforated parts of the shields, whereas the molecular flow llne_ can-
not do this.
On the other hand, when the perforatloPa are widely spaced relative
7
to the shield sepsra_-ion, aS in Figures IT-Ill-15 and -16, _he radiat|on
_low is much mot,. nearly perpenOlcular to the foils than is the gas flow.
il
_t_m: _.ltttlr3Jn¢.
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I'IGURE II-IlI-13 GAS FLO_ PATI_._RN FOR C,LOSELY SP,._CED PERFORATIONS
!
i
I
're'IllI I Ilmliill_URii I !
FIGURE II-1II-14 RADIATION }-'LOW PA3TERN FOR CL.OSELY SPACED
PE RFORATIONS
J
J
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The reason is that the gas can flow only through th_ holes, fllerpasthe
radiation can also flow direc_:ly through the nonperforated _gions by
the process of absorption on one side of a foil and re--emls_:.onon the
other side. Since the gas must take longer paths through th! foils than
the radiation, the pumping e£ficlency, relative to the radla [cn leakage,
is much less for very widely spaced holes.
Calculation of the flow patterns of Figure II-III-15 an -16 would
i ' be very difficult, but one can see qualitatively that not mu change: from the conditions of Figures II-III-13 and -14 will occur _f the hole
spacing is of the sa_leorder as the shield spacing. On the bther hand,
for very large hole spacings, the gas flow rate approaches _ro, while
the radiation rate drops to a limiting value. For the case _f regularly
spaced holes that are staggered from shield to shield as in :igures II-
III-15 and -16, the radiation _lux has the limiting value:
_: o (Ts4 Tz4) rz-ZlZ-55)
- I)( )+I
For rendomly distributed holes the limit is
q = _ c (Vs4, -v'r,") [:-:£1-561
For small values of "r these two expressions are almost tde_ tics).
On the other hand, the radiation flux for _Icsely spacel_ holes, as
I: shown in Equation II-III-22 is:
q= o (",:_" - T_.')
n .'+(2 ¢)T
I II-4_
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!_ A comparison of (Ii-III-56) and (I!-III-57) shows that, for constant
R
, the radiation flux increases ,'.on_iderably as the hcqe spacing is
decreased, but the gas conduction flux - :reases by a still larger amount.
Production problems impose a practical lower limit on the diameter
of the perforations as well as thelr spacing. New production techniques
will have to be devised to obtain the desired perforations and thus in-
crease the insulating performance of multilayer insulations in an actual
C
._ inst_llation.
D. Cunductive Heat Leaks at Discontinuities Due to jolnts,
_9
il Supports, and Piping Attachment,s
Once the basic requirements for the payload and the weight of the
_!_ cryogenic propellants to complete specific missions are known, the in-
sulating effectiveness of the thermal protection system and the maximum
_._ allowable heat leak through discontinuitie1_ caused b, _olnts, supports,
: ! _ and piping attachments can be specified. As a rough design guide, no
! more than 3_ of the total heat leak into the tank should be caused by
_= . such discontinuities. If the proportion were higher than 3_, the effec-
i_J: tlveness of the mulcilayer insulation would tend to be nulllfie_, and its
_" _ application might .ot be warranted.
_.i. ' Analyses have been carried out on the heat leaks due to insulation
_I penetrations and discontinuities. These can be classified as:
_!
._ (a) Weak thermal shorts, where a linearized radiation boun-
=._!'
dary condition can be applied with acceptable accuracy (e.g., where the
•:, surface temperature is within 10% of the adiabatic wall temperature).
(b) Strong thermal shorts, when the depression of the tempera-
_ ture at the outer surface of a foil exceeds i_/o of the adiabatic wall
II-ll
m
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t_mperature and _fhen the analytical soluttou of the problem is compli-
cated by a nonlinear boundary condition.
(c) Absolute thermal shorts, where the penetration is So highly
conductive that the tank wall and the outside surfac© of the short are
nearly at the same temperature.
Conductive heat leaks are of particular concern after the space
vehicle has left _he earthes atmosphece and is subject to the various
radiative he_t inl_uts from the sun an_ other solar system bodies.
1. Weak Thermal Shorts
Nultilayer i_sulation8 can be used with materials such as Teflon to
meet structural r.mquirements and to satisfy the weak thermal short con-
dition. Steel or other separators would not gall £n_o the category of
weak thermal shorts unless an insulator could be installed between the
multilayers and the penetration. In the _ase of aluminized film, weak
thermal shorts can be obtained go_ reasonable thicknes=_s of very poor
conducting structural material| when the thick_sss of the film asiembly
is greater than ¢,ne inch.
Figure II-I::I-17 concerns the pene_ration of mu!tllayer insulations
by various mater:Lals and shows _he maximu_ widths _hat these materials
_an have _or the weak thermal _hort approximation robe applicable.
The desi_n Of the thermal protection system, even with weak thermal
shorts, may have to bs modified so that the over-all heat leak iS within
permissible limits. To illustrate _his point, a cylindrical tank 10 fa¢_
in dilator and 20 feet l_n 8 would contai_ about 5000 pound| of liquid
hydrosen, and lt_ cyl_ndrieal surface area would be 628 sq. _t. If the_e .!
a_s: two 10-_tl l,laatl¢ dividin_ I_tripe aro_,n_ this tank, _han it can be
II-48
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shown that _he heat leak through these strips would be equivalent to
that of 520 sq. f_. of insulation. Therefore, the over-all heat leak
would be increased by more than 8_/..
• 2. Strou 8 Thermal Shorts
i. Because heat leaks assr_:inted with strong thermal shorts a_
_ greater than would occur from weak thermal shorts, design ap?ro_tchee
il that convert strong shorts to weak ones must be used.
_r_: The approach in reducing the heat leak due to a strong thernml
: short is to separate the strong thermal shorts from the ends of the
!_ . _ultilayer insulation, thus bringing them into the range of weal_ thermal
_ shorts. Examples of the approach that can be followed to decrease the
_: effect of a strong thermal short are shown in Figure II-ZII-18. This
i . , figure shows the following:
_'i (a) A strip of evacuated insulation (fibers or foa_) separatln_
multilayer insulation from a thermal short.
:- (b) A square section of evacuated insulation placed in a
_i corner to protect the shields in one direction fro_ being shorted by
• those in the other direction when the radiant flux impinges _qually on
both surfaces of the insulation.
(c) A square section of evacuated insulation, the upper side
of which is kept adiabatic to prote_t a Joint between a tan1: wall end a
large pipe or a structural support with negligible heat flow from the
warm end co which these elements would be connected.i! (d) A square section of evacu_tted insulation provided with a
protective radiation shield, the upper side-of which receives the same
radiant f_ux as do_J the _ultt]ayer t_,sulation.
I ll*50
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Calculations have shown that, for a surface temperature of 300°K
and a liquid temperature of 20°K, the heat leak due to the presence of
a one-foot length of a square cross section of evacuated insulation is
_ equ_,,alent to from 0.5 to 1.5 sq ft of undisturbed multilayer insulation.
The dimensions of the square cross section do not influence this result
for insulation thicknesses in the order of one inch.
Splices and tet_n_nating insulation sections should be placed on
the shady side of the tank or be protected by a shadow shield to reduceg
the possibility of edge effects at disf_ontinuities.
Thus, joints, supports, and piping attachments must be given con-
i
siderable attention. Special design techniques must be employed so that
i_i the heat leak can be kept to acceptable proportions.
3..:.. Fffect of Internal Radiation in Pipes
We have alva analyzed the leakage of heat into cryogenic tanks
through _ransfer lines. The thermal coupling through the transfer line
that Joinf_ the cryogenic tank to the relatively warm engine involves
internal heat radiation as well as conduction along the pipe walls. If
thermal radiation were absent or negligible, the conductive heat flo_- to
the tank could be kept wit_,in reasonable limits by proper selectlon of
pipe wall materials and thicknesses. However, the thermal radiation
energy eraitted at the warm end is partly absorbed by the walls at points i
nearer the cold end; some of this energy is conducted a_d some re-radiated
"I
toward tlne cold end. The resulting radiation and increased pipe wall I
gradients can lead to heat leaks that are _rea_er than the h at flow
through the blanket of the_aal insulation applied over t'he entire cryo-
galt_ t_nk. !
_rtk.r l.ltHle,_nc i
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I We have analyzed the radiative-conductive effect _.n a plpe_ to
I determine what heat Inleakages might be expected and to provide a _uide
for the thermal design of the pipe.
I a. Pipe with Length-to-Diameter Ratio of 3
First, we considered a pipe with an L/D ratio of 3. Gray_ diffuse
I walls have been assumed. (The assumption of diffuse reflection is not
I conservative; specular reflection should lead to greater heat flow by
radiation to the cold end.)
I The results can be ap_lled, for example, to a typlca/-pipe i0 inches
In diameter and 30 inches lonE, with Its warm end at 300°K and its cold
I end at 20°K. At low end emissivities, with non-zero wall conductivity,
the total heat leak will be affected by wall emissivity If the latter Is
between 0 and approximately 0.2. The heat leak is of the order of a few
[ watts. At high end emissivities, again with non-zero wall conductlvity_
wall emissivity plays a minor role; the heat leak is quite high (between
7 and 9 watts) and _Imost independent of ¢ wall" It is therefore neces..
I sary for such a plpn to have low emissivity at Its ends. However, this
may be difficult to achieve except with shiny baffles near the end_.
Some variations in pipe design to decrease the heat lea}: to values
of the order of a watt or less are possible: higher L/D ratios, baffles
l at selected points, curved pipes. In addition, part of the outer surface
f_ of the pipe can be left bare near the warm end so t_at it can radiate to
a cold environment; this will cause the temperature of i:hs pipe to fall
off to low values for most of its let_gth. In such a case the cold end
views only the distant clrcle of the warm end cros_ section, and the
• I radiative Interchange Is effectively decoupJed fres the _ryogenlc ta_k.
M:!
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b. Pipe wlth Length-to-Diameter Ratio of 9
We also considered a single case of a pipe with an L/D ratio of 9.
In this case, the end emissivities were considered to be _mlty and the
wall emlssivlcy zero. The resulting radlst_ve heat leak for a pipe
-_- 90 inches long and i0 inches in diameter is 2.7 watts, compared with
6.7 watts for a similar pipe only 30 inches long. The conductive leak
:'_i depends on the wall conductivity and thickness; it can be added a!gebrai-
' tally to the radiative component, since the two are decoupled. For a
:_ given wall thickness, the longer pipe will obviously conduct less heat.
I'_ the product (thermal conductivity) x (wall thickness) can be neglected
_:#_ for this long pipe, the heat leak will be _urely radiative and will equal
..... 2.7 watts regardless of wall emissivity, provided the end emissivities
__
_::_z are unity. This again points to the importance of end el_tsslvlties and
: to _he necessity for _pe design based on considerations of radiative
_i" heat transport.
4. The Possibility of Scaling
When the insulation on a cryogenic tank has been properly designed
and applied. _he penetrations of various types (weak shorts, strong
shorts, pipes, strips, pins, etc.) will behave as follows: (I) _hey
wJil not interfere with one another, in the _ense that the temperature
disturbance due to one penetration will not affect the behavior of any
other penetration; (2) they will alter the temperature distribution in
the insulation blanke_ (as imposed by external flux) only locally, Under
such circumstances, the tot=l he_t inleakage to the tank can be predicted
by superimposing the contributions of the in_ulatlon blanket _nd the
, penetratlons, if wach con_rlbutlon is known separately.
I't.c4
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The circumstances postulated above should occur frequently. Where
they do uot (i.e., where there is strong interference between various
7
components), either the system has not been designed properly from a
e?.
thermal point of view, or some overriding consideration (e.g., strut-
! tural) has been imposed. In the ordinary case, what has--been said about
: superpositlon applies; thus, it is important to be able to predict the
_i behavior of the blanket itself.
a,__t__.Insul@tionBlanket
The total heat inleakage, QB' through the insulation blanket (con-
i
- 'i sidered without penetrations) _i11 depend on the Inclden_ flux dlstribu-
tion, the shape and size of the tank, the number of foils and their optl-
=_ ¢al and thermal properties. We will consider only the steady state.
For a given tank shape and inciden_ fl,_x distribution (normalized by
dividing by the maxlmum.flux), tht_ following three sets of variables
must be kept constant if two tanks are to be consldered similar:
_ o
¢ n,
0
aud
c ¢o It
f
0 ma.x a, max
i
:i! i'
:_ _.hut l.l_t|lr.$nr.
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where
,_ absorptivity of the outer surface of the outer
o
foil for the incident radiation
i _ = emissivity of that surface
• . O
:: f ffiintensity of incident flux at the point where
max
it is a maximum
/
e = emissivity of the foils at the temperature
[ fmax/ ]1/4j
D = a typical dlmensiou of the tank
k = thermal conductivity of the foils
•_ t = thickness of a foll i
n - number of foils
o B the Stefan-Boltzmann constant
Tli q ffitemperatur_ of the cryogenic liquid (and of
the tank wall)
T -adtabattc wall temperatt_rc corresponding to
a t max
the maximum incident flux.
If the chlrd parameter, Tliq/Ta, max' is small compared with unity, the
condition that it be kept constant is not a very stringent one. The
other two conditions are _ufflclent for similarity, provided that heat
flows norma] to the foils by radiation only and parallel to the foils by
conduction only.
For self-slmilar casein, the total heat flow to the tank (no penetra- ![
tions) is
- (Constant) ( eo fmax D2) _Qs Cn
O
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provided that _ has the same dependence on temperature for similar
cases (which will be true if the same foil material is used in each case),
or that e is not a function of temperature (we have se_n that little
• n/
error is incurred in assumin8 that the latter is true) Since ¢o
is presumed constant, we may rewrite QB as:
0
f D"QB -(Constant) a ° max
The condition that the first two parameters be kept constant leaves
some choice in the selection of the remaining variables. This choice
will determine the scaling factor to be used in =omputlng QB for a par-
ticular tank from the results (test or computer) on a similar tank of
different size. In the following two examples, e and kt are kept con-
stant and the same foils are used.
(i) I.fn/D is kept constant, then for similarity,
f must vary as I/D
O max
and
¢ must vary as I/D
O
If these relatlcnships are adhered to, QB will vary as D. Suppose that,
_xnder direct solar radiation, 8 watts of heat flows into a cylindrical
cryogenic tank i0 feet long, 4 feet in diameter, axis at 45 ° to the
direction of the sun, and insulated with 20 layers of a certain foil.
Th,; outer loll absorbs 207. of the solar radiation (_ - 0.2) and nas anO
emissivity e of 0.9• With this information we can determine the heat0
input to a geometrically similar tank--one that is, for example, 20 feet
Io_ and 8 feet in dlameter--under solar radiation from the same direc-
tlon, for a large class of situations.
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• In particu:_ar, if the 20-_oot tank is insulated with 40 layers of
the same foil, then the ratio n/D is the _a, me as for tha lO-foot tank.
• For similarity, _ must be 0.1, since f (solar flux) is the same in
._- 0 max
both cases; also, _ must be 0,_5. In this situation_ the heat input w0
will be iu proportion to dlmension--namely, 16 _tts for the 20-foot tank.
.r
(2) If n/D 2 is kept consta_nnt, the_ for .s'_milarlty,
_,. D2/3
i!!i _ f _ust vary as
o mox
and
i ¢ must vary as I/D 2O
_f these relationships are adhered to, QB will vary as D8/3. If the 20-
i_ foot tank in the e_ample above is insulated with 80 layers of the same il
i foil, then the ratio n/D 2 is the same as for the 10-foot tank. For simi- fl
22/3 0.9/22larity, _ must be 0.2 x = 0.317; e must be - 0.225. _n :'
_i o o
this situation the heat input will be 8 x 28/3 - 50.5 watts.
b. Penetratlone
Once the behavior of the blanRet can be predicted, the contribution
of penetrations must be considered.
If, as postulated above, a penetration affects the temperature dis.
tribu_ion in the insulation blanket only locally, its contrl_,_tion _11
be determined by t1_serting it (in a t_st or computation) at the; correct
location on the tank. The reason is that the temperature dis_ribution
in the undisturbed blanket in the neighborhood of the penetration is the
environment that will determine the heat leak through the penetration. I
For example, a penetration located on the sunlit sid_ of a tank (_qhere
the temperature gradients normal to the tank are hi_h) will produce a I
graatsr heat leak than if located on the shaded side. !
 .Rittir,].r,
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I Penetratlo_s constituting strong and absolute thermal shorts will
in most cases have to be considered individually, as their effect cannot
I be predicted with linearized analysis. Note, however, that even a strong
short may alter the temperature dlstrlbutlon in the insulation only
-r
L locally; hence, its contribution can be superimposed, even though the
•; (local) disturbance and the added heat flow be large.
'_ The ccv trlbutlon of a weak thermal short to the total heat leak is
-_ more easil7 dealt with in most ca_s, Rs has been discussed in our pre-
.15
vlous reports. There are exceptions, such as when a reversal in tempera-
_i ture gradient occurs within the foils. In the latter situation the local
._ gradient at the tank wall may be disturbed appreciably by the presence
: it
-_ of even a weak short. Therefore, all penetrations must be carefully con-
:_ sldered in order to determine the effect of each one on the total heat
leak into a cryogenic tank.
_V. INSULATION SYSTED_
The concept of an insulation composed of a series of cadiatlon
shields separated by non.-conducting spacers, although relatively simple,
_: hinge_ on the availability of suitable materials. The discover), of the
: high insulating effectiveness of multilayer insulations did not itmnedi-
ately result in their wide application, because practical problems were
-' involved in obtaining either metallic or non-metalllc radiation shields !
!
_: and spacers that were thin enough to permit the use of about i00 radi-
atlon shleld_ per inch.
Because the phenomena governing heat transfer through these inau-
: latlons have not been thoroughly treated in the literature, materials
selection has proceeded primarily on an empirical basis. In making our
selections of suitable materials to be used in the test program, w,.
I _ were guided by the following criteria:
1. Are the insulation materials now commercially available or will
they shortly be made available?
2. Are the material properties constant and reproducible so _hat
test results can have generalized applications_
3. Can the materials withstand some of the environmental factors
which the thermal protection system may encounter during service?
4. Can the materials be applied to large liquid hydrogen tanks at
a coat commensurate with their performance?
5. Are these materials available for test purposts without re-
strictive proprietary conditions?
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I On the basis of these criteria, the materials shown in Table II-IV-I
-- were used in assembling different multilayer insulations. The table
indicates the nature of the radiation shield and spacer material, gives
7
details of their construction, and indicates where they were obtained.
In addition, some materials were supplied to us by manufacturers either
_- assembled in mu!tilayers or with instructions on how co do so. The
:_ variables studied with each insulation and the corresponding test num-
bers are also listed in the table. Figure II-IV-I shows enlarged views
ii of the different spacers.
In addition to multilayer insulations, s_mples of foam and foam-
filled honeyco_ were also t_sted because of the pos_ibillty of using
a composite structure of foams and multilayer insulations.
We are fully aware that further optimization of the multilayer
insulations, both as to the type of materials used and the specific
pro_orties, can be accomplished. However, we believe that the materials
tested repr_qent a broad cross section of the materials that are now
commercially availqble.
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I0 x Size I0 x
Polyester Fiber Mat Fiberglase Mat
0.003 inch thick 0.0i4 inch thick
' contained in System G contained in System J
4111|b
llllI!
IO x iO
Glaas Fiber Paper Fiberglass Cloth
0.003 inch thick 0.001 _.nch thick
contained in System I contained in System K
I fOx 4x
I Vinyl-Coated Glass Fiber
_I Screen t/8 x t/8 mesh: contained in System A
:I
FIGURE II-IV-I ENLARGED Vlb_W OF TYPICAL ,_'ACER MATERIALS
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V. EKPERIMENTALAPPAL_TUS
A. Design Consldera_.on_
To measure the effect_ of different variables on the performanc_ _i
of multilayer insulations, we considered three basic designs of thermal i
conductivity apparatus: spherical, cylindrical, and flat plate. We
found that no single type of apparatus described in the literature could
u_et all the required test conditions, namely, to permit the measure-
i
ment of the effect of the following variables on thermal conductivity: i
i. boundary temperature
2. gas pressure
3. gas type
4. mechanical load
5. gas purging
6. number of shields and thickness
7. thermal shorts and discontinuities.
After consultation with the National Bureau of Standards, Boulder,
Colorado, we decided that a flat-plate thermal con_ct_Tity apparatus
would be best suited for the e_:perlmen_al program because:
i. The test sample can bl_ a small, easily asscmbled disc of
va_yiL_& diameter.
2. The sample can have a wide range of thickness which can be
accurately measured while the sample fs in contact with temperature-
contzolled boundaries.
3. A mechanical load can be applied to the san@le under test.
1Io68 {
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I 4 The sample can be installed under closc!y controlled conditions.
I Our experience with th.. slngle-guarded cold plate thermal conduc- _.
tivlty apparatus, similar in design to the Wilkes calorlm_er, helped i
I 'us to establish the design criteria for _he new apparatus. The latter !
q
incorporates the following features:7
_* i. Thermal conductivltiee of multilayer insulations, pcwders,
_.1 fibers, and cellular insulations of organic and inorganic materials,
iY
ranging from 0.0001 to 0.5 Btu-ln./hr-ft2-°F can be measured.
! 2. The cold side of the sample can be exposed to a range of dis-
crete temperatures from -452 ° to -22°F_ depending upon the boiling point
! of the specific cryogenic fluid used. The warm side of the sample can
be exposed to any temperature from -422 ° to 500°F. During the test,
i
warm side temperatures can be changed or closely controlled by supplying
a fluid from a constant-tempekature bath.
3. The sample can be exposed to any desired gas at pressures from
10 -6 torr up to 15 psia. The gas in-the test chamber can be changed
and the test chamber purged with an inert gas during a test.
4. Mechanical compression from 0 to 50 psi can be applied to the
i sample by a calibrated pressure unit while a test is in progress.
5. The distance between the cold and warm plates can be adjusted
and measured to within 0.001 in. during a test so a_ to change the density
of the sample without interrupting the test or changing the sample.
, i
b. The edges of the sample can be exposed to temperatures ranging
from -452 ° to 500°F during the test by means o_ a guard shield.
I II-69
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B. Description of _he Apparatus
Figure ll-V-I sho_s the apparatus and Figure II-V-2 shows the
design details, The major components, all of which ace raP.deof stain-
_- less steel (300 series), are as follows:
i. guarded cold plate
., 2. warm plate
: _"_ 3. sample chamber
_-; 4. nitrogen Jacket
_-_"- 5. boll Jar
; .y.
.='---_i" i. Guarded Cold Plate
_, _- The guarded cold plate is the bottom of the measuring vessel which
i,-: has a capacity of 2.5 liters and a diameter of 6 inches The measuring
: vessel is completely enclosed by a guard vessel, 12 inch dlametez and
_ 27 llter capacity, except _cs lower surface which is o_, a plane wltb the
i _"" lower surface of the guard vessel_ Together these surfaces form the
.... cold plate which is in contact with the samp'_: durin_ tests. The thick-
_Li/: nee. of this surf ace on both vessels is i/4 Irch ..,:dthe temperature
drop across it is estimated not to exce,y_ l°F
The measuring vessel is connected to the outside by three sta4.nlese
steel tubes, each having a 3/8-inch diameter and a wall thickness of
0.016 inch. One tube is a fill and purse line ; another is a vent; the
third is a r_lief line. The mechanical load applied to the sample is
transmitted from the measuring vessel to the guard velsel by these tubes.
Th_ heat transferred be_'ween the two vessels by cooduction through the
• /I-70 !
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FIGURE !I. V-2 CROSS-SECTION OF DOUBI.E-GUARDED COLD PLATE "tHERMAL
CONOI _I.'TIVI'!'Y APPARATUS
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I three tubes, by radiation from the gold-pla_ed walls of the vessels, and
I by resfdual gas eonduc_.ion (if the vacuum between vessels is kept under
5 x 10 -6 tnrr) i_ less than 3_ of the heat transferred _hrough a sample
I with a heat flux of 0.15 Btu/hr-ft 2, Other features in the design
i.
i _ of the guarded cold plate assembly include the following:[
I' a. Both guard and measuring vessels have inner shields of
I'i T copper which serve as temperature equallzers to prevent thermal stratl-
flcation of the liquid at low heat fluxes and ac a radiation shield if
the liquid level is low in the guard yessel.
b. All lines to the meas::rlng vessel have r_idlation traps
in the form of a tee inside the guard vessel.
c. During replacement of the sample, the cold plate assembly
is guided accurately along the vertical axis on three rods.
2.__ Warm Plate
The height of the warm plate of the apparatus can be adjusted by
t
means of a double-actlng hydraulic cylinder (see F_gure II-V-3) This
i:
not only permits the testing of samples with varying thicknesses oi up
! to 2 inches but also makes it possible to apply up to 50 psi mechanical
i
t '" !_
compression to the sample or to decrease its thickness during a test.
A calibrated pressure gauge provides an indication of the pressure
aFplied to the sample.
i To keep the warm plate at a constant temperature, heated fluid or
a cryoge:_ic liquid can be channeled through a 7-1iter reservoir attached
I to the underside of tt_e warm plate. If temperatures between the boiling
II"73
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points of the cryogenic liquids are xequired, cold or hot vapors can ba I
sprayed through nozzles onto the plate. In this case, a constent tem- I
i perature can be maintained by automatic control of ihe =pray_ig rates.
Eight thet_ocouples are embedded at various locations in the top surface
of the warm plate to measure its temperature.
The warm plate has eight radial grooves 1/16-1nch wide by 3/16-inch I
!_ deep and a 3/4-1nch opening in the center (the total open area is less l
..... than I0_ of the sample surface) to assist in the evacuation of the sample.
:_ Three rods with dlal indicators spaced at 120° are used to measurei :!
i _: the distance between the cold and warm plates and the parallel alignment
....... of the plates to within 0.001 inch at all temperature conditions. Since I
: the measurements are instantaneous, they are independent of thermal
_ _ shrinkage of the rods.
3.. Sample Chamber
}
The sample chamber is bounded by the cold _late assembly on top,
by the warm pl_te on the bottom, and by a skirt which constitutes the I
guarded side wall. The upper part of the skirt is surrounded by a split
copper ring which serves both as a radiation shield at _q_i:_ nitrogen .i
temperature and as a thermal short to the lower part o_ the skirt. The :I
copper ring intercepts the heat leak from room temperature surfaces to
the guard vessel. The skirt itself can be removed and replaced with a
heated shield if so desired. _ horizontal coppec ring between the warm
plate and the sample chamber prevents radiation from warmer parts of I
the apparatus from reaching the sample. The sample chamber can be I'
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hermetically sealed hy placing a stainless sheet against the cold plate;
it is then possible to evacuate the sample under test to any degree of
_ vacuum or to introduce different gases into the chamber independently
_
of the vacuum in the main vacuum Jacket surrounding the cryogenic
lii vessels. 4. Liquid Nitrogen Guard Vessel
: "_ The liquid nitrogen guard vessel has a 36-11ter capac{ty. Its
primary function-is to decrease the boil-off rate of cryogenic fluid
in the i_ner guard vessel, especially if liquid helium or hydrogen is
used. Also, it keeps the top of the side wa_l of the sanq>le chamber
at a l_w temperature. It is provided with a copper equalizer radiation
shield similar to the one in the inner guard vessel.
5. Bell Jar
The cold and warm plates, sample chamber, and nitrogen Jacket are
placed inside a bell Jar consisting of top and bottom plates and a
I cylindrical shell bolted in the middle. The shell is _de in two parts
to reduce the distance that the bell Jar must be lifted when a sample
is placed in the apparatus.
C. Instrumentation
.1. Vacuum S_stemFigure II-V-3 shows the vacuum syctem and instrumentation used
• Unless "liquld nitrogen" Is specified, the term "guard vessel" is
subsequently u_ed in this report to refer to the inner guard vessel.
=ti "
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-- I in conjunction with the thermal conductivity apparatus. _wo mechanical
pumps and o_e diffusion pump with a liquid nitrogen trap and a system
I of air-operated vacuum valves allow the 5ell Jar and the sample chamber
l to be evacuated independently. An ionization gauge and a thermocouple
mH
_ gauge are used to measure the pressure in the bell Jar; another set of
_. identical gauges measures the sample chamber pressure. In addition,
_: • the sample chamber has a compound gauge which permits measurements to| be made over a pressure range from 0 to 50 psia. A third ionization
/:ii I gauge is ins_alled between the 4-1nch alr-opcrated valve and the llquid
nltrogen cold trap.
i_i i_ 2. Temperature Measurement
Sixteen thermocouples are available to measure temperatures of
_ different parts of the apparatus and the sample. The temperature of
%
_ the warm plate is measured with eight thermocouples embedded in its
upper surface. Five thermocouples are available to measure tempera-
_i Cures of the sample or any part of the chamber. Three other thermo-
I
couples can be used to measure the temperature of the sample chamber
•_ radiation shield, the sample chamber skirt, or any of the walls oft_
tSe thr_e cryogenic vessels.
! 3. Ga,@ Pressure Control Device
i_ The gas pressure over the cryogenlc llquid in the measurlng vessel
_z
and guard %easel is subject to atmospheric pressure changes. These
changes can lead directly to bo_i-off measurement errors. Calculations
show that the pressure above the cryogenic llquld should be controlled
l within + 0.i tort; however, l:heatmospheric pressure var_atlon may
I II-77
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extend over sever,-i tort during a testing period.
__ Figure II-V-4 is a schematic of the gas pressure control device.
This device, which is basically two '_L" shaped tubes filled with mer-
cury, maintains a near-constant pressure level. Reduction of the at-
' mospheric pressure variation is achieved by exposing a 6-inch-diameter
surface of mercury in the longer leg of the '_L" to a vacuum and sub-
_
mltting the gas in the measuring vessel and guard vessels to the pressure
corresponding to the height difference of the two legs of the mercury
_ column (approximately 800 _). The exit of the llne carrying away
_i the boil-off gases is lummrsed in the mercury of the one-lnch-dlameter
• short leg of the '_L" tube. This short leg is subjected to atmospheric
pressure variations. Variations in the tube mercury level change the
i
i height of the mercury coluwn between the level of the mercury surface
in the bell Jar and the exit of the boil-off gas line. The change in
column height is proportt¢_ol to the ratio of the areas of the tube
ano the bell Jar. Thus, approximately _,_6 c_f the a_mospberlc pressure
chan_e is sensed by the gas in the measurin_ and guard vessels. Two
low-vapor-pressure oil mano_._eters indicate the pressure differences
between the measuring and goard vessels. This pressure difference is
arranged to be about I mm of oiL, the guard vess,.l is me_ntained at the
higher pressure to prevent tecondensation of boil-off gas_s. Table i
II-V-I shows typical per_orma,c., dat:e of the pressure control system.
l
iJ
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4. Automatic Boil-Off Rate RecordersL,
*L
a.L __ o_w Boil-Off Rat.es '
i_ Figure II-V-5 shows the device used for automatic recording of
low boil-off rates up to 0.04 fL3-hr from the measuring vessel. The
boil-off gases are allowed to collect in a graduate closed at the upper
end by a solenoid valve. As the pres_ur_ builds up, the oil is dis-
placed and collected in a reservoir whose surface area is large to
_i minimize the effect of oil level changes until the lower photoswitch
opens the solenoid and the gases are withdrawn tom the graduate with
an aspirator. As a result of the pressure reduction, the oil rises in
the graduate until the solenoid valve is again closed by the upper
photoswitch. By recording the number of times a fixed vclume of gas
is collected, one can determine the boil-off rate.
• b. High Boil-Off Rate_
Figure ll-V-6 shows the device for automatic recording of high
boil-off rates from the measuring vessel. This device utilizes a wet-
i: test meter, a switching circuit, and a recorder The wet-test _ter
is modified by adding a rotating face with attached magnets which actuate
s switch that i_ fixed to the meter frame. This device provides an un-
interrupted record of hydrogen boil-off rates a,d allows rapid completion
of tests, because it clearly defines when th_.rmai equl]ibrium is
reached.
D. Test Procedure
A complete Lest can be run in two to three day_, depending on the
11-80
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S_itch
Wet-TEstMeter
___..._ (0.05 ft 3 per Revolution) Event
,_': - Recorder
/,
7.,
Magnetically Actuated Switch &
Attachment with ,xA ._t...a_,.e.s_._M.S. Connector Fixed to Meter Frame
Magnet.
(5 Equi- Spaced)
1 Rotation
Shaft of 9_et..Test Meter
Lucite Disk
I It| I
FIGURE II-V-6 ROTATING FACE ATTACIlMENT TO WET-TEST METER
FOR R ECORDING
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TABLE II-V-I
TYPICAL PERFORMANCE DATA__OFTHE PRESSURE CONTROL SYSTEM
January 3a 1963 January 5, 1963
Time Eoil-.offRate Barometer Time Boil-off Rate Barometer
.-- (c=/hr) (nunHE) (c=/hr) _mm HR)
2:15 12:00 768.9
2:45 220 768.9 12:30 150 768..
3:00 240 1:00 150 768.4
3:15 220 1:30 140 768.3
3:30 220 2:00 140 768.1
3:45 220 768.8 3:00 150 768.1
4:00 220 3:30 140 768.2
: 4:30 240 4:00 140 768.2
5:00 220 768.9
5:15 220
5:45 220 769.0
6:00 220
o:15 220I
, 6:45 230 769.1
7:15 230
7:45 240 769.2
8:00 240
January 8_ .1963
Time Boil-off Rate Barometer
.... (ec/hr) (ram
1:25 758.0
1:40 120
2:40 115 757.5
3:10 120 757.5
3:40 120 757.4
4:40 125 757.7
4:55 120
5:10 120
5:25 120 757.7
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insulating effectiveness of the sample used. It takes approximately one
day to break down the unit, install a new sample, assemble the unit,
evacuate the bell jar, and fill the vessels with cryoge1:ic fluids. A
part of the first night is needed for the unit to achieve thermal equi-
librium; data can be automatically recorded during the remainder of the
night. For most s_mples, the cryogenic liquid His blown ouC by the end
of the second day, and the second night is used for warming up the unit.
Samples with ex:remely low thermal conductivity, such as thick samples
of multilayer radiation insulation, may require two days of running
time to achieve thermal equilibrium.
The following steps have been, or should be, taken in-_he operation
of the thermal conductivity apparatus to insure that accurate and repro-
ducible data are obtained:
i. The measuring vessel shou]d not be filled during a test, so
that equilibrium conditlone will not be disturbed. For a typical good
insulator, the measuring vessel need not be filled for several days.
For low conductivity samples, several hours may elapse before equili-
brium conditions are achieved.
2. At very low boil-off rates, stratification of the liquid may
occur. Copper wool has therefore been placed in the measuring vessel
to provide better temperature equalization and reduce the probability
of strati2ication.
3. Close control over the pressure difference in the measuring
and guard vessels must be mainta£ned to prevent heat exchange between
11-84
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the two vessels. This pressure difference, as explained earlier, is
_. measured by manometezs connected to the measuring and guard vessels
a_d is malnts_ned at about one millimeter of oil. The guard vessel
is kept at a slightly higher temperature than the measuring vessel,
so that boil-off gases from the measuring vessel do not condense on
-t
!
i its walls.
4, Changes in the ambient barometric pressure during a test
period are uot unusual and could lead to a corresponding change in the
entha]py of the cryogenic llquiJ. The gas pressure control system com-i
pensates for these changes by keeplt,g a constant pressure within the
measuring and guard vessels,
5. The design of the apparatus insures that the warm and cold
t ! plates are kept parallel throughout a test; this is necessary to prevent
the samples from beln_ subjected to unequal compression, which could
result in a departure from the postulated one-dimensional heat flow con-
ditio_,s.
5, The diameter of the sample should not equal the diameter of
i
the measuring vessel when a guard rlug made out of the same sample
material is used. Radi_tlon from the warm plate could be transferred
through the small opening between the sample and the guard ring and
#'q
i then be trapped in the space between the measuring and guard vessels,
i
which would lead to an lu_rease in boil-off rates.
I
; 7. _ecause the samp!c is not infinite in extent, the effect of
edge loss_s must be considered. The design of the sample chamber per-
t mlts control o_er the temperature gradient of the surfaces viewed by
i II-85
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the edges of the sample. In addition, the emittance of the side walls
can be congrolled by treatment of the surface to reduce reradlation or
reflection from the warmer parts of the sample chamber. The e_;posed
edges of multilayer insulations must be protected from radiant heat
exchange. These edge effects are discussed in Sectio_ V-F.
8. Where feasible, the physical properties of the sample (emi-
ssivity, vapor pressure, internal structure, etc.) should be measured.
Variations in any of these properties may produce a difference in
thermal conductivity between nearly identical samples. _i,
9. Although the gas pressures in the bell Jar and sample chamber
are measured, no direct measurements can be made of the pressure exist- _r _J
!
ing within the sample. Thus, some uncertainty exists regardin_ the _
contribution of gas conduction to the over-all heat transfer_ particu- '.
larly in those materials which are known to have a finite vapor pressure.
E. Calibration a_d Reproducibility !i
I. Elec__._tricHeater
Figure ll-V-7 shows the results of a typical calibration test when
a small electrical heater is attached to the bottom of the measuring
vessel as th_ only heat source. The warm plate end the cold plate are
kept at 77°K. The initial point on both curves establishes that the
_eat leak to the measuring vessel, when no power is supplied to the
heater, is zero. The solid curve is based on the ideal performsnce.
The dashed curve is based on experimental data and shows a 3% deviation
from ideal conditions. The power loss in the heater leads is partla_ly
responsible for the 3_ discrepancy. ,
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The over-all accuracy of the tt_erma! conductivity apparatus is
estimated to be + 10%. This estimate is based on the accuracy of measur-
n .
ing the volume of boil-off gases, controlling the gas pressures above
the cryogenic liquids in the measuring and guard vessels, the effect of '
atmospheric pressure changes on boil-off rates, the difference in liquid
_:_ level in the guard vessel, and the temperature measurement of the cold
_:_ii and warm surfaces. This estimate is conservative compared to the i
electrical heater calibx_ation tests.
_ 2. Standard Sample _!
_: The same sample of multilayer insulation was tested in three i[
thermal conductivity apparatus (see Section VI) to compare their per-
-_ formance° In these tests the warm-plate temperature was not controlled ,_
i
and was subject to seasonRl temperature changes in the tap water cir-
• j
culating through it. Table ll-V-2 gives the test data. The test data i!
were corrected to a common warm-plate temperature. This heat correction
was found to be -0.02 for apparatus i:_. 2 and -0.03 Btu/hr-ft 2 for !
:, apparatus No, I, for a warm boundary temperature of 37°F. The corrected
heat flux values for units Nos. I, 2, end 3 were 0.21, 0.18, and 0.18
Btu/hr-ft 2, respectively. These data indicated that tes=s of this
"_. sample on units Nos. 2 and 3 were reproducible, and that there was an
apparent discrepancy in the results of the test on unit No. ) of about
_": 15%. However, such a discrepancy could have been the result of degrade-
rs" lion of the reflective properties of the sample throul_h handling or
method of storage as well as the result of the performance of the ap-
. paratus.
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!I The greatest uncertainty in the test resu!ts is associated with
the sample itself, specifically, the reproducibility of the quality of
the materials-/xom one sample to the ne'xt for the same insulation
system. Tempered aluminum foil and fiberglass mesh have provided the
most re_roducible samples. However, because the thickness of the
fiberglass mesh spacer is not closely controlled, the change in spacer
_r
_! thickness may lead to a slight change in density of this multilayer
insulation.
_! F. Effect o_-Disconcinuity (Edge Effects)
The calculations of thermal conductivity of a s_mple tested in a
i
_''•, flat-plate calozimeter assume one-dlmensional heat flow through the
,/! portion of the sample below the measuring vessel. Any deviation from
this will introduce measurement e_rors. The guard vessel is designed
' 1
_! to minimize deviations from one-dlmensionsl heat flow due tc edge
effects. Such effects are caused by radiation heat exchange with
p
:_ surfaces of the apparatus that are wnrmer or cooler--than the sample,
' _i and they cause a distortion of the temperature gradient in the vicinity
of the sample edges.
!i Because of-the strongly uonisotropic behavior of multilayer in-
sulations, these temperature distrotlcns are rapidly propagated into
!_ the sample. In particul_r, when a certain sample thickness is exceeded,
!
the guarded section of _he sample may not be properly proportioned to
I assuze the desired one-dimensional heat flow through the measuring
: I section.
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4I. Analysis___°f Edge Effects
The following analysis demonstrates the magnitude of the error
i: that would be incurred with the conventional guard ring arrangement
6
i :! and shows how to modify the guard ring to obtain accurate measurements. 2_
.!1:
'IF2 _
: r H!-- |,
T
FIGURE II-V-8 SAMPLE BETWEEN CIRCULAR PLATES AND
i _,:_: SURROUNDED BY VERTICAL PLATES
) ";
Consider the experimental arrangement shown in Figure II-V-8, in
which a disk-shaped sample of multilayer insulation consisting of N-I _
radiation shields with spacing h, is placed between two circular plates
t
held at temperature T C and TH, respectively. The upper plate is dl-
vided into an inner measuring disc and an annular guard ring. The ii
sample is surrounded by a vertical cylindrlcal wall at a temperature
ii
The heat flux to the inner dlse of the upper plate can be calculated
,-- in terms of TH, TC, and TW. For simplicity we assume that the metal iI
shields have infinite conductivity, and we ignore the effect of the [_
9_
spacers. Thus, each shield has a uniform temperature. The heat balance
equation for the nth shield is il
- II
II:-90
_tlh., _.l_.l¢,_.r. I
- !
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v
12 ---- (2oT + - o - o = 2_a o - o2 n (II-V-1)
-- - l
C
where a Js the radius of the sample, e is the emissivity of the foils
_ and o is the Stefan-Boltzmann radiaeion constant. The term on the right
of the equation is the net radiation received from the cylindrical wall,
which we assume to be black. The spacers between th_mhields are also e
assumed to act like black bodies.
The general solution of the set of difference equations represented
by (IZ-V-1) .is
OTn4 : OTw4 + A8 n+ Bga n (11-V-2)
where k and B are arbitrary constants and _l and _2 are the two root_
of the quadratic equation
8a- 2 [,+h_a (2 - '718+I =0 (II-V-3)
For a typical case studied in the thermal conductivity apparatus,
h = .018 inch, a = 3 inches, and e m 0.05; thus,
8x = 0.51, 8a = ,.95 (II-V-4)
The constants A and B are determined by the boundary conditions
Y
at the tep e_id bottom, which have the form
!
_ OTc4 = OTw4 + A + B (ll-V-5)
_i I I_-91
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and
OTH4 = OTw4 + Ag_ N + B8_ N (If-V-6)
.. Thus
" - (OTH4 - OTw_ ) 9 N(OTw _ - OTc_ )
A = (ll-V-7) :
8_ N - BI N
and _
:, (oTH, . _Tw,) + _N (oTw,. oTC,) ;
= (1_-v-s)
- 8_ N . 8t N
The flux to the upper disk Is
Q-2
C
TTB'4 - CTc4 )
= 2 (oT +AB_ ¼+_2.1 _N " B_N ...........
- ¢ (_1-v-o)
: I_i N,If N is ressondbly large, _2 N>_ and (II-V'-9) s£mplifles to
e (II-V- tO)
: 11_-92
* _,tku,_l.lt!_lt.|nr.
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For the case N = i0 and with the values of _I and _2 given by
(II-V-4), ,.-heflux becomes
[ ]_b"o,_,:oF4.OTc.)+0001_(oT_"-OTC')C,1-V-ll)Q-_2. ]
e
Thus_ the effect of the side wall temperature TW is 27_, Limes
larger than that of the hot plate temperature TH. Clearly_ no meaning- _,
ful maasuremen=s can be obtained with Lhis experimental arransement
unless the sample is suitably guarded. i
2. Insertion of a Buffer Zone _i
!
The difficulty with Lhe arrangement of Figure If-V-8 is that the _'
cylindrical wall at temperature Tw couples much too stronsly with the i
I
flux-collectlon disk at temp rature Tc because of the excellent tan- |
_entlal conductance of the metal shields. The remedy Is to insert an I
am_ular buffer zone between the _ide wall and the shields, as shmm
in Fig,re II-.V-_.
f--T,
...... "" II " |
f
r
FIGURE 11-%'-9 SAMPLE WITH ANbFJIAP. BUFFER ZONE
I _'I-93
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a.___ Required Width cf Buffer Zone
Figure lI-V-lO shows Lhe heat flow pattern in the buffer zone.
Near the side wall the- lines of flow are considerably distorted, but.
they rapidly straighten out at a short distance from the side wall.
TC
X
Y TW
. !
g _ ' iTH
FIGURr H-V-IO IIEAT Ft.OW PA'FTERN IN BIIFFI,'.R ZONE
The width of bufft=,t ring needed to make the flow pattern uniform can
be calculated as follows:
In the case of a buffer material of uniform cotadu(.tlvJty, tlw
temperature dtstrLbuttoa mu_t satisfy Lapl:tce'a equation
5a T ;_" T
;_r__ _ ._- = , ill-V-12)
wllere, for ahnplLclty, th{ curvature t,f the ._;ide wall has been nefi*
leered.
II-gt,
!
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1
I
V
* T=T C+(T H - TC)
n _x
+ E { I-(-I)n} (Tw-Tc)+(-I) (TH-Tc) e sin
_=l I
(IS-V-13) i
where d is the thickness of the buffer zone.
The heat flux density received by the upper pla_e is
5T
q = K(W;y)y__°
n _X
[ ]-K a=_-(T H-TC)+ • __ [I-(-I)n}(Tw-Tc)+(-1)n(TH-Tc ) en;1
(II-V-14)
For sufficiently large valuer, of ::, only the first term of tne
series In (II-V-14) is important. Then
_X
K 21: d
q ="d (TH-'rc) +--d-- 2(Tw'Tc) " ¢rH'Tc) e (H-V-IS)
The flux become'_ constant t_;, 1.7,, and therefore the ltne_; of flow
beeon_, essentially strr_ight, when
x _ 2d (II-V-16)
Thus, a buffer ring of width only thee its thickness serves to
i decouple the sample almost completely from the s_de wall, e_en in the
extreme esse where the buffer material touches the side wall. With
only rsdiatlve Interchange between buffer enu _ide wall, the dtcoupllng
! I_ event better.
! 11-95
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The same result is obtained if the buffer material transports heat
by radiation rather than conduction, For example, the porous spacers
between the metal foils o_ the sample form an excellent buffer if
allowed to extend beyond the edges of the foils by twice the sample
thickness.
b. Interaction of Buffer Zone with Sample
The interaccion of the buffer zone with the sample can be estimated.
For this purpose it is sufficient to consider the situation shown in
Figure II-V-II, in which the sample and buffer are taken to be rectangu-
lar conducting slabs in contact at x - b and contalned between parallel
plates at temperatures TH and TC. The end walls are no-f1_Ix surfaces.
TC
c b o
SAMPLE .... BUFFE_ _1_ Y
TH
FIGURE II-V-I I INTERAC'IION BETWEEN i]LIFF'ER AND SAMPLE W'l'l'll
NO-FLUX END VqALLS
Xl-96
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i'_ We can _now that the total heat flux from the Lot to the cold plate
! is the same as it would be if the interface between the two solids
were also a no-flux _urfece.
The total flux across any horizontal plane, defined by some
flx_d value of y, is
b c
f _T__ f _--T-Tdx_Y (ll-V-17)Q = KB_ dx + KS
a b
where KB and KS are the ther:,lalconductivlties in the vertical dlrec-J
tion for the buffer and sample, respectively. KB and Ks are, i_._
general, functions of T. Equation(II-V-17) can now be integrated _ith
respect to y from one plate to the otherj to give
T H T H
TC T C (11-V- 18)
Now the two terse on the right-hand side of (ll-V-18) are simply
the fluxes through the sample and buffer, respectively, when a no-flux
'_ barrier i_ placed between the two sulld_ at x ..b. Thus, the l.otal
:_'/;: flux, Q, IS not chan_ed when thls barrier is rem_Jved. However, the In-
__." divtduel fluxes q8 and QB throaEh the sample and barrier do change. An
upper limit to the change !.nflux throuRh the sample is obtained by
barrier is transferred to the sampl# wh#n the barrier is removed.
_ _ Thu,, from (lI-V-18), the .x, mum frsctional error in ...le Elux is4
_ II-97
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(b - a) _" KBdT
_Q = Tc'
ir
Q3 TH
(c-b) f KsdT
TC
(b. a) KB
(c - b)KS (IX-V-IS)
where _ and KS are the average conductivtttes of buffer and sample
in the y-dlrection over the temperature range Tc to TH.
3inca, as stated earlier, 2d, the width (b .. a) of the buffer
i Zone_can be equated to 2d. Also (c - b) can be taken as the radius, r,of the sample.
l '• I
= -- - (ix-v-20)
QS rK S
Equation (l!-V-20) gives an estittmte of the .mximum err:_r in flux
measurement. In practice the error can be made very much smaller by
choosing a buffer material that gives the _ame vertical temperature dis-
tribution as in the sample. For extlmple, if the sample transports heat
mainly by radiation, as in the case of. rmtltJ.layer insulation, the buffer
should be chosen to do likewise.
Equation (II-V-20) indicates that the etror ix minimized If the
i: sample is very thin compared with its diameter and if the conductivity
of the b_ffer is as small as possible compared with that of the sample,
We have, therefore, _repsred our test sampte_ with the spacer
tI-98
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i!
_ diameter always larger then the shield dlalaeterwhenever this was
:_ feasible. In th£_ manner, we al_o prevented accidental thermal shorts
between adjacent metsl radiation shiolds.
!
I
'I
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VI. EXPERII_NTAL RESULTS ;
During this program, three double-guarded cold plate apparatus
were used to measure the thermal conductivity of various therm_ insu-
: lators at liquid hydrogen and liquid nitrogen temp_fi_ratures. Two units
!: No. 1 and No. 2, are located at the Lewis Research Center in Cleveland,
• and unit No. 3 is located at the Arthur D. Little laboratory in Cambridge.
i_ Units 1 and 2 have been in operation since November 1961 and August 1962,
=
: _ respectively, while the unit in Cambridge has been operating since Sap-
- ,. 6
tcmber 1962. The paragraphs below describe the data-that have been ob*
"- talred on the variables affecting thermal conductivity. _i
:- A. ,Density
The density to which a multllayer insulation system is packed has a
definite effect on the solid conduction contribution to thermal conduc-
tivity. Figure II-VI-1 shows that the radiation contribution of heat
transport across the insulation decreases with increal_ng number of layers
per unit thickness while the solid contribution increases at a greater
rate. Therefore, it is po_sible to find ,m optimum number of radlat_on
shields per unit thickness and, hence, density for • specific material
- combination.
: Figure II-VI-2 shoe's experi_nt_lly obtained data on the effect of
density on thermal conductivity for four umltilajer insulation syst_s.
Data for /n|ulattot_ st less tha;_ the optimum number of shields indicates
sn ineffie/ent use of available space. When a sample is installed in th_
test apparatus, its opt:"_tla dcn|lty is first determined, and the investi,,
gation of other variables is the. carried out at that density, Frc_
: _,'kur '.,fltlr.|nr. ;1
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"- t" LEGEND: _ 1
--_-"-Sample No. 1010--(20) crinkled aluminized polyester film -I _i_
_. - (T c = -320_F)(System C) . 1
._ San,ple No. 2027--(I0) Smooth aluminum radiation shields a (II) I i!
L spacers, each consisting of 3 layers of fiberglass cloth (Company J) .I
_ [ 0.004 in. thick (System K) (T c = -423°F) (Sample supplied by [
F CompanyI). _ i!
[ • Sample No. 2026--(10) Smooth aluminum radiation shields & (II) |
_. spacers of fiberglass mat (Company H)0.014 in. thick (T¢ = -423 ° F_ .
_! / (Sample supplied by Company I) (System J) " l it
5 l 0 Sample No. 2013--(10) Aluminum radiation shields 0.001in. ? /
""" _- I" thick & (10) glass fiber paper spacers 0.003 in. tbtck / ._ ;}_
_ I (Tc='423°F)(SamplesuppliedbyC°mpanyG)(S, amplel) / I
"- t "q /t
- i %%
i ;
it
0.000', _20 .t_.,--,.t..,--._--L .__ 1 '
•. . • 100 1.30 20(I 300- |
Number of .-:_dlatlon Shield,_ per inch
il i_' ' ! _I iii _
FI,:URE I!-VI.2 EFFECT OF DENSITY ON TIIERMAL CONL-_L_C','IVI'I'Y i
II. 102 I
t
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Ii!. [ three to five dat_ points are generally required to determine the opti-
_i. mum dvnslty of a sample of a multllayer insulation system.
f.
-!_ _ From the design standpoint, the comparison parameters K_ and /'_
(weight p_nalty for vente_ tank) c_n be used to determine the insulating
-f effectiveness o_ a multilayer insulatio:i, lffweisht calculations are to
_: !t 1 be real£stlo, however, they must take into consideration various means o_
i_ ._ I
attachmer.t of the insulate_on, outer beat shields, and insulations around
-._
.. _ _ penetrations.
#
"_ B. l_echan!cal Lo_d ......
t
-:-_ : 'l_e effect of mechanical load on the density and thereby on the heat
flux through a sample of a muitilayer insulation is of conslderable prac-
tlcal s!$:xlficance. _ i_crease in mechanical load will cause the radla-
tior, shields and spacers i.c.be =c_,,.premsedinto a thinner sandwich of
b%8her density. A cub|e4uent decrease in mechanical load will allow the
: radiation shield and spacers to :,._turrto their o'ctglnal density, pro-
r-_ vided that .so permanent deformation has taken place.
t
We examined the capability of several insulation systems to with-
_ " _tand _ompresslve mechanical lo_dlng. _he procedure foltou-d in most of
_ , these tests was: (a) find the optimum density of the sample, and (b)
i :" apply a _.ydraulically controlled force to the movable warm plato to pro-
i duc_ compressive ioad.tngs up to 15 psi on the sample. The point of opti-
mum density wae taken as zero losdinb, under the assumption that only!
_ slight or no compression of _,he insulation occurs at that density. 'Eo
17 mittimtze the influence of friction losses between the _,ovtng parts of
#
__, , the w_rm plate eupport, the warm plate was returned to the zero load
r e
_. poeitlan efter each point and be£ore the new force desired was applied.
.i
• : II'lOl
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The results of these tests, which appear in Figure II-VI-3, illust_ate
the following:
I. As the mechanical load Increases, the solid conduction contrlbu--
tion to heat transfer becomes dominant, i
'2. The differences in thermal conductivity at zern load are the _I
• i
result of differences in the spacer materials. Spacers consisting of
oriented fibers have a high contact resistance, which impedes solid con- i
ducLion, With no external load on the insulation, the closeness of the I
.:_ packlng of these _Ibers (and hence the contact resistance) depends upon i
'flthe previous history, such as number of load applications, method of i
manufacture, and storage conditions, i
,! tCrinkled polyester film is subject to a more rapid Increase in heat i
flux under compressive loadln$ than other multilayer insul_tlons. The !i |
thin film has little mechanical strength, and s_lld conduction increase_ l
rapi_y :_sthe crinkles flatten. The thermal conductivi_ies of multi.- "
layer insulations with fiber spacers exhibit similar thermal conductivl-
ties for loads exceeding 3 psi under identical temperature boundary ._on-
ditlous.
3. Once the heat flux has completed its tnitlal sharp rise, |.t
vartes _s the two-thirds power of the mechanical l_ad. This relationship
corresponds to the deformation of a sphere restina on a plane and appears
to approximate the deformation of the contact areas between the spacers
and the radiation sl,ialds. The trend of the e££ects of mechanical load
on thermal conductivity indicates that the in|elating effectiveness of
most _ultilayer insuiaticns is greatly reduced when compressive loads
are applied.
_l-104
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tion systems on the parameter KO (product of thermal conductivity and
density). Because a considerable choice ezists in the thickness of
radiation shields and spacers, the insulation density cen be adjusted to
meet a particular set of conditions. The selection of a combination of ii I
I
i!_ materials may be _nfluenced by specific design requirements, including ._
conduction through the radiation shield, _ i
the effects of lateral .heat
3
structural integrity, high-temperature stability, and production-con- i
!slderations.
The density of the crinkled polyester film is strongly dependent on I
re!peated mechanical load application. Table II-VI-I presents the results
of compression on a sample consisting of 20 shields and indicates the i
permanent deformation obtained by repeated compressions, which cause a !
flattening of the crinkles. The density of the sample was calcul_ted 1
_rom the thickness, which was measured during th_ test in a fixture con- I
sl:ructed for thls-purpose.
_ Temperature i
Tests were performed to determine the effect of warm and cold 1
boundary temperature variation on the thermal conductivity of several I
multilayer insulation systems. The cold side was maintained at either |
-423°F (liquid hyorogen), -320°F (liquid nitrogen), or -220¥ (liquid
Freon 12), and t_e temperature was take_ as the _1orm_l boiling tempera- I
ture of these fluids at atmospheric pressure. The warm boundary tempera-
m
ture was measured by thermocouples embedded in the warm plate and was I
maintained at desired levels by cJ.rculating liquid nt_rogm_ at various
S
rates (-209 to -300°F). alcohol pre_ooled by carbon dioxide (-99°F).
I
II-106
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plate of the apparatus. •
_ TABLE II-VI-I
12 ED'F.ECTOF. COMPRESSIONON POLYESTERFILM
Compressive Sample _
--i_i . L_ad . ----Thlckness---D_enslty
- (lb/in. 2) (in.) (lb/ft 3)
A. 0.00025-1nch Crinkled 0.000 1.000 0.44 ::
Polyester Film, 0.006 0.500 0.87 !
Uncompressed
0.018 0.310 1.39
0.054 0.180 2.31 I
,! 0.117 0.125 3.46
B. Repeat Tests 0.0!7 _.142 3.05
0.054 0.080 5.42
0.164 0.055 7.90
0.185 0.044 g.87
C. Repeat Testa 0.018 0.059 7.36
0.054 0.051 8.50
0.164 0.047 9.22
D. Repeat Tests n.185 0.0_2 lC.31
Table II-VI-2 and Figures II-VI-5, -6, and -7 show the effect of
temperature on the therma_ conductivity of three multilayer insulation [
systems. Tabl_ II-VI-2 presents data for various insulations which were
: tested at cold plate temperatures of -320°F (liquid r,itro_en) and -4230F l
_e
.
II-t08
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_l|quld hydrogen), The heat flux throug_ these _nsula_on bampJes was
approximately the same (within reasonable experimental error) for both
temperature levels. Figure II-VI-5 sho_s the results of t_sts in which
both the warm and cold boundary temperatures were varied. The data
Jndicate that the heat flux is primarily a function of the fourth power
of the warm plate temperature; over the range considered, the flux is
independent of cold boundary temperature, even for Tcold as high as -22°F.
Thls-result is in accord with theoretical predictlor.s. Figures II-Vl-6
and -7 show that the dependence of =hermal conductivity on the warm
boundary temperature follows an approximate third power relatlonehip, as
had baen predicted by analysis, which assumed that changes in solid and
gaseous conduction could be neglected.
If-110 I
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D. Residual Gas Pressure
I _e effect of helium gas pressure on thermal conductivity was test,'d
on samples of two multilayer lusulation systems. (Systems A _r,d i of
Table IT-IV-l). The test procedure consisted of pumping the sample chamber
to a high vacvum and then bleeding in helium sas to obtain the desired _
pressure, which -,asheld constant for each test. The series of pressures
examined cover the range 10 -6 to 750 torr.
The experimental results of these tests are given in Figure II-VI-8.
I !
The thermal conductivity increases rapldlybetween pressures of about
5 x I0 '4 and 5 torr; it is in tots pressure range that the mean free path li
of the gas molecules approaches the distance between individual particles I"_
of the insulation system,
The practical significance of these results i_ that multilsyer
Insulations reach a lower thermal conductivity than opacified evacuated i I_
!
powders only at pressures less than about 10 -4 torr. Figure II-VI-9 _i!
compares the thermal conductivity of a multilayer insulation with that
of powder and fiber insulations as a functlon of gas pressure.
The dependence of thermal conduct_._ity on residual gas conductior_
indicates that every effort must be made to obtain a low pressure within
the multilayer insulation. If the low pressure existing in space is to
be relied upon to assist in evacuating the insulaclon, steps must be
taken so that the outgasslng rate from the insulation surfaces_ as well
as gas diffusion from the tank due to very small leaks, can be accommo-
_ dated, i
_e
I
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FIGURE II-VI-9 THE DEPENDENCE OF TIlER/vIAL CONDUGTIVLTY ON GAS
PRESSUPE OF TYPICAL POWDERS, FIBERS, AND MULTI-LAYER YNSUI._TIONS
Sources: (I) R.M. Chrlstiansen, M. Hollingsworth, jr., and H.N. Marsh, Jr.,
I "Low Temperature Insulating Systems, " Adv. tn Cryogenic Engin-eering, K.D. Timmerhaus (ed.), Vol. 5, Plenum Press, Inc,,
New York (1960), p. 171.
I (2) D.B. Chelton and D.B. Mann, _C_ryogenic Data Book,3 M.A. Dabs and L.I. Dana, "Supertnsulat on for the Large Scale
_, Storage and Transport of Liquefied Gases, " Bull. Inst. Int. du
i Froid, Annexe 1961-5, Paris, p. 75.II - I 17 "_irthur_l._(itth..Jiur,
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E. Perforations
The effect on thermal conductivity caused by perforating the radia-
tion shietds was tested on samples of two multi:layer .4.nsulations. In
tlese samples the radiation shlelds had uniform patterns of perforations
of II16-, I/8-, and I/4-1nch diameter and an amount of open area as high
:_ as 12.6%. Smaller perforations, although desired, could not be made
_.'_ readily. The shields were oriented so that the holes in each shield did
not alien wlth the holes in adjacent shields.
The results of these test_ appear in Figures II-VI-10 and -ii. The
data show that: (i) heat flux through the insulation In=teases directly
with the amount of open area in the radlat_on shields for perforations of
a given diameter, (2) heat flux decreases as the diameter of perforations
increases for a given amount of open area.
The experimental results may be compared wlth t'he two extreme theo-
retical values given by the formulas for very small a_Ld very large perfo-
rations. For large perforations wh'.ch do not overlap, the f.lux is
o (T_ ,-.."r_ _ )q = - _ (ZI-VI-l)
n(2- I)(_-_-_)+l
When c is small, this can be approximated by
q = go(l  2,)(_l-W-2)
where go is the flux in the absence of perforations. This curve is
plotted as the lower theoretical line in Fisure ll-VlolO.
II
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For s_lll perforations., the flux is
"' air.| - r_) (II-vI-3)
77:_i q = - , l - l] + i
. [ ¢+(2 - c)7
When _ is small, this reduces to the approximate for=
q=qo (1+_2T) (zi-vz-4)
'_is expression explicitly involves the emissivity e , whereas Equa-
i : _ lion II-VI-2 does not. In plottin8 this curve as the upper theoretical
i; boundary in figure II-Vt-IO, we have assumed Chat ¢ - .033, eo Chit[
.. i cl= qo (I + _0 _") (ll-vl-5)
"_ I
The experimental points are bracketed by these theoretical b_unds. To
. develop a formula to predict the effects of intermediate-size perfora-
; lions, such as those u,;ed in the experimental prosram . a substantially
• !i
more complicated analysis would h _. l'squired.
_+ : These results (which include only radiation inleakase) indicate that
>,
the amount of open area should be kept s_ll and that the diameter of the
!I holes should be lares, llovever, the purpose of perfocattu S is to enhance
i l :__ pumpin S of the Sis from within the multilayer insulation, and the _eo-:i)_ recital analysis presented in Part II-lII-a-I indicates that pu:pi_ ef-
!l fi_teucy, relative to radiation iide&kase . is much less for iarse tioles1
thin for illler holes totaliat the see amount of open area.
_ Y, Discontinuities
Two Imriel of tests hive been performed to demonstrate the effect of
discontinuities in multllayer insulation eyecup, In one series rect:anlu-
I
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Ilar _aps of various widths were cut in samples of multilayer insulations;
in the other seziez, the area of the sample edge was varied as well as
the thermal environment to which the sumple edge was exposed.
Rectangular gaps of 6-1nob length and variable widths were cut
through all the radiation shields of the sa,,apleexcept the bottom one,
next to the war_a plate. The gap in each radiation shield wa_ allg_ ed
with that of adjacent shields and was positioned directly under the
_. measuring portion of the cold plate. The configuration of the sample is
shown in Figure II-VI-12. Samples of Insul_tlon systems A and C were
i; tested, each with gap widths of 1/16-, !/8-, and i/4-1ncb.
The results of these tests (Figure II-VI-13) show that.--forboth
insulations the heat flux and, hence, thermal conductivity increased in
direct proportion to the width of the gap. The insulation sample con-
talnlng crinkled aluminized polyester film was less affected than the
sample containing aluminum radiation shields.
Samples of 6-I/2 and 9-1nch diameter were tested under three types
of edge treatments. The edge treatments, as sketched in Figure II-VI-14,
consisted of (a) a ring of multllayer insulation of the same material as
the sample, (b) a ring of microflber glass wool, and (c) no insulating
material beyond the edge of the sample. For treatments (a) and (b), a
1/16_inch gap was maintained between the sample and the ring. Addition-
ally, samples of Ii, 12, and 12-5/8 inch diameter were tested with no
insulation beyond their edges.
; The results of these tests are given in Figure II-_i-15, which is
.i
a plot of heat flux into the measuring vessel as a function of sample
diameter. The curve applies to tests for edge treatment (c), that is, i'
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with no insulating material beycnd the sample edge. Data points are
! plotted for the remaining tests, but no curve has been drawn connecting
them. The decreasing heat flux with increasing sample dimaeter shown in
the figure for sample diameters up to 9 inches is as expected, because
more of the guard ring is being utilized with increasing diameter. The
apparent minimum point and subsequent increase in heat flux as the sample
!i diameter exceeds 9 inches appears to be due to the complex iuteractlou
of the sample edges with radiation emanating from surfaces at differen_
_ temperatures.
: G. Emissivity
The effect of emissivity on the _hermal conductivity of a multi=- .....
layer sample can be illustrated by tests made on an assembly of alu_ul-
nized polyester film (System C). In one sample the thermal conductivity
was 0.001Btu-ln/hr-ft2-F. After a sample was made up from a new ship-
ment frc_, the supplier, a thermal conductivity of 0.0004 Btu-in/hr-ft2-F
was measured. It was subsequently we learned that the aluminized coat-
ing in the earlier sample was near the borderline of acceptable quality
(_l_ctricel resistance of 7 ohms/cm2).
! In another test, aluminum foils in a sample were replaced by foil_
i _ust recelv_d from the supplier. An 80% decrease in thermal conductivity
! was obtained, indicating that _Ither oxidation or a dlfferent treatment
ii of the foil had resulted in a reduced emissivity and thereby a lower
thermal conductivity. Since the contribution of radiation heat transfer
1 is proportional to the emissivity, stringent qualit 7 control is require_
to aseure that reproducible emissivitie_ are obtained.
I II-127
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It is possible that the placing of radiation shields very close to
each other may cause s substantial increase in the radiation heat trans-
fer rate through the phenomenon of constructive interferences as the
wave emitted by a loll is reflected back and forth in the small gap be-
twoe_ two foils. Th_s can be of importance in the transmission of
energy across the gap when the spaelng is very small compared to the
wavelensth of the radiation, which may be the case at cryogenic tempera-
ture_.
H___.Contact Re slstan_ee
Table II-VI-3 shows the revults of tests of the influence of coT)-
tac_ resi_,_n¢:e betwee, a surface and _ foam sample. When the space
{ •
_, _round the sample was evacuated, cae contact re.-;istance ,.tween the
sample and the surface increased to the extent, thac the heat flux de-
creased b/ a factor of four. Since the foam s_nple had approximately
a 907. closed cell s_,uctu:'_., the conductivity of the 5_lk of the fo_n
appeared to be unaffecte,i by the evacuation of the gee on the outside.
Thus, the Increase in the resistance was apparently _.ue to a remove],
of gas from broken cells near the surfece. A slmi:ar Itcrease in con-
tact resistance was observed on _ second sample o[" f_am when a t_tn
evacuated gap was formed between the cold plate and the sample.
f
1
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TABLE !I-VI-3
1
THE INFLUENCE OF CO.NTACT RESISTANCE BETWEEN PLATES AND SAMPLE
I ON TH_,,RFALCONDUCTIVI___
Pressure Thermal
"_ in
' _ . Heat Flux Conductivity
:_ _pec imen _ Thick-
[_ Btu )( Btu -21n. j DensityChamber ._ ness
_ (tort) lhr =_ft 2] hr - ft - F _ _ Test # ..
i
_" Polyurethane
Foam
_';" System S 760* 224 0.141 3.85 0.246 I014c
Polyorethane
ili FoamSystem S 10 -5 63.8 0.040 3.85 0.246 1614b
Polyurethane
i : FoamSyste S 10 -5** 23.3 0.0176 5.85 0.280 1014a
_
i Glass Fiber Re-
inforced FoamZ_
1_. System T 10 -5 41.2 0.0808 5.0 0.758 lO18b
'!
_ _ Glass Fiber Re-
_i ' inforced Fcmm
System T i0 "5.* 22.6 0.0458 5.0 0.782 lOlSa
i
*Nitrogen
**Evacuated gap
1-
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Foam-Filled Honeycomb Insplatlon
:. Tests were carried out on samples of three insulation systems that
were submitted to NASA by Company L. The insulation samples are identi-
fied in Table II-IV-I as Systems N, O, and Q and described therein per
Company L letters 63MA1429 and 63MA7233.
if'
!i_. The test conditions desired for the samples of Systems N and O are
:_: as follows:
_ It is desired that the cold side (tbe aluminum side on the foam- i,
-j
,51 filled samples) be at boiling liquid hydrogen temperature (-423°F) for
_i all measurements. Other desired conditions are: 'I
Tes.__._t _ Hot Side Temp. (OF) Atmosphere .In Sample
i
Pt
1 N -92 Air (sealed) '_
2 N 32 A{r (sealed_
i 3 N -92 Air (leakage of air)
4 N 32 Aiz (leakage of air)
: 5 N -92 Helium purge, 2 psia - 5 cc/mln '
6 N 32 Helium pucge__.2 psia - 5 cc/mln
7 O -92 Air (sealed)
_' 8 0 32 Air (sealed)
9 0 -'I00 Helium (I arm)
i
IO 0 -320 Hel_um (I arm) ,I
The conditions for the helium _tmosphere tests will require evacuation _I
_t
of the samples for twelve (12) hours End subsequent purging with helium.
Table II-VI-4 shows the test results obtained on the samples of
m _
l:
Systems N a_d O. IK these tests, the desired conditions c_,ul_ not be
obtained because the sample edges were not adequately sealed, and r"rg e tI
gas could leak out Into the low preseu_re surroundings. In add_.tlon, _as I|
puree flow at the specified 5cc/_r would stop as the sample cooled to
!
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IF
L the liquid nitrogen boiling point. Thls may have been the result of a
_-- failure that occurred while setting up the test. At that time, oll
_i I. backed up from the low-g_s-flow measuring graduate into the exhaust side
of the sample. Subsequent test_ showed traces of oli near the exhaust
ports which were located in the guard a_ea of the s_mple. The oil may
have solidified at the purge llne exit at the cold temperatures and re-
duced the flow of purge gas through the sample. Good thermal contact
with the cold plate could not be achieved, because the sample was not
perfectly flat,
The test results indicate the controlling effect of helium on thermal
conductivity at the various temperature differences used for the test.
Table II-VI-5 shows the test results obtained on the samples ofSystem Q. In the first tests (I045a, d, and e) the sample was purged i_
I_ with gaseous nitrogen for two to five hours, the tubes attached _t the
edges were sealed, and the sample was chilled to -423F; cryopumplng of
the 8_s then took place at the cold side of the sample. The tubes were
sealed to prevent additional nitrogen gas from enterln8 the sample as
the pressure of the contained gas decreased. The heat flux through the
sample under these conditions was measured at three warm plate tempera-
tures: -97, +37, and +97.
In a second test on the sample of System Q, _Itro_e_ ga_ was Intro-
duced into the sample for two hours before coollng, and the tubes leading
into th_ sample were not closed off during the test. Nitrogen gas was
continuously metered into the sample eta pressure of I/2pslg during the
test. The results of three trials under these test conditions were
_rrstic, f n_cat,ng a high degree of thermal instability in the sample,
ZI,,132
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and are not included in the table.
In a third test of System q (test No. 1046) argon instead of nitro-
gen was used as the purge gas. Six trials were conducted, three each on
i i+
two successive days. The duration of each trial was approximately one
'_ hour. The apparatus was refilled with llqu+d hydrogen immediately after
each trial and then warmed up to approximately -100F during the inter-
i! venlng night.
._ Approximately two cubic feet of argon flowed into the sample during
.... bo_h day&. Because the sample leaked at the edses, the amount of gas
_!?_. actually introd._ced into the sample could not be measured. The results
.s of this te_t are siren in "'Igure II-VI-16. The sample appeared to be
approachln S thermal equilibrium when the tests were terminated. The
lower heat flux t_rough the sample on the beginning of the second day
compared to that at the end of the first day may be due to the fuct that
the apparatus was relatively cold at the beginning of the day, so that
the sample reached _hermal equilibrium in a shorter time.
Because the sample was leaking badly, it was removed from the ap-
paratus. Subsequent examination showed that the laminate coverlets the
cold face of the sample had become completely separated from the honey-
J
c_b and foam insulation. This separation presumably occurred as the
sample warmed up after the second day of testin S and the pressure increase
assoclated with the phaee change from liquid to sas inside the sample
became excessive, li
• The test re_lults i_dicate the dominating effect of the purse sas
or the thermal conductivity and particularly th_ lubstartial increase i
obtained when the sample is allowed to cryopump. If tt could be arrangeJ
- 11=134
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I to have the insulation cryopumped during the time maximum insulating
effectiveness is required, it would appear that a good thermal protec-
tion system would result.
Considerable difficu_y was experienced with the present method of
I edge-sealing and connection of purge lines at the sample edges. In
_. future samples it would be advantageous to arrange the purge line as
shown in Figure II-VI-17.
:i
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J. Polyurethane Foam Ins_tation
Thermal conduccivlty measurements were made on a polyurethane foam
inb_,latlonsystem. (See R, Table II-IV-I.)
The heat flux through this insulation was measured using several
-: arrangements of the laminate at the sample edge, at different compressive {:
loads, and with different thermal resistances interposed at the :old side
of the sample. The condition of the samp!- for each test was as follows: i
;i Samp,leNumber 2021: The edges of the sample were sealed with a
laminate of Mylar_, aluminum and Mylar (see configuration "a"in FIKure _i
II-VI-lfl) and the sample was subjected to compressive loads of 15 and
2 psi, respectively. "_
Sample Number 2021-I: The seal at the edges of the samp_ was _
t
removed so that the polyurethane foam was directly exposed to the low
7
Z_: pressure (see configuration '_" in Figure II-VI-18). The sample was
subjected to a compressive load of 15 psi.
Sample Number 202.3: The edges of the sample were sealed with s
0.002 inch thick Mylar scrip (see configuration "a" in Figure ll-Vl-18).
The sample was subjected to 2, 15, and 2 psi compressive loads.
S__ampleNumber 2022: The edges of the sample were sealed with a 0.002
inch _h_ck Mylar strip. A glass fiber screen, i/iO x I/I0 inch mesh
and 0.003 inch thick was placed betweon the sample and the cold plate
J
of the test apparatus to provide thermal resistance. (3ee configuration
"c" _n Flgure II-Vl-lg.)
Sample Number ?O24; The edges of the sample were sealed with a i
0.002 inch _hick Mylar strip. A glass fiber screen, i/8 x 1/8 inch mesh
l
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_'" _ and 0.020 inch thick was placed between the sample and the cold plate of
m
/i the test apparstus to provide thermal resistance. (See configuration
"c" in Figure lI-Vl-lg.) The sample was subjected to 2 and 15 psi com-
i
:_! pressive loads. Tests were also run with gaps of app_-oxlmately 0.04
and 0.O1 inch thickness between the sample and the cold plate.
it
__ , _ The results of these tests appear in Table II-VI-6 and indicate the
_ _!.i following:
!. ".:here was little, if any, dlffereace in edge heat leakage between
- the Mylar edge seal (2023) and the Mylar-alumlnum-Myla_ laminate (2021).
2. Opening of the sealed edges of the insulation 3ample (2021-I) to
=_ the evacuated surroundings had little effect on the thermal conductivity
because of the low gas diffusion rate of closed-c_ll foams. The amount
L of gas contained in the sealed and unsealed samples was probably of the
" same order of magnitude.
i 3. Mechanically loading the insulation samples to 15 psi had a very
_m_]l effect the thermal because insulation
on conductlvity _ this possesses
_ good strengt]I and resists change in density,
4. Introducing a spacer between the _am_le and the cold plate
i (2022, 2024) decreased the thecmal cond',,ctlv_c) of the system by In-
creasing the contract reslstanc_ at that boundary.
An evacuated 0.04-inch gap between the, insulation sample and the
cold plate decreased tb_. thermal conductlv£Ly of the system by ellmlnat-
t
• ing solid conduction co..21e_ely at that boundary. The smaller gap (0.01)
_t was also effective, but apparently there was so._: solid conduction through
l
I irregularities ia the spacer.
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I _, Microfiber G1asa Wool
i Tests were performed on a two-lnch-thlck mlcroflber glass wool in-
sulation (sample U, Table II-IV-I). The purpose of this test was to
cl determine the following:
I. The effectiveness of a Mylar disc seal at low temperatvre
_, (see Figure II-Vl-19).
?_ 2. A comparison of the observed thermal conduetlvlties with those
-" reported in the literature.
3. The temperature of the Myl_r disc and temperatures within the
senile at did.lances of I/2 Inc_.1:.nd I inch frnm the cold plate.
When we assembled the apparatus the Mylar disc appeared to be
]eaklng slIKhtly (detectable only with helium leek detector). We were
able to k_ep a pressur,, of 1.5 _ 10-4 tort in the vacuum Jacket. while
helium ar one atmosphere was In the sample chamber. The leak was found
to be due to heJium diffusion _|irough the Mylar. Whvn we introduced
liquid nitrol_erl into the _uard ver._el the pressure ruse sharply i_ the
v_cuum Jacket. E_aminatlon after completion of the test ..oWe(,'' that
the M)'l_r disc was ripped. Bu_h thermucouph, s attached to the Mylar
_', indlceted a r,s.mper_ture 65°F ebo_,e the boilin_ pu_nt of liquid nitrogen.!
The Mylar disc was removed and the txpertment repeated. The
!_ readinss of thermocouples which were pl_ced on top of the sample, I/2
inch and i .nch f_om the cold plete, wet. reccrded, the thermocouple
I
on top of the specimen Indicated liquid nitrogen temperetute. Figure
t IX-VI-20 shows the mean eppere_;t therm_! cor_,ductlvity plotted against
the _ean temperatule, caleu!ated from re,_dtn8 oi the thermoeouples;
I 11-143
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the points 14 and 04, which denote thermocouple locations, show values !i
obtained from the two tests with and without the Mylar disc as calcu-
lated for the total temperature dlfference. The points scatter within
1_ of the best straight line drawn through them. In Table II-VI-7
our results are compared with those published by Company C and show
very good agreement. The difference in pressure during our tests and I
those reported by Company C should not be of particular concern, because
_?
at II microns (the pressure used in the Company C experiments) the air !!
conduction_i_already negl/slble. ]!
TABLE II-VI-7
,., THE______:CONDUCTIVITY OF GLASS WOOL INSVLATION :_i
(SYSTEH U_
" Thermal Temperature - OF _'i
Conductivi_y Density Warm Cold Pressure _}
(Btu-lr_.) (ib/ft3) Plate Plate Avg. (10"6mm Hg)
hr.ft2.F ii •
i_-i With Mylar Disc 6.0x10"5 2.2 42 -255 -107 20
Without Mylar 5.7xi0 "3 2.2 41 -320 -140 7 _I
Disc
Interpolated m
from 6.3x10 3 2,2 ....... 122 --
Fig. II-VI-20
Company C 6.1x10--3 _.0 75 -320 -122 ii,000
11-146 _
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!'_ _. Edge Effects
I Tests were performed _o 1_asure the effects on the heat flux
through multilayer insulations caused by changing 11 the edge configura-
I tzon of the and 21 the conditions of the walls to which the
samples
sample edges were exposed.
I i. Turned-Up Edges
Figure ll-VI-21a _hows the configuration of a sample of multilayer
insulation (system C, Table II-VI-II as it was installed and tested in
_ the apparatus. All of the radiation shields were turned up and back
over the sample and, consequently, the number of layers of material
__ contained between the cold and warm plates at that location was doubled.
_ The heat flux measured for this configuration was 0.62 Btu/hr-ft 2.
J Another test was performed on a sample of the same insjlatlon (system
_I C1, this time in the configuration _hown in Figure II-Vl-21b. Only
the lowermost radiation shie]d was extended to cover the sample edge.
'i Btu/hr'ft2'The heat flux measured in this test was 0.40 indicating
that this method of edge shielding is mor_ effective than the previous
'it
L method for this insulation system in the thickness tested (0.74 inchl.
The high heat flux observed for the firs_ meth3d was apparently the
result of compressing the sample at its edges.
2. Emlssivit_ of Edge Boundaries
Tests were performed on samples of two multilayer insulation
! systems (A and C, Table If-IV-I) to determine the effects of changes
.I in the emissivity of the surfaces at the edge boundaries of the sample
B
on the heat flux through the system. The temperature of the surface to
I Iz-14?
I  rth.t l.lt.lrJ.t,
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which the edge of the sample was exposed w_s kept at -320°F while the
l emissivity of that surface was changed from bright stainless steel to
black, obtained with an optical Llack paint. The results of these tests
I
.a ere given in Table ll-Vl-8.
The sample of system C, which contains aluminized crinkled poly-
ester film, was very sensitive to these boundary emissivity changes
•" !
when loosely packed (the heat flux differed by a facZor of 2.8), but
the sensitivity decreased as the packing becam_ more dense. The sample
_ of system A, which contains spacers 1/8 inch larger in diameter than
tile radiation shields, was less sensitive to the edge boundary emissivity
changes; the heat flux differed by a factor of only 1.3. The larger
size of the spacers provided a buffer zone 1/16 inch wide, similar to
that described and treated theoretically in Section llI.
The difference in the behavior of systems A and C tends to confirm
that the overlapping of spacers provides an effective buffer zone around
._ the In_ulatlon sample.
_ 3. Effect of Edge Wall Temperature Variation
In another test of system A insulation_ the sample was first tested
_I at several plate separations until the minimum heat flux was determined.
The side walls were bright stainless steel at -32_°F during these tests.
I When the optimum thickness was determined, the test chamber was modified
to present a 41°F black wall to the sample edges. This warm wall was
a copper cylindrical shield which surrounded the sample &nd was attached
i to the warm plate. The temperature of the copper shield was measured
!
ZZ'149
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I by a tharmocouple installed at its edge (nearest to the cold
upper
plate). The inside surface of the shield was painted with optical black
I paint. When measured at these edge wall t_mperature extremes, the he_t
i flux through the sample showed a difference of 6.3%. Table II-VI-9
gives the test results. The data indicate that, for the thickness tested,
I the effect of stray radiation at the sample edge was small and that the
buffer zone provided an efficient shield.
I 4_. Effects of Plate Separation
Tests were conducted to determine _if the heat_flux between warm
i and cold plates changes when the distance between the plates is varied.
With no insulation in the san_le chamoer, heat flux measurements were
made at six plate separations between 0.135 and 1.0 inch. The data
Q did not show any definite tendency toward increasing or decreasing heat
flux but showed a random scatter of + 20%. This scatter appears to be
the result of saturation temperature cha_,ges of the liquid caused by
_: atmospheric pressure change_,, _he pressure control device describe_ in
Section II-V-B-3 was not designed at the time., of these tests, and with-
!! out that device errors of this magnitude were co_only observed. The
results of the tests appear in Table II-VI-IO. (Not_: The beat i%ux
measured was nearly one hundred timeb greater than that normally measured
_ through a sample of mull|layer ins_lation.)
5. Effects of Sample Edge Treatments
Tests were performed on a sample mulc_layer (system
of insulation
A. Table ll-IV-l) to examlne the influence of different edge treatments
I on the heat flux through the sample.
I II-151
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ESF_'CTOZ WA_._E_TU_E
Sample Description: (tO) Tempered Aluminum
(It) I/8 :_ I/8 Mesh Spacers
Cote Pratt, Tt,mperature: -320°F
W_Jrm Pi_It.e Temperature" ".I°F
_-_ml}l_, I_tlambpr Pr¢,ssl.II _.5 X lO "S uor_"
: _iample _hkckness: 0.271_ inch
Ed_L, W_|! Heal.'.Flux _all Em£ssiv£ty
lemp,,r,_ule Btu
.: ('_r) ( .... )
-._,20 (1.32 Bri_,ht stainless steel
+x_[ O.3_ Opclcal black pai1_t
il
Ii
• tglhug ll,l[ltlr,llm, I
O0000003-TSEO_
I
I
TABLE II-VI-10
I E_FFECT OF PLATE SEPAPd_.TION ON HEAT FLUX
i TesL Number: 1029
I Date of Test: S_tember 1962
Sample : None
IF Warm Plate Temperature: 69°F
Cold Plate Temperature: -320°F
- r
%,
! Plate Separation Heat Flux
(in) ( st___Zu.)
• hr.ft 2
1
0.135 17.0
0.200 16.8
0.250 21.I
0.370 21.5
0.850 23.6
1.000 14.9
r i
, i
4
::' _I-1.53
_tthur _.t_tti¢,llnr.
,L
- _
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Two strips of O.00025-inch aluminized polyester fLlm and a stiffen-
ing member of O0003-inch polyester film were wrapped abouL th-. edge
of Lhe sample. The sample was tested first wiLh the polyester film
edge shield in contact with the warm surfa_.e only and secondly with
+ the edge shield in contact, with both the warm and the cold _urfaces
For each condition, the sample was testec at two thick,,eases to de-
termine that optimum thickness was achieved. The samples tested con-
rained a buffer zone 1/16-1nch thick made of spacer_ extending beyond
the radiation shields. _
The results of these testsj which are given Jn Tabte ll-VI-]l,
indicate that the pre_clse location of the f|im has a c_i[Ica[ influence ++
12: oll the heat flux and that an installation t_.,chnigueus:nK thtli type
.-+ of edge treatment gives unpredictabl:_ re,:ult_; alternative edge [.re._t-
meuts should be used or, preferably, const|'uctlon wlth inter|eared
radiation shields which circuB_ent formation o| an t,+Igedl:_contilu||[y.
Similar tests were perfotlned on another sample of syslem A ,,lain_
; the edge treatgw+,nts shown in Figure I]-VI-22 All of the samples shown
therein contain_-_da 1/16-inch wide buffer zone made by ex_endlnK the
spacers beyond the radiation ahie]du.
In Figure II-VI-22b a bleck pl_te in V,ood thermal cont_:ct w_th
-320°F guard vessel is placed around tht. ed_ee, at,d e.n a|umlnized I_,the
!
-- polyester film i_ wrapped around the sample.
In Figure 1[I-VI-22c the same sample i_ wrapped with aluminlzed
polyeste_ film, and s hori;:ontal copper ring t_ placed betweep the m
II
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warm plate and the sample chamber enclosure. The copper ring is faa- _I
I tened to the enclosure (which is aLa temperature of about -320°F) in
such a way that it does not touch the warm plate° The arrangement of
ix
.:. Fi.g-re II-VI-22d is the same_ except that the polyester film wrapping
is removed.
• p
The results of these edge treatments show: I) that the presence of
[ a buffer zone (see Section V.-E) tends to reduce edge effects, 2) as in
the previous tests, wrapping of aluminized polyester film givee un-
predictable results, and 3) the horizontal copper ring is ueeful in
pruventin_ stray radlat_.on from the warm p_rt_ of the apparatus _rom
i
reachin_ the sample ed_e,_.
_..Effective!_e_ils of BuffeJ_.Zon._e
.i
The effectlveneae of the buffet zone call be demonstrated using re-
sults obtained fr,Jm t_t_ts oil the effect of gep_4 in e multila)'er insuIa-
tlon sample (,_ee Sectlo:'t I/I-F). The theoretical derivation of t_.,e
effect of a _ep of unit [enh_h on heel |lu_ was dr, lved I. E(luation
11-,III-]8. F_:' a slot L_f finitv length, ,_'.e add_tioL1al heat input to
a multi layer insulation ,,'.a,_be wriLLen as;
t
,5 Q :- /- d,3 ('['_" - 1 O) f(_) (11-V1-6)
;*----- where A = area of central guarded area
o
" _ - emissivity of the foils
n = num'._er of foils
The first term is the flux passing through a sample with no slot.
The factor of 1/4 in the second term allows for the fact that the
:" fluxAQ, due to the slot, is distributed over the whole 12-1nch-diameter
!
area of the sample, which is four times that of the 6-inch-diameter
measuring area.
The flux per unit area is ..
I _.d 2 l)nf(_)]q:% fl+i<-£)(? !I
"3
p,
i : where qo is the flux density when 5 = O, i.e., with no slot_ f
I. To co,_pare this theoretical expression with experimental results,we use the heat flux of 0.27 Btu/hr-ft 2 for go (see _!8ure II-VI-15)
[ , Irather than a _omputed value, to _llow for the effect of th_r_l con- '
duction through the spacers. The other constants are:
_-6 In.
d ,,0.35 in.
_ A " 28 In, 2
a- I0
G - 0.033 (asaumed)
[rl_ure ll-Vl-23 shows that the theoretical curve for q/a versus
th,, t_lot ,.Idth _' a_tees very well with the exper1_rtsl data. The
_ II-158 _rtbut l.lt_tle,_.¢. I
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agreement not only confirms the theory of the effect of the slot bu_
_ also shows that the exposed edge of the 12-1nch sample is well enough
buffered to act as a no-flux surface. Otherwise, the factor of 1/4
: J
used in the theory to calculate the fraction of the heat flux, due to
:i the slot, that enters the 6-inch central guarded area would not be
'i
correct.
7. Conclusions !{
The tests conducted for the purpose of measuring the effect of
:_.: edge conditions on the heat flux through multilayer insulations, as 2_
. described in the six previous portions of this section, indicate the _
!
m following:
-i a. Shielding the exposed edges of a multilayer insulation by :j
! !!rolling the edges of the radiation shields toward the cold wall
(Figure ll-VI-21a) degraded the insulating effectiveness, possibly ;i.
because the system became _ompressed in tha_ reBion. Rolling only the
p
bottom (warm) shield toward th_ cold wall appeared to produce better '_
shieldin& of the edges o_ a loosely packed sample of insulation
l
system C.
b. Shielding the exposed edges of a multilayer insulation by
wrapping the edges with aluminized polyester fttm (Table II-VI-II end
W
Figure II-VI-22) gave inpredictabls results and thereby indicated that _.
an alternate method of edge treatment should be used. |
r. c. The distance between the warm and cold places of the apparatus
i
apparently had no effect on the heat flux between the plates, i
i
_1-160 I:
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I d. A horizontal copper ring placed approximately level with the
I warm plate (Figure II-VI-22) reduced the amount of stray radiation
that r_ached the sample edges from the warm parts of the apparatu=+
ili e. When the spacers were extended 1/16 inch beyond the edges of
the radiation shields in samples of system A (Table It-IV-I), an
effective buffer zone was formed. This reduced the influence of tem-
_'_i!_ii!.+i perature and emissivity variation at the edges of 12-inch diametersamples on the heat flux through the insulation.
I f. The buffer _one formed by the 1/16-inch-wide ring of spacer
material at the edge of the samples acted as a no-flux surface for
the thickness tested. This conclusion is indicated by the agreement
between experimental data and theoretical predlctlcns for tests of
slotted samples of such insulation _ystems.
i _cer Material with II% Support Area
Thermal conductivity measurements were made on two insulation
_y
_ , systems which consisted of spacers arranged so as to produce only ii%
__ support area. The samples (syst:ms L and M, Table II-YV-I) contained
,i
._ slotted spacers of the configuration shown in Figure II-VI-24. Each
'I spacer was arranged so that its slots were displaced 90 d_.grees from
those of its neighboring spacer; thi_ formed a pattern of L/2-inch-
+i square areas of contluuous contacts across the insulation systems
corresponding to 11% of the total sample area.
, !_ Several meast_rements were made in an attempt to determine the
_ _ optimum density of there samples; however, the was not found for
point
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either s_zaple, possibly becnuse of distortion of the spacers or because
of radiation losses at rh_._large, area oi."exposure at the sample edge
_:o the cold side wall of ".he rest chamb_r. |
:_i These samples were al:_o tested under compressive loads of up to ),
. 8 psi. Their thermal conductivity _p_csrs to be less sensitive t_
loadlng than any of the other insulatiozl system that we have rested.
" i The data obtained from these tests is given in Table 11-VI-12.
N.._Comparison of Two Radiation Shleld Materials
Samples of two multilayer insulation systems were tested to de-
termine the effec_ of emissivity of the radiation shields on thermal
conductivity. The number of radiation shields a_td spacers was the
same for both samples. The shield m_tertal w_s in one case polyester
fil,a, aluminized on one side _system C, Table II-_V-I) and in the
other aluminum foil (syst,Pm A). The spe.ce'_sin both cases were vlny_-
coated fiberglass nLesh. The heat fh_x through the sample contalnln_
aluminized polyester film was approxlmacpIy 2._ t_Lrr_sgreater _-han
that through the sI_mpl_ containing aluminum foil. This dlffe_'ence ,,1_ay
be due to the fact that the polyest..r film Is bright on oa,, side only
and has greater aolid conduction at the spacer contact areas. The
results of these tests appear tn Table II-VI-13.
@. _ComblnuJ:ion of Multilayer and F_oam
A sample coni_istlng of 3/4-1nch thick flber_Llss-relnforc_d poly-
urethaIJe foam and s mul__ilsye_ insulation (system V in Table II..IV-I)
was tested. The foam rested on tha multllayer insulation. The he_t
II-I_3
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flux through this Insulation system was twice that previou._ly measured _'
for the multilayer insulation alone. The test was repeated, t_Is time
with the foam suspe:_ded from Lhe cold plate so as to prevent compression
i of the mul[ilayer. The _.esultlng heat flux, although less than in the :
first tesc, was still higher than for the multilayeL" .insulation alone.
This behavior may have been caused by outgassing of the foam or increased
edge effe-cts oP the composite system caused by the position of the
multilayer insula :.!on.
- p. Pee.etra cions
Tests were performed to measure the effects of peuvtrat, ions in a
multilayer insulation on thermal conductivity. The sample tested _Jal
system A (Table If-IV-I), A hole was punched in the c_,nter of each
radiation shield and a pin whose dl_metet was .#_,thln+ 0,003 inch of
the hole size was inserted through the holes. The p!n was threaded
so that it: could be s,.tewed into a nmtinK holt, In the center of the
cold plate. 1he pin was not in contact with the warm plate but was
exposed to radiatlo_ from the warm plate, A diagram of the attanKVment
Of the sample and pin is shown Ln Figure ll-Vl-2_, Three pins were
tested--l/16 and l/8-1nch dlameLer made of 300 meries atalnle_ stqelp
and 1/B-inch diameter made of nylon, The resultf, of these tests apvt.a_
in Table 11-_I-14. _he _,_-.,,e'A__.ic_neas shown in that tibIP _S th_
op_Lmum thickness found for _ach sample. _here is a great_.:P: than normal
variation in this thickness between e,tch _.,,mpl_, which may have been
caused hy in_ertlng the pens and pushing the rndlatlon ahields tosether.
Thlt_ teat series is sttl_ in progress and no _nnc[usiona can be reached
at this tlme. i
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A radiation shield, sin_e radiation can enter b7 the same path by which
molecule_ leave. As a res_IC, only a llm_.ted number of layers of loll
is useful. Beyond thls number, no further improvement in shielding is
gsl.ned.
ADLlteport _*b_27C-04-O2 ASTIA No. AD 257-4_6
Da!:e: May 1951 t_rs $2.00
Title:: Rad!.ation Transfer by Closei_y Spaced Shields
Author: A, G. Emslle
Abstract"
The usual formula for radiation transfer through a _tsck of radia-
tion shields bzeak| down eheml the spacing of the shlelds is less th,;n
the wavelength of the peak of the' hl_ckbody spectral disttlbution cnrre.-
spo,nd:Lng to the temper_:ure of the shields. Two effects set in at thesv
close spaclngs--wave interference and radiation _.unnellnB. Na_.re _n;er-
,_erence nf the emitted radlstlon occurs in the nsrr,_w gaps between tl,t:
shields and may Increase or decres|e the energy tra'nsfer, depending on
the apsclng, Radiation tunnelln8 allows transfer of radiation that ordl-
narily suffers tots! Internla] reflection inside the shield msr.er/al.
This effect &ives sn eneray transfer th,st increases exponentially as the
spacing decreases. The ts,o efi_ecte toBerher give s_ energy transfer rate
- pe._ unit area _.hlch batches, in the limit of zero spacing,
4
• , fr2 . 4)
q " n2 + [_2
where n s_d k are the r¢,a_ anJ Imsg|lary p4rt| of the complex refractive
;ndsx, is the Stafan-Boltmnn ¢onsta,_t, _nd T 2 and T I are the
ll-l?O
t,tk., W
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I
"- temperat_ire8 on the two sides of a flap,
I The formula implfes that the ra.dlatlon density e* and velocity of
propagatLon c' in the shield materlal are:
• 2 T4
..I e,,.
C
n c'
C ! i _m--_*_-._
n + k 2
For moderate valuem of the sh_orptlon lnde_ k, the flux formula pre-
dicts • tranmfer rate between two close shlelda 8rearer than that between
two black murfecea.
(
In the case of meLa_ _hLeldsp when the spacina between the two sh_eIJa
7
is increased _rom zero, the redtation tr&nsfez rate st flrs_ r_tes lharply
: to ,t htsh max|.mt_ and then fells below the ueual value for wide!y mpeced
: |hlelds. The f}ux retttrne to the normal level when the ep_:.'ing exceeds
; abo,)t _ne b_If of the waveler_Bth of the bleckbody peek.
_L Report Q63270-Q4-03 AST_A No. hi) 270-973
Date: Deci_ber _g6l (_$ $6._Q
; Tttl_ An _na_yats of Thermal Protect,ion Syntea_m for Propellant
: Storai_ Durtn_ _pece Nlnitc, ne
Authors: Johr, Ehreflfeld end Peter _trun K
AbMtract:
. , This report pre_entn an analytic _tt,_y cf thermal prot:,.etlon eymte_e
_: f(r propellent storese d_orin s space _seLor, s. The effects of various
1
:_ i_ models for ineuletlon behevlor ere Investigated. Approximate methods
for celcUrle_ln_ bull-off a,td their _ioitatione ere developed, st well so
11-17L
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optimum design p_ramete_rs based on th_se technlque_.. A number of gen-
eral practices leading to good design are discussed.
ADL Report #63270-04_04 Office of Scientific and Technical
lnformat ion
Date: April 1962 NASA
Title: Radiative Heat Transfer Through Seams --nd Penetrations in
Panels of Multilayer Metal-Foll Insulation
&uthor: A.O. Emslle
Abstract:
The report is a theoretical analysis of some aspects of the feasi-
billty of In.,dlating a storase tank contr-lni_ig cryogeu_c fuel by means
of prefabricated panel.s of multilayer m_tal-foii _xle,,_ation, in view of
?
the extra heat leakage into the tank at seams and penetrations. The
di?1!Iculty arises because the _,ery high thermal conductivity in the pl#._e
of the panels prevents ovetl,_pplng or caulking of the _o_nts. Thus,
i
gaps must be left between adjacent panels arid around penetrating p_pes
and struts. The extra heat. l_p_t duc. to the gaps is calculated, hl
ord¢.r that thi_ heat input be no larger than 10% of the total input to
a I0 _t x I0 ft cylindrical tank, the gap at the seam would have to be _
les_ than 0.02 i_nch. Since this is impractically small, we conc_,ude
that multilayer metal foils cannot be applied to a tanV, in the form of "*
.t
i- prefabricated panels. Other methods, such as fllmment-winding oz layer-
by-laTer appllcatiou of the foil, must be used instead.
i
The calculated effect of a penetration is not so serious For I
example, a ventlog tube of dismeter I inch causes a 5_ _ncraase in radl.a- [
tire heat input to _.he lO ft x I0 ft tank.
I
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ADL Report #63270-11-_1 Office of Scientific and Technical
Information
Date: Hay 1962 NASA
i_ Title: Estimation of Weight Per,altles Associated wLth Alter_ate
Methods for Storing Cryogenic Propellants in Space
Author: Arthur A. Fowls
- Abstract:
This report presents an evaluation and a comparison of the weight
penalties associated with alternate methods for preflervlng cryogenic
propellants stored in space. Storage in a vented vessel, storage in a
nonvented vessel, and the use of close-cycle refYigerators are cons!dered.
Appvoxlmate methods are presented whereby the storage system giving the
least weight penalty can be identified fo_ s,;y million In which the stored
ame,ut_t and stay time in space is specified. Illustrative examples in-
volving the space storage of liquid hydrogen are carrie_ out.
_DL Report _63270-11-02 Office of Scientific and Technical
Information
Date: May 1962 NASA
Title; Conceptua[ Desi&n Study of Space_Borne Liquid Hydrogen Re-
condensern for 10 and 100 Watts Capacity
Author: Raymond W. Mo_re, Jr.
Abstract:
Conceptual dell|hi of felt,Aerators for recondensin| h).drow.n at
20°K, with cspac|tl_s of 10 and |00 watts, have been evolved to assess
t
|_ the feasibility of makin| such units and to provide I basil for specific
I velght estimates. The dssi|ni are b_eed on the usa of a helium sam te-
l |r_gsratTr cycle. The heart of both dystelM is S coibi_ed refer F unit
!
1I-_71
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(CRU) consisting of a compressor, turboexpander, and electrlc-motor
drive operating at a high shaft rotational speed on gas bearings. The
feaslbil_ty of using such a system depends on the successful develop-
ments of the CRU. The designs projected show spGciflc welghts of 20.5
and i0.0 pounds/watt at 20°K for the lO-watt and lO0-watt units, respec-
tively.
ADL Repor_ #b3270-04-05 Office of Scientific and Technical
Information
Date: June 1962 NASA
Title: Techniques for Computing the Thermal Radiation Incident on
Vehicles in Space
Author: Jacques M. Bonneville
Abstract:
This report presents techniques for calculating the thermal radia-
tion incident on vehicles in space. The surface of a vehicle is sub-
divided into a finite number of part_ of _ufftclent flatness to ensure
the accuracy of the ensuing thermal calculation. Then, methods are pre-
sented for co_lputin_ radiation arriving at each vehicle p_rt f_om the
sun, planet, and moon for various vehicle orbits end for various n_des
of vehlcle orlentatlon stabilization. A method is presented to account
lot t'he shadowing of one vehicle part by another.
ADL Report #63270-!3-01 Office of Scientific and Technlcal
Informstlon
Date; Sept.enmber 1962 NASA
Title: A Guide to the Colp,ltstion of Heat Flow in Insulated Cryogenic
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I Abst_'aet:
• A guide for analyziag and computing heat flows in insulated cryo-
genic storage vessels in the _pace environment is presented. Mea_s for
calculating the incident heat fluxes from environmental sources are de-
scribed qualitatively and detailed procedures are included by references.
A finite difference technlque for obtaining temperature distributions
and heac fluxes in an insulated system havlnR thermal properties which
o:'_ anlsotropic blzt independent of temperature is given. The results
of machine computations of the tcmperature di_trlbutlons and heat .!Lows
in model insul_ted liquid hydrogen eLorage vessels iliustratc the appL_-
catlon of thle technique,
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Inf_rmatlon
.ate: April19 3
Tit)e: Destg. of Thermal Protection Systems fez Llquid Hydrogen Tanks
Prepared under Contract Nnmber NASS-bS4, NASw-bL5
Abstract:
An _cc_junt of the progress achieved i,_the design, experimentol
_!__ _easur_ment and anal/ai_ of thermal protection _ystems for liquid hydro-
sen tanks is given in thls report. The objectives of the work are:
" (|) to provide data to gu|,de the de|_gn of efficient thermal protection
systems for czyogenlc :_uel tanks for use [. extended space mlsslohs with
'_: prlmsr! emphasTeplaced o_,multilayer [nluLatlons for liquld hydrogen
!z teaks; (2) to e_tabllsh design psrLmeters mdequste to meet pr_lucClon
I_ !:: i requirements, pre_llght check-out, and mtmslon objectives to assure
highest InauLatlng effectiveness; and (3) Co measure the therm_l
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111. THE INSDLATED-TANK PROG .RAM
The performance of multilayer insulation is measured calorlmetrieally,
_: usually with a flat-plate or cyllnder-type calorimeter. We have made
_ !i extensive measurements with flat-plate calorimeters (therma] conductivity
apparatus) in this contract for a large variety of variables that are i ,
_ discussed elsewhere in this report. The applicability of these data for
_ use in the design of insulation systems for a space-vehicl_ tank may be f.
conflguratlon-dependent, because of the extent and curvature of the _i
_! surfaces to be insulated and because of support and other penetrations _i
in the insulation. In order to investigate this dependence, a [,rogram _i
_ , to apply multilayer insulations to small tanks was initiated. The :
objectives of this program are as follows: i_
I. To develop techniques for mounting and conforming
il multilayer insulations to cylindrical and spherical surface segments.
2. To measure the heat transfer from 300°K and 77°K surfaces
_ m
!i through multilayer insulations to a liquid-hydrogen reservoir, for both
insulation systems that coutai_ and insulation systems that are free
from simulated structural p_ne_ra_ions and gaps in the loll aystem.
3. To correlata the heat-trancfer results obtained from the
tests with those predicted from the thermal conductivity apparatus and
I our analytical studies _or comparable insulations _nd boundary-temperature
'i
conditions.
|
_-_ III-I
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4, To initiate the devele_ment of a practical insulation ""
system that will meet the ground-hold, boost and space requirements of "_!_
44
::ill;_ cryogenic containers of the type under consideration for various space
_i To achieve these objectives we fabricated t_To special tanks and ,4
applied muitifoil insulation onto them. These test articles were to be _
shipped to the NASA Plum Brook Station in Ohio, where tests at liquid- _
_J
hydi_gen temperatures could be performed. Seven tests had been scheduled
but could not be performed, because the test _acilities were unavailable, iI
Two tests--of a limited nature were performed in a modified, Arthur D.
SI Little, Inc., facility at Cambridge.
We measured the heat transfer performance of two multilayer 1
insulation systems. One of these consisted of five aluminum shields,
=_: and the second consisted of five aluminized polyester film shields.
These multilayer insulation systems were applied and conformed to _he
outer surface of separate cylindrical tanks, 48 inches in diameter and
26 inches deep, having torispherlcal ends. The shields in each system
were spaced with layers of Z/8-mesh, vinyl-coated, fiber&las netting.
_he insulated tanks were successively placed in a chamber _t less than
10 -5 _m Hg. A liquid nitrogen bath in the tank provided a cold
boundary temperature of -320°¥, and the chamber walls formed the warm
boundary of the insulation system. The heat flow through the insulation
was determined from the boil-off of liquid nitrogen within the tank.
III-2
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The measured heat flux for the two insulation systems tested in
,_ both the tank calorimuter and thermal eonduetivit apparatus is a
function of the boundary temperatures and the boundary surface emissivities,
l which have been often different for one test as compared to another.
i In order to compare the heat transfer perfcrmance obtained in several
tests for a given system, we have found it advisable to adjust the
measured heat flux to a set of standard boundary conditions, i.e., 80°F
warm boundary and -320°F cold boundary temperatures and 1.0 for l:he boundary
i surface emissivities. This adjustment to the measured values is based on
_ _ the relations for radiant heat transfer, assuming that this is the
I perdominant mo_e by which the heat energy is transmitted.
The average measured heat flux rate on the aluminum shield system
was 0.40 BTU/hr ft 2. This compares with adjusted heat flux va!u_s
that range from 0.46 to 0.89 BTU/hr ft 2, as measured with the thermal
conductivity apparatus for a comparable shield and spacer system.
The aluminized polyester shield system gave results of
1.01BTU/hr £t 2. Th_s compares with adjusted heat flux value of
l
1.58 BTU/hr ft 2 obtained with the thermal conductivity apparatus in
Teqt 1032 for 20 crinkled aluminized polyester films with two layers
placed back to back and separated by eleven, i/8..mesh: vinyl-.coated,
glass fiber s_reen. Test 1033, performed with the thermal conductivity
_ apparatus for a lO-foil, aluminized polyester film system spaced with
eleven glass fiber mats, 0.008-inch thick and 50% perforations, gave a
i lowest result of 0.75 BTU/hr ft 2.
i III-3
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Onty preliminary conclusions can be drawerfrom the limited data
obtained in the current period of this program with the aluminum and the
:,. aluminized polyester film systems. These are:
i. Through the use of gores and/or pressure forming of the
_hields and Jpacers, multilayer insulations can be applied and conformed
to tanks whose geometry is made up of spherical and cylindrical segments,
2. By careful application of the foils and _pacers, heat transfer
results ccnuparable with those meas_Jred with the thermal conductivity
apparatus are obtainable.
The results obtained thus far give promise that significant
)
information applicable to future space-vehlcle programs can be obtained
_i wl_h our current appruach. We recormend that the objectives of this
program be implemented in a continuing effort.
il. A proach
Multil_y_r insulation was applied onto s vess_l to cover its
surface completely. The vessel was then placed in a chamber so that the
pressure in and around the insulation systom could be reduced to less
-5
than i0 mm Hg. The vacuum chamber wall served as the warm boundary
: !
of the illsulation. Through the use of a baffle located in the vacuum
space between the insulated tank and chamber wall the warm boundary
temperature could be co_t_olled at levels below tl_ local ambient.
The cold boundary ws_ £o:med by the taztkwall, which was maintained
et the desired tumperature level by filling the tank with liquid
nitrogen or hydrogen. The tank support was refrigerated from a separate
III-4
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source in order to isolate the tank from all conductive heat resulting
i from the support. The heat transfer performance of the insulation systtm
was determined from the measured quantities o£ liquid evaporated from the
,i insulated tank.
_ The insulation systems used in the initial tests consisted of shields
"I
and spacers identical _lth or very similar to those fro_ which consideraS!o
i:i heat flux data had been obtained in the thermal conductivity apparatus.
L!
Great care was used in applying the insulation systems to th_ tanks, in
._ order that heat transfer performance levels as close_as possible to those
measured on the thermal conductivity apparatus might be achieved. The
insulation systems chosen and the manner and techniques of their
application to the tanks were not intended to represent development of
optimized systems meeting specific vehicle requirementc.
III. Experimental Equipment
A. Calorimeter
The calorimeter was a vertical, cylindrical vessel, 48-1nches in
I diameter and 26-inches deep, having torispherical heads. These
I
!
dimensions were dictated essentially by the dimensions of the J-3 vacuum
i chamber into which _t had to f_t ew_ntuaily. The vessel was fabricated
from i/4-inch thickj oxygen-free, annealed copper. Annealed copper was
used b_cause its high thermal conductivity promotes isothermal-temperatura
i
conditions in the cold boundary over wide ranges of liquid bath level and
insular:Ion h_at flux levels. The vessel had a maximum internal working
i pressure 30 psi above the external pressure and a ma_imum _xternal working I
li Ii J
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i_ pressure 15 psi above the internal pressure. The tank was supported
from a support flange by a 5-inch, schedule 5, type 304 stainless steel
pipe that also acted as the tank vent. The 24-inch diameter support
flange was mounted into the top of the J-3 chamber with bolts and was
_, sealed with O-rings.
The calorimeter vessel is shown in Figure III-1, and dimensions and l
details are given in Figure III-2. In Figure III-3, a sectionalized J
Iview of the calorimeter mounted into the Arthur D. Little, Inc., test
I i
The calorimeter vent support llne extended into the copper vessel,
where it connected to the bott_n head through a simple sliding support,
i
Ii as shown in Figure III-2. This section of the vent served several : ,
purposes, one of _hich was to provide the heads with additional
stiffening under external pressure conditions. Further, this extension _i
served to eliminate severe bending movements that were prevent in the top
i
head in certain handling situations. The extension into the vessel was
perforated to allow the vaporized liquid to pass out through the vent. i_ i
!
It also contained a capacll;ance-type liquid levcl gauge supplied by I
NASA/Lewls and served ae a liquid-stilling tube for the gauge.
As mentioned previously, the vent support pipe _-a_ to be mounted
in the J-3 chamber by mear,s of a bolting flange. This flange was used
also to _upport the calorimeter during shipment and at the time the 1
L
ins.latlon was being applied. The _ill and vent lines for the col_ guard
and baffle lines p_netrated through the flange with appropriate isolating 1
m.0 ml
(
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ilm.!- columns. Thermocouple lead i_tres associated with the calorimeter and
insulation temperature measuring sensors were also fed through the support t
flange. As shown in Figure Ill-l, the flange also served to support the
calorimeter mounted radiation baffle. :!
The calorimete _ _ank was thermally insulated _rom the mounting flange
!_iil by a guard toll that limited the hea_ leak during operation _o approximately
0.i BTU/hr. The guard coil, shown in Figure III-3, could be supplied with
either nitrogen or hydrogen. The guard coolant was saturated at 2 to
5°F above the calorimeter tank liquid in order to limit the conductive i
:: heat leak. The internal r_dlation from the=warm_end of the vent was
trapped in a copper baffle that was coated with high emissivity paint; _:
this heat was thermally shorted to the guard coil. Since the cold guard
was soldered to the vent, the heat conducted down the vent from the
support flange was also shcrted to the cold guard. The section of vent
pipe between the toll and the tank was shielded from the warm boundary
I
'_ heat flux by a copper shield that was shorted to the cold guard and was
able to cot,duct the radiated heat to the coil. The calorimeter fill tube
a_d the capacitance gauge lead wire_ were also thermally bonded to this
coil to preclude heat leaks by these conductors from the outside, The
heat absorbed by the toll resulted in b_il-off of the continually flowing
r_frige_ant stream.
Arthur D. Little, Inc., has permanently mounted a baffle on the vent
support to thermally deeouple the insulated tank from the Warm chamber
surfaces when baffles are used in the chamba: as the source bou:.tdary.
This oaffle is to be positioned with respect to any chamber baffles to offer
low pumping impedance betwcen the encl_sed volume and the chembez vacuum
systems. In the tests reported here, this baffle was not used.
llI- lO _Tthar _._e0|ar.
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In order to assure reliable and hazard-free operation of the
_- calorimeter vessel, wa designed, fabricated, and tested the vessel in
!-
i
_ accordance wlth the ASME Code for Unfired Pressure Vessels and in
!
4
_.i. accordance with procedures and practices widely accepted for cryogenic
vessels, In addition to Code design calculations, a computer analysis
t
was performed to farther identify the operating limitations of the
vessel. The vessel welds were radiographed in accordance with Code
_ procedure. Hydrostatic tests were performed at 1.5 times the working
,\ pressure (45 psi), and strain gauge measurements at critical areas were
_i
taken. Leakage te_s with a helium mass spectrometer were performed
! at room and liquid nitrogen temperatures. Thus, we achieved reliable
and trouble-free operatlon--o__--the calorlmetez and were able to concentrate
.! otlr_efforts on measuring and evaluating the performance o_ the insulation
system.
B. Alumlnum-Foll lnsu_ rio% Ss__._S_
il} '_he first insulation system to be applJ.e_ to the completed tank
calorimeter consisted of five aluminum foils, 0.002 inch thick, spaced
from each other with glass fiber notting. This loll system had been
;I tested extensively in the thermal conductivity apparatus, and consistent
results had been reported. Its application to the t_nk calorimeter served I
to bridge the drastic geometry differences between the two calorimeters.
At a later date this system #ill be used to study also the temperature
', distribution In the shields resulting fro_ gaps and penetrat_.ons introduced !
"_ into the insulation system. _!
i
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Details of the aluminum loll system applied to the tank calorimeter
are presented in Table III-I. The system consisted of five foll layer-s-
; : and six spacer layers contoured to the cylindrical and spherical
curvature of the calorimeter vessel.
%he aluminum foils for the top and bottom of the vessel were formed
from 1145-0 grade aluminum. The sheet stock was cut into discs and
' stretch-formed in a vacuum jig to a spherical curvature with radii
corresponding to the top and bottom vessel curvatures. The I145-H19
grade aluminum was not used s because _t would have ruptured in the
stretch-forming operation s due to its low elongation when stressed. _
The cylindr-lcal_and knuckle sections of the shields were formed _
f_rom I145-H19 sheat aluminum, 0.002 inch thick. Gore sections were cut
into the upper and lower portions of the side sheet in order to conform
the sheet at the knuckles when the elements were folded. The maximum
ii
gore width was 3 inches at the base. To prevent tearing at the base of
the gore elements, the sheets were perforated with I/8-1nch diameter
holes to redistribute the local stresses. The butt seams between gores
were stagsered in each foll layer relative to the adjacent layers to
prevent direct viewing between warm and cold boundary surfaces.
The side sheets were positioned relative to the vessel through the
use of five 0.030-1nch diameter stainless steel pins that had been stud-
welded to th_ copper vessel. These pins were sheathed with teflon to
prevent the occurrence of _o,_allzed heat "shorts" between the different
loll layers. The orleDt_'_%on of the three sections of sheet aluminum
forming each shlel_ "_,yer and the location and type o£ scab, used are
illustrated in Figure Ill-4.
III-12
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The spacer netting was conformed to the vessel surface in much the
l same manner that the aluminum was conformed. The spherical portions were
formed by stretching the netting while it was held in a circular frameA .
f
over a male die of appropriate curvature (dummy tank) and simultaneously
heated to 200°F with a natural gas, in_rared, space heater. When coole$
:; the netting retained its heat-formed shape.
i<. The cylindrical and knuckle sections were formed from a single sheet
of netting. Gore sections were cut into the upper and lower ends of
: this netting so that the fo/ded elements would conform to the knuckles
_ and a portion of the spherical tank end8. The netting gores were made
d ! longer than the aluminum in order to displace the girth seams relative
If!:i i _oo_eanother. ,urth_r, t_,e.etting-goreseamsweredisplacedreletive
to the aluminum-gore seams. The three sections comprising each layer of
i!?_ netting were sem_ together along the principal seams.
Prior to the application of the netting, the vessel was coated with
I _{ '_3M" Brand Velvet Coating No. 9564, optical black, manufactured by
_ Minnesota Minlng and Manufacturing Company. This coating produces a!}
known surface emissivity of about 0.97, which has be(n experimentally
! verified in work conducted under contract AF 04(641)-787.
The bottom and side views of the first netting spacer applied to6-.
the calorimeter vessel are shown in Figure III-5. Figure III-5 shows
-_ similar views of the fourth aluminum layer and the fifth hatting
spacer.
I
!" I
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I NO, 4 ALUMINUM FOIL AND NO. 5 SPACER NE'FTINGF'fJURE II!-0
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O. Aluminized Polo'ester Film
The second insulation system to be tested consisted of five sh_.elds
of elumtnized mylar foils, 0.00025 t_ch thick, spaced from eech other
i:J with vlnyl-coated, 118 me,h ;lass f!bGr net,ins When properly el_inlzed,
_il the small dause, J._._ density, and low thermal conductivity of polyester
_i f_1m meke it well suited to epplica_t_ in the ranis of temperatures of
!i IO0°F end below Fur,he=, the ma_erlal was selected for the test Insulatlon
_I_ on the e.cond tanL because of the lar,. mo_nt of h_at flux data available
: from tests performed_wi_h-r.ha-r-hcr_al eondueti':lty apparatus. _re
possible, the principal characteristics of the al,Jminised mylar eysLem,
i,e., spacer materials, foil end mpacer dimensions, were ma_e identical
to these of the eluninum system in order to ..eke the comparison between
these two symtemu more direct. The final configuration of the aluminized
polyester film inouletion is shown :J;t Fi&ure III-7,
The aluminized mylar foils for the top end bottom of the vessel were
fo_d from nort_qt_ed circles 1,7-1/4-1nche8 in diamete_ The be,rum
circle was s_it radially from the ed&s at 16 equidistant locations With
81tt--l_nsths _,!terndtinS between 8 end 20 ln_hes, The circle formiuj the
top of the calorimeter tml" was illt in • similar fashion, except that
slit length| alternated _,etween 6 end 8 Lnch_s, Ali eesments Of ell foil
layers were oriented with the eluminise_ surface facing th_ waxen _ou;fdery.
While our attempts to stretch-form the heeds into spherical seigneurs
proved eu¢_=eeful we did not use this method, because alteration o_ the
-yl_r_radietion characteristics end/or thinninl of the aluminise,ion la_er
• tII1-18
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Ji: could result, and the insulation system could be degraded. The details
i_ for applying the foils on the cylindrical section of the vessel and forapplying the spacers were the same as those discussed above for the
il I aluminum insulation system.
The foll layers became discontinuous at the top of she calorimeter
vessel in the vicinity of the vent support. The edges of the shield "
system were in direct view of ;=he lower end of the vent support. The
warm shields could have channeled beat into the calorimeter tank. This
W
was avoided through the use of an edge guard which was attached to the _
".i neck s_|ield and was. in turn. shorted to the cold guard. The edge _,
guard may produce ar_ apparent improvement in the insulation performance,
_ because heat escaping the edges is directed into the guard. The edge-
guard details are shown Ln Figure III-8.
Secondary to measurement of the calorimeter heat leak was the 7|
measurement of the temperature distributlop, in the foil system. This was -r
accomplished with copper-constantan thermocouples which were attached to __
selected foils at the locations showrt in l_igure _II-9. ._
- The thermocouples were prevented from interacting with the insulation
system through the use of small-d_ame_er lead wires and a thermo,=oupl_ i
lead guard. The thermocouples were fabricated from No. 40 B b _ wire l-gauges (0.0031 inch). The guarding was provided by the vent support
shleld shown in Figure III-8. The shield was insul_ted with the same l
- number and type of foils as used on the calorimeter vessel. Tht: thermo-
._ couples exited the calorimeter test insulation at the neck edge, and passed
111-20
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into the neck shield insulatlon at corresponding depths, (See Figure
I III-lO.) The couples exited the neck ehteld insulation and connected
to the vacuum feed-through on the support flange.
l Because of the similarity of the neck and calorimeter insulat_,-ns
as well as the source and sink temperatures, both temperature distributions
_- were nearly the same. Thus. any heat conducted from the vent support
i! flange would be distributed in the neck shield insulation and slightly
alter its temperature gradient. At the same time the thermocouples would
_ _i achieve te,t1@erature equilibrium with their respective shields prior to
passing to the test insulation. As a-result of the guarding and the
I. _ small wire diameter used, the heat conducted through the thermocoupie
i leads to the test Insulation was estimated to be of the order of
0.1BTfl/hr.
D. Test Facility
At the start of this program it had been intended that the
calorimeter tank bc malntalned at 370R through the use of liquid
- hydrogen. To this end the hydrogen facilities at the J-3 cell,
NASA/Plum _rook station, were adapted for use with the calorimeter.
_ However, at the completion of the modification work the facility was
%.
requisitioned and used for a high-priority NASA research effort, and it
_ could not be made available to this progra_in time to conduct the
planned multilaycr insulation tests prior to expiration of the contract.
As an expedient, an existing facility at Arthur D. Lit_le_ Inc.,
I Cambridge, was adapted for use with th_ calorimeter to obtain limitedb_
data at liquid nitrogen temperatures. An equipment and instrument test
I II_-23
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I for the Cambridge facility is given in Table lll-ll. The wall of the
I chamber was used as the warm boundary radiation source instead of a
controlled temperature baffle sy_Le_ _imilar t¢ that provided in the
Plum Brook J-3 facil_ty. !
The use of nitrogen in the Cambridge facility resulted in a
' considerably lass hazardous operation than the J-3 operation. Thus,
- local h_nd operation of all functions and local instrument readout
resulted in a greatly simplified system.
The facility consisted of a 5-foot diameter _acuum chamber, 4-inch
diffusion and fore-pump system, 560-gallon liquid nitrogen supply tank,
liquid nitrogen cold guard system, and calorimeter ven_ system. The_e
are all identified in the flow _chamatic shown in Figure III-II.
•
The vacuum chamber was fabricated from carbon steel. Access to its
iDterlor was provided through the upper head, which was flanged but not
bolted. (See Figure III-3.) External pressure and a neoprene O-ring
were used to vacuum seal the flange joint. The interior of the chamber
was coated with optical b_ack to ?roduce a high emissivity surface. A
dynamic c.hamber vacuum of less t_n 1 x 10-5 torr was maintained with
a 4-inch diffusion and fora-planp system. The calorimeter was flange
mounted into the chamber head in ident_.cal fashion to the mounting in
the J-3 facility.
The function of the cold guard mounted on the calorimeter vent llne
• _ was to prevent the heat that was cond,_cced down the vent llne from the
;ii support flange from ever reaching the calorimeter tank. The "shorting"
_J
of this heat leak was accomplished through the use of a copper coll
[
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TABLE III-ll
EqU PM T INS  _eNT___LLIS__!
CAMBRIDGE TEST FACILII"£
Item No. Description
i01 Calorimeter
i- 102 Vacuum Chamber
i-_ 103 4-inch Diffusion & Fore-Pump System
i_ii 104 Liquid Nitrogen Supply - Calorimeter
_:_ 105 Liquid Nitro_en Supply - Cold _uard
._o 106 High Pressure Nitrogen Gas Supply
i-_,: 107 Vent Gas Heat Exchanger - Calorimeter
!-:!,ii 108 Vent Gas Heat Exchanger - Cold Guard
109
!y Pl-ll0 Pressure Indicator, 0-30 psla
i_:: Fl-lll Manometer, 0-50 inches water
!_- RV-II2 Relief Valve, 2-1nch, 5 psig set pressure
V-l13 Globe Valve, 2-1nch
ii-*i! T-114 Mercury Thermometer
m_
_ F-ll6 Gas Flow Meter, 0.i ft3/revolutlon, wet test
_:_ F-If7 Gas Flow Meter, dry type, American
• Meter Type 25B
• P-118 Pressure Gauge, 0.-25 pslg
i ;. PRV- 119 Pressure. Regulating Valve
P-120 Vacut.. Gauge, 0-30 psla
LLR-121 Liquid Level Capaeltance Metec
TR-122 Full Temperat,,re Recorder
V-123 Instrument I.Ine Valve
P- 124 Vacuum Gau_e
V-125 Gas .Line Valve
V-126 Cylinder Val_e
T-12? Guard Gas Exit Temperature, Thermocouple
111-26
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therm_Lly bonded to the vent, which received a separate _upp!y of liquid
nitrogen. The heat was carried away by the vaporized nitrogen. !I
The cold guard was supplied from a lO0-!iter commercial dewar that
J
was pressurized from a high pressure gas supply (Figure llI-ll). The
cold guard temperature was maintained at ._ level a few degrees above the
calorimeter temperature to prevent recondensatlon of the calorimeter vent ""
: gases. The cold guard vent gases were brought to roo_. temperature by aT'. _,
alr-warmed hear. exchanger. The pressure, temperature, and flow quantity
I
of this gas stream, as well as the cold guard temperature, were monitored _
to assure proper performance of this system. _
The calorimeter w.mt gas was brought to roc_n temperature in an !_
'_ elf-warmed heat exchanger. The stream flo,_ was measured with a wet test
meter. The temperature aud p'_*essure e_ the _;tream at the meter inlet
were re,assured so that appropriate corrections to the flow quantities t
could be made.
W1nen th_ calorimeter was placed into the vacuum chamber, the following
principal step_ were taken to place the system in operation:
1. The chamber was Stow!y a:ld uniformly evacuated frem
etmospllerlc pressure to epproximat¢_,ly 0.25 inch of mercury over a period
of one hour. This rate was based on a couservatlve e_LlmaPte of the
prensure gradient within the fol;. a_yster, that would avoid the possibility +
of daer_,gtng the systlm.
I
2. Next, the chamber pressure was reduced co approximately
IO "4 _ tlg over a period of _.4 hout:s while the chamber, insulation, arid
other eurfaces were outges$tng.
,t
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3. The calorimeter was then filled from the 500-gallon
:_ liquid nitrogen supply tank. When the calorimeter was full, the transfer
i line was disconnected from the calorimetor, and the calorimeter filling
connection was blanked off.
if 4. Subsequenbly, the cold guard dewar was pressurized
from the high pressure gas supply, and the vent gas rate was set by
' thrnttlins valve V-128.
5. During and a_.ter the approach to temperature equilibrium
of the insulation system, we measured the following data:
_: a. Calorimeter vent gas flow, F-If6.
b. Calorimeter vent gas temperature, T-If5.
c. Calorimeter vent gas pressure, P-Ill.
d. Local barometric pressure.
e. Guard vent temperature, T-127.
f. Guard vent temperature, T-If7.
_. Guard vent prep:sure, P-llg.
h. Guard vent flow, Y-llT.
i. Chamber vacuum, P-124.
J. Chamber wall temperature.
k. Shield temperatures.
E. Auxiliary g_uJpment
i
+_ In the early months of the program we acquired cerl;aln support
equipment to be used with the calorimeter. The prlncil_al ILems In this
i group include the calorimeter mounting fixture, dtmmy tank, and shipping
I container.
I11-29
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A mounting fixture for positioning the calorimeter tank while the
insulation was being applied was deemed necessary, The insulation system
is easily degraded if severely compressed or struck with any objects. To
minimize such contacts, a fixture was designed that would grip the calori-
meter flange and position any portion of the tank surface in any desired
orientation, This fixture is shown in Figure III-12.
The design and fabrication of the calorimeter occupied a significant
portion of the program period. To initiate development of the insulaticn
system as soon as possible after the start of our program, we fabricated _
a steel "dummy t_nk" having dimensions almost identical to those of _he
calorimeter vessels, This vessel is shown in Figure III-12 assemble6
into the mounting _ixture.
During shipment between theArthur D. Little, Irc., facility in
Cambridge, and the NASA/Lewis facility at _lum Brook, the insulated
calorimeter _ust be completely protected _rom contact with foreign objects
and oil and other contaminants that would degrade the insulation. We
: have designed a shock mounted container, shown in Figure III-13, that
will support the calorimeter by it:i flange and completely enclose it.
The container is mounted on a pallet to facilitate handling with a forR-
llf_ truck.
IV. Experimcntal Results
A. Experimental Program
At the initiation of _he insulated tank program, a series of seve_t
tests at liquid hydrogen temperatures were planned within the current
contxact p_rlod. These tests are idenrlfled in the Thlrd__
I ll- 30
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i..Pr°_ress Report and included tests on a system incorporating aluminum
iI radiation shields and on a system incorporating aluminized polyesrec
film radiation shklds. The heat transfer performance of each was to be
B
I measured with and without simulated gaps and structural penetrations in
i the insulation system. Because of continued interference, by other programs,
I! in the scbedul_d use of the J-3 facility at the Plum Brook station, all
|
I tests originally planned were cancelled. _he test obJecti_es of the
program were subsequently limited to tests that could be obtained wltb
I liquid nitrogen at Arthur D. Little, Inc.'s, facilities in Cambridge.
"_ _ The two systems tested have been described in a previous section
i
and the principal characterist,cs listed in Table III-I. The aluminum
i
I foil system was tested in the period June 27 to July 3. The second
system was tested in the period _eptemoer 24 to 30. In each case the
$ insulated calorimeter tanks were mounted into a 5-foot diameter vacuum
T chamber as shown in Figure III-3. With the chamber evacuated to a
• meter tank, we measured the quantity and rate of vaporized nitrogen and
also the distribution of temperature within the shields. The liquid
uniformly at -320°F, while the warm boundary, formed by the ch_n_er wall,
_ _ was maintained at room temperature by room alr convections.
i
k; _ B. Measured Heat Flux
i The total beat rate to the calorimeter insulation over a given data
I interval is related to the boil-off in the following manner. Three
factors contribute to the boil-off of liquid nitrogen from the calorimetur
!
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tank. The first two are heat le_ks and conJist of the heat flow through
the insulation system and the heat flow _hrough the calorimeter support _I
syste_ These two cannot be distinguished from one another readily except
when the latter is minimized by appropriate design and system operation.
The third contributor is the change in the barometric pressure which
becomes reflected in changes in calorimeter ullage pressure. The liquid
nitrogen bath becomes a heat reservoir that stores heat when the pressure _;
"r
is rising and releases heat with a decline in pressure. Changes in the
stored heat quantities must be accounted for, as they promote change_ in '_
the vent gas quantities.
{
The total heat rate comprising heat leaks and pressure changes is _
c_nputed from the total nitrogen gas mass vented in the data interval _,
and the latent heat of vapori_atlon of liquid nitrogeD. The gas mass is
computed fr,_n the integrated vol_ne measurement of the calorimeter vent _!
gas stream and its temperature and pressure at the metering point. An
hourly heat flow rate is next computed based upon the length of the data
interval.
: When the barome1:ric pressure doe_ not change over the data period,
the computed heat-flow rate is also the rate corresponding to the
ins_lation and support heat leak. In Test No. i, the barometric pressure
remained constant through the test period. Test No. 2 was conducted under
:. conditions of rapidly varying atmospheric conditions and pressure. The ]
_ measured heat flow _as corrected from the computed value of heat storage
i
or heat release in t_e following manner. The average mass of the liquid _.
bath dtlring the data interval was established from the liquid-level
: 111-34
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measurement, tank-volume calibration, and liquid density. The increase
I or decrease in the saturation of the bulk liquid at the end of
temperature
the data interval as compared to that at the beglnning Ks dete_nined from
_ tile change in the calorimeter ullage pressure, which is a function both
.ii of the local barometric pressure and the pressure loss in the vent system.
%
From the change in the bulk te._perature and the liquid specific heat at
_' saturation, the total heat energy stored or released during the data
interval was computed and converted into an hourly rate. Any heat stored
_[ during the data interval was added to the heat flow determined from the• )
calorimeter boil-off; a release of heat durl,g the data interval was
' subtracted. The corrected values for the total heat flow are presented
in Tables Ill-Ill and Ill-IV for Tests Nos. i and 2, respectively.
The data for the aluminum foll system are presented in Table Ill-Ill.
_, The test was divided into eight data perlo_z in which the guard temperature
remmined relatively constant. A depletion of liquid or gas in the guard
!
{ supply system (see Figure IIl-ll) produced these nmny interruptions. The
_I changes in guard temperature level were the result of the attempt to
economize on the liquid supply; the system flow would be set for a guard
!! temperature Of about -310°F, but when left unattended it always achieved
a higher equilibrium tell_erature. Thus, if anything, the resulting
_I computed total hea_ flow Is higher at the higher guard temperature th_n
_| that due to the insulation only, because of the contribution of the support
heat leak which uannot be accurately defined, i
q
! ,
!
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The measured average heat flux through the insulation system was •
compPted from the total heat flow and the area of cslorimeter surface,
assuming that the suppo_'t heat leak is zero. As will be discussed later,
! this assun_tion is very good when the guard temperature is maintained
below -300°F. A new guard system used _n Test No. 2 assured this
i_: condition except when changed intentions ly. However, for _est No. I
there is no choice but to accept the heat flux as that passing through
the insulation, except for Tests I-A and ]-D. In Test I-A, the measured
foil temperatures indicate chat the insulation system b_d not fully ,i
{
achieved temperature equilibrium until near the end of the data period.
g
Test ]--D was performed intentionally without any guard, flow, and the
neck heat leak must, therefore, be significant.
The average temperatures of the chamber wherc the tests were
performed are also listed in Table IIl-III. As can be seen, these
average temperature values vary from test to test. Further, we assumed
that the vacuum-chamber shell was in equilibrium with the room air. T
Measuremeuts of the chamber wall and room ambient temperature during
Test No. 2 indicate this assumption iu good to within about 4°r. Thus, *-
the warm boundary temperature varied from approximately 74°F to approxi- l
matelj 90°F. J
case where radiation is the ,ole mode of heat IConsidering
an ideal
transfer, a change of 5°F in the warm boundary temperature results in s
i
3.57. change in heat transfer rate at the tem_..erature levels under I
consideration. As will be pointed out )._ter, the data _'.t_dicatethat I i
IW I
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I radiation is the principal heat transfer mode. Thus, in order to
appro,_riately compare the heat transfer data obtained In one data period
I with that of a second data period, it appears reasonable that comparison
be accomplished at a single warm boundary t_mperature. We have chosen
IT
:, to compare all heat fluxes at a warm boundary temperature of 80 F, using
_'i the fourth-power temFerature difference of the Stefan-Boitznmnn radiation
equation to make the adjustment from the experimental boundary conditions.
i
:! These adjusted values are presented in the last column in Table TII-III.
_ A plot of heat flux vs guard temperature does imply a trend _f
higher heat Leak at the higher guard temperatures. This is showi_ in
Figure III-14 for Tests I-A through l-J. At guard t_._,peraturc."below
-240°_, the mean heat fhlx, weighted Jn terms of the test duration: appears
¢
LO remain nearly constant at a eel.u,,of 0.38 BTU/hr ft2. At higher v&tues
!_ of the guard temperature, the heat fluxes computed from the %,erL gas
appear to increase almost linearly to an equivalent value of
0.65 BTU/hr ft 2 which is obtained wheel th_ _uard is not provld_,d with
coolant.
Note that In Test No. 1 the guard temperature ]e:els were escabli_h_-d
from the temperature of the guard vent gas. Fr_m the data obtained in
Test No. 2, where the temperature of both the guard and guard _,ent gas
%.
ware measured, we determined thac the guard wa_ approx,'mately 40°F or
_' lens below the vent gas temperatk,ze except when there was no coolant flow
or very li_.t.l.ecoolanL Clew. With no coolant flow the guard In "feat
No. 2 achieved e steady state tem_._.,-_ture gasof when the vent
ther_ocoupla ind._cated a temper,_tute of about 70°F. _hus, in pressntlng
the data for Te_t No. 1 in Figure Ill-14, the guard vent _.-..ter_per_tureq
are t,aed as guard tem_t_.ratures -.xcept for Testa I-D an__ l-J, where '"
3"
temperature used is that measuted in Teal No, 2,
llI-_9
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:_ In order to compare the results of these tests with those obtained with
the thermal conduc_lvlty appare.tus, we comp,Jted a weighted and adjusted
average heat _lux value of 0.402 BTU/hr ft2 for Tests l-B, C, E, F, G,
and H. F,,rther we normalized the thermal col_ductivity apparatus data
with resl_ect to warm boundary te_mper_ture, number of radiation shields,
and warm and cold boundary emissivity. The nc,rlmqlized values are presented
in Table III-V for 14 te=ts along with the originally reported heat flux
values _nd other pertinent data. With one except:ion the _ank calorimeter
flux is lower than those obtained with the rhern_l conductivity apparatus.
This Is an unusual result in view of the much gre,_vter,=omplexlt:y o_ the
tank insulation system.
For several festoons, no dttempt has been made to compute the thermal
conductLvlty of the insulation system. The Insular[on thlcknesi: Ls not
uniform. For example, st the knuckle radii on the tank heads, the
insulatlon build-up t_ about I./I6 inch for each layer of aL_,mlnuul and
apaccl' llc[L[1_g. Second e the top and botto_n of tile c,slorimeter tank are
not perfect _phertca] Jegnent::. The 41umln_ i'ciIa and netting a_e,
tF,mrafore, _paced away from th_ tank at certaln loca,;ions. Third, it ie
_xt_emely difficult to measure the diat.ance that Lhe outer foil ie dlspLsced
sway from the tank. In view of the probable w_+.devarlstlon in thlckn_sB
and dLfftculty of measurement any reported thermal conauc.tlvlty vsluh
f_r the tank |y|tene would be mi_lesdinR.
The date obta[ned w!tn the mluntinized polyester fii*n radistlon shields
are presented Iw T,_bl_ Ill-IV, Conmlde,'mbly Ln_oveme,_t [n the leng'.h of
the data periods all well a_, improved l_uard temperstute_l w_ a_hleved
,I
t-k.,S.IL #b.h,.
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!I through the usa of a revised guard system. In these testa both the
guard and chamber t_mperatures were measured dlrectly with thermocouples
oo oo I_ obtained in Tests 2-A and 2-B with the guard maintained at -314°F and i-317°F, respectively. In order to evaluate the heat leak to the calorl-
2= meter through the support system, we operated in _est 2-C with a restricted
i flow of guard coolant and in Test 2-D without any guard coolant. As
!
evident from the data, the total heat flow increased a maximum of 30%
i under these conditions.
The heat flux data obtained in Test No. 2 has been normalized to a
warm boundary temperature of 80°F. The adjusted heat flux value for
Tests 2-A and 2-B give a weighted average value of i.I BTU/hr ft 2. This
value is approximately 204 below the normalized value obtained in Test
1032 on a comparable insulation system and about 30_ greater than the
normalized lowest value obtained in Test 1033 with gl_ss fiber mat:,
0.008 inch thick, perforated 50_. Data obtained with the thermal
conductivity apparatus on four other aluminized polyester film systems
are presented for comparison in Table IlI-V. It should be noted that
these systems are different fr_n the one tested with the tank calorimeter.
C. Radiation Shield Temperature Distribution
The temperatures of the radiation shields at select locations were
continuously recorded during the progress of the calorimetric measurements
on the multilayer insulation. These data are of great importance _or
' inferring what are the principal heat transfer modes of the tested systems :
and for showing up i._erfections _n the application techniques.
III-45
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The analysis of the temperature data was si.rylified by the use of
high emissivity coatir_s that were applied to the sourc_ and sink
boundaries. Both the vacuum chamber inner surface and the calorimeter
tank outer surface were coated with 3M Brand Velvet Coating No. 9_64
optical black, for which we have previously measured a total hemispherical
emissivity of 0.97. When boundary emissivities are lar&e {by a factor of ,i
I0 or greater) in comparison to the radiation shield emissivities the value
of radiant heat flux component is determined primarily by the radiation
shield performance. A low emissivity on the boundaries cannot be known
accurately while its effect on the value of the radiant heat flux is
significant, especially for a 5-shield system. The high emissivity coating _
on the warm boundary is of particular importance as the effect of the
ratio of the insulation area to chamber wall area on the heat transfer
between the two surfaces is made negligible.
The location of thermocouples within each insulation system i_ shown
in Figure III-9. .%11 except for thermocouples I_ and IC on the alu_inum
system, which-ere umde inoperative during fabrication of the insulation,
performud _'we...
The _easured shield ten_eratures _re presented in Figure_ Ill-15
and III-16 for th_ al.t_inum and alt_minlzed polyester film systems, _i.
respectively. I_ _igure III-16, t_o _:hlngs are immediately apparent.
l
First, the '_" thermocouples _u al? '_hields resd significantly lo'ser
temperat,:res than 'B" and "C" therm0co.,ples. Second, the shield tempera- I
tuxe_ a_Ivety responds to vacuum c_mbtr _e_erature, particularly In
late afternoons, when a po_,:[on of the chlmber was in direct sunlighL. This I
effect point_ up the Lt_ed for providing good temperature control of ths
_arm boundary. I
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From the average boundary conditions and the measured heat fluxes
the average apparent shield emissivities wer_ computed. Average values of
0.0254 and 0.069 were obtained for the aluminum and aluminized film,
respectively. Then through use of these emissivities the theoretical
shield temperatures were determined. The computed temperatures are
c_apared in Fig.tea 111-17 and 111-18 with the experimentally determined
temperatures for the two systems under consideration here. The periods for
which the data is presented were selected on the basis of the lowest guard
temperature achieved. Tests I-G and i-H were used for the aluminum shield
system, and Test 2-B was used for the aluminized film system.
Radiation shields 2, 4 and 5 of the aluminum system are generally
higher in temperatur- _ than the computed values. Consld,_.rlng only the
radiaticn-heat-tran_fer mode, a decrease in shield emis3ivity with "._creasing
temperature would promote ibis effect. Though not accurately established,
there is an experlr:.ntal as well as theoretical basis for the proportionality
between emissivity end absolute temperature of aluminum and other mer.alllc
r_dlatlon shields. Were it not for the varying warm boundary condltions
and the many interruptions in the test due to loss of the guard supplies,
a correlation of the temperatvre and emissivity would be attempted.
_lowever, in addition the sin_le thermocouple on No. I foll shows a
shield temperatur_ which is on the average about 55°F below the computed
valu_ fDr this shield. A thermal short between No. I shield and the
calor._metez could promote an effect similar to the one noted. While no
electrical co_tinulty existed between the two during fabrication of the
insulation system, subsequent movement of the c._lorimecer cc_!d have
111-49
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IV, EFFECT OF METEOROID-BUffER DEBRIS ON INSUI_T.ION
J The velocity of meteoroids is generally such that on impacting a
I i thin sheet of material the meteoroid and the portion of the sheet punched
out by the meteoroid are sublimed. Behind the thin sheet the vaporized
debris expands. The momentum of the meteoroid will remain in the vaporized
debris, but the momentum per unit area of cross section parallel to the
bumper will diminish as the vaporized cloud expands. This permits one ]
to expose a surface behind the thin sheer at such a stand-off distance
that the surface can withstand the impulsive lo&ding due to this diminished
momenLum density. This is the concept of the metcoru!.d bumper for pro-
tection of space vehlcles first proposed by Whipple and discussed in
i_e detail in o._r .'aport o[ June, 1963. (L)
During the latter half of thls contra_'t period, _iprogram was
ir,ltlated to investigate the effect of the debris frL_ T,t_teoLold-hump,_r
interactions on multilayer inculation, rho purpose of this _rcgrsm wa_
to d_termtne experiumen_slly the mode of failure of the i,_sulation when
_.mpncted by the debris and t,_ determine the mintmura "stahd-_.ff distance"
tha: re|ults in no damage to the Innubstlon.
(l),_et_oroid BtBper Pr,_tec_-lon for Sp_ce Vehicle_: Tentsttve Design
Crlterlu," R. !l. Johnston, D. A. Knspton, _nd D. Lull, to NASA,
Ilepor_- No. 65008-05-O1.
J
: lV-I
3,eu,J.ltt ,h.
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IEstimate of Stand-.0ffDis_tance
- Our initial efforts were to et_tlroate the minimum stand-off distance
I"
• between b_nper and insulation that resu_t_ in no demage to determine
wh_th_r this distance was at all reasonable. These estimates were r.obe
- used in experimental test:s to follow.
The _eteoroid btm_er debris imparts an im_11slve t_mperacure and
pressur_ to the in_,alation. Only the impulsive pressure was believed _o
have a sil;aiflcant effect. Failure due to this pressure could be a
k"
_racture ._f the ought ]a_¢er or layers of insulation, or a compre._sion and _,
deformation of the insulation to the point at which there is Little _ overy
- . and a marked Increase in thermal c._nductivlty. The latter was derermined
to be the most probable mode of insulation _eilure. The ntrength of the
Outer layer of Ins_latlon apptared to he greeter then thv ability of the
mult'i]ayer system to _eslat daformati_m. Based on th(_ mode of failure;
the minimum s_:and-off distance, S,was shu,_11 t(i h_, apvrox_mat_iy:
I/2 I/4
(I)
.0
I
!
l to a cislunar flight with an exposure of lO5 ft2-days and a requirement
: , to avoid meteoroid damage with a probability of 0.99, _t was estimated
i : that a minimum stand-off distance of about i0 inches would be required.
!
_- This was not considered unreasonable.
:" Minimum Ne£g!it Cons iderat ions
It can be seen from Equation I that if a protective skin is added to
the _nsulation, the density and/or thlck:_eas may, in effect, be increased
_. and the stand-off distance decreased. This reduc,:ion in stand-of_ distance
• will result _.na reduction in meteoroid-bumper weiRht whon considering
curved surf'accs. The wei_i,t reduction, however, has been shown to be
_enerally offset by the addlt!_nal weight of the protective skin, assrm_n&
the weight of the supports for the Lumper 111 spat(* is a sms].] fraction of
the b,m_per w,'tght./3)
L D_sc_,t_on ,)f T,,sts
" A series of tests wa_ planned for a hyperv_Ioclty Impact range at
_i I ]dcGill Uulvers_ty. 'lheir p_rpose wa_ to determine e_perlmentally th,.minim_n _tsnd-off distance between a btm_er and sever$,l different types
__ of multtlay,.r Insulation, and the mnHe of failure of the tusulatLon.
i Si.ce the addition of a prote.ciLve skin could result in a weight penalty,
i : tne teats were to be cut,dueled with nc protective sNIn. 'rests were to
conal_t ef firing pell_ts at samples of each type of Insutation Lihind a
_!" b,4mpec. _he spaclnR between the htmlper arld insulatign was tn be v_Itied
_i to determit:_. the minimum spacin_ that resulted _n no dam_#ze to the
___i il|su_A';ion. Oan_le was to be _ssessed visually with pe:h_ps a l_mlted
n_mber of thermul conductivity measurements _n the X. apparatus,?
._
_- (3)"Third qustt:erly Progress Report:' ro NASA, lleport No, 65008-00-O3.
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Foul" types of insulation were selected for the tests a_d are listed |
in Table IV-I. It was estimated that 6 or 7 shots would b,_ required to _
I
determine the minimum stand-off distance for each type. In order to
(I) assure complete vaporization of the pellet and bumper, (2) uti]J.ze I
a pellet with a typical meteoroid mass, and (3) achieve a mlnim_n stand-
o_f distance that was practical and within the test range capabilities,
a 1/16-inch d_ameter spherical plastic pellet, a pellet velocity of
30,000 feet per second, and a 0.005-inch plastic bumper were selec=ed.
Tests were to be conducted at a pressure of less than 50 microns. Test
samples 18 inches square and a samp)e mounting device were fabricated.
A sketch of the test range and Mounting device is shown in Figure IV-I.
From this test program, the minimum stand-off distance for each
insulation corresponding to one meteoroid momentum (I) was to be
de_ermined. Assuming the impulsive loading on the insulation is an
exponential function of stand-off distance (S2 _ I), th,= stand-off
requirement for all incoming _._eteorolds that are vaporized upon impact
could then be estimated and the design of a bumper insulation system
mac_ more rational.
Sabot 5eparatlon.and Low Velocity Debrls 'I
[
The test program was scheduled for August but was delayed and not
accomplished in this contract period fo_ two main reasons. First, I
difficulty was encountered in separation the sabot from the projectile.
The final stag#, of the McGill hypervelocity l_.ght-gas gun has a I/2-inch I
bore. Since we were interested in ftrlng a projectile of much smaller m
size, it was necessary to mount the p_oJectile on a I/2-1neh diameter •
IV-4 I
 Tth r .li.lr,Jm=
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MULTILAYER INSULflTION SAMPLE DESCRIPTION
I
I. Ten radiation shields of 0.O02-inch t_ick soft aluminum (Alcoa
l 99.4_), bright on two sides, and ten spacers of O.02-inch thick
I resin coated fiberglas mesh, grid dimensions I/8 x 1/8 inch
(Owens Corning Corporation).
,!
2. Twenty radiation _nields of O.0005-inch thick soft aluminum
(Alcoa 99.45), bright on one side, and twenty spacers of
0.003-inch thick polyester fiber spacers (Dexter paper).
3. Ten rsdiatlen shields of 0.00025-inch thick crinkled polyestert
film, aluminized on one side (NRC), and ten spacers of, 0.003
I inch thick polyester fiber spacers (Dexter paper).
I
4. Twenty radiat_on shields _f 0.00025-inch thick crinkled polyester
film aluminized on one slde (NRC).
!
!
|
- I IV-5
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carrier, or ,_abot, and fire both, separating the sab_>t and deflecting it
I oil-course away from the target area after it left the muzzle, Second,
m
difficulty was encountered in preventing lcw velocity deinls from being
. _ carried with the projectile downrange to the _arge_. It was necessary
to eliminate this debris so as not to obscure the damage to the target
-t
to projectile.due the
A_ the end of this oontraet period, a technique had been developed
which appeared to correct both difficulties. This conslsced of holding
i_ section of the between the and the tank at an elevated
a range gun target
pressure (about 30 mm Hg) and using a segmented sabot. The drag on the
sabot in passing through this section of the range appeared to be
sufficient to separate the segments a.d deflect th,_m o_f-course along
_' with deflecting other low velocity debris away from the entrance to the
!_ is-get tank. The section of the range a_ the ele._a_ed pressure was
isolated from the remainder of the range at a vacuum by diaphragms which
_. were r_.ptured by squibs before passage of the sabot projectile. Other
techniques for separation, such as petal sabots, :_ampsj etc.. are being
7
investigated by McGill.
Vapor%zation of Pelle_ and Bu._pe,r
During a few of the test firings _hat were ccnducted to perfect sabot
seo_ratlon and eliminate the low velocity debris, it was possible to
l observe the e_fect of pellet-bumper debris on a surface behind the bumper.
Figure IV-2 is a photograph of damage to a cardboard surface located about
I 4-1nches behind a O.O05-inch plastic bumper which is hit by a I/8-1nch
plastic sphere at about 24_000 feet per second. This was an isolated
I IV-7
ii   th.r
!Pellet I/8-1nchDlame,:erHastlc
Bumper 0.005-1nchPlastlc
Stand-Off 4 Inches
Velocity 24,000 Ft/Sec
Pressure Less than 50 microns
II TI i [ " r 'II - Iil M I I
FIGURE IV-2 TARGET
)
l:
Ii
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case when sabot separation wa_ achieved and only a small a=ount of low
I velocity iebris hit the bumper with the pellet. The damage to the
!
cardboard appeared to be due primarily to pellet-bumper debris and not
low veloc.ity debris.
A_ can be seen from the photograph, damage to the surface appeq,'_ to
have been eL used by a spray of very fine particles. This observation le_
us to question whether or not it was possible to achieve complete
vaporization with plastic pellets and btm_pers within the capabilities of
the MeGIII range. Plastic had been recommended early in the program as
the material most suitable for the tests.
: , The sutllmation energy of various metals that might possibly be used
as a pellet er bumper material is listed in Table !V-2. (4) Also listed
in this table is an estimate of the sublin_ation energy of polycarbonate
plastics based o_ commonly accepted bond energies. The low value was
based on the conservative assumptic,_ t_mt the vaporized debris consists
of carbon dioxide, water, and benzene. The hlgh value assumes complete
atomization. In either case, the value would exceed that of many of the
metals.
The velocity required o vaporize a plastic pellet and plastic bumper
is shown i_ Figure IV-3 for various _pecific-heat ratios ( _ ) and
(4) "Selected Values of Thermodynamic Properties of Metals and Alloys",
Hultgran, Orr, Anderson, and Kelley.
i
IV-9
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TABLE IV- 2
SUBLIMATION ENERGY OF PLASTIC AND SOME CO}_MON MET:%LS.
Density Sublimation Energy
Mat er ia.______l (grams/cc) _kilocalories/_ram_ .
Plastic (Polycarbonate) 1.20 1.8 - 14.3 '_
Magnesium i.74 I.45
Beryllium I,80 8.68 i
Aluminum 2.70 2.77 ]
Titanium 4.50 2.65
Zinc 7.14 0.47E 11
Tin 7.29 0. 608
Iron 7.87 I.78 I
Nickel 8.85 i. 75
I
Copper 8.89 1.27 l
Molybdenum I0.21 ].. 63 [
S ilver I0.50 0. 630
Lead II. 34 0. 225
Gold 19.31 0.443
I
Platinum 21.38 O. 690 I
!
!
!
IV- I0 f
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pellet-dlamecer-to-bumper-thlckness ratios (x/6 ). The sublimation
energy of plast_.c is assumed to be 1.8 kilocalories per gram. The curves
are based on the results of a one-dlmenslonal treatment of the meteoroid-
bumper interaction by McGill Unlverslty. (5)
In preparing the curves it was assumed that vaporization occurs when
tf
the increase of free energy across the shock wave in the pellet and bumper
equals the sublimation energy of the plastic. As can be seen from the
figure, a 1/16-inch plastic pellet will not vaporize upon impacting a
O_005-1nch plastic bumper (x/6 - 12.5)unless the pellet velocity is
greater than 53,000 feet per second, assuming a specifi._ heat ratio
( _ ) of 3. This velocity is well beyond the capabilities of all
light gas guns.
In senrchlng for a combination of pellet and bumper materials that
could be expected to vaporize within the. velocity capabilities of the
McGill range, we directed our attention away from plastics to the common
metals listed in Table 1"4-2 for which experimental data on sublimation
energy exists. The pellet material should first be of low density. This
allows the use of large pellets to facilitate velocity measurement with-
out the total pellet weights inh_biting attainment of high gun velocities
or necessitating stand-off distances between bumper and insulation which
exceed the capabilities of the test range. The llghtest metal in
"-(5)"On the Impact of Pellets with Thin Plates: Theoretical Considerations",
Part I and Part I_, to NASA, by G. V. Bull, Report Nos. 63270-03-01 and
65008-05-03.
IV- 12
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Table IV-2 is magnesium. Using the theory developed at McGill, the
• length of pellet vaporized for different _peclflc heat ratios (_),
bumper-to-pellet-denslty ratios ( O B/ 0 p), ann veh._itle_ (V) has been
i plotted in Figure IV-4. Since the theoretical work Is based on a one-
dimensional model, we desire a pellet-dlametet-;o-bumper-_hickness ratio
of 20 or more. From Figure IV-A w_ would expect that a pellet with a
diameter 20 times the bumper thickness would vaporize within the veJocity
capability of the test range if the bumper-to-pellet-denslty ratio were
i about I0. P.eferrir.g again to Table IV-2, gold and lead have the lowest
sublimation energies of those metals that are about i0 times as dense as
_ magnesium. From Fi._ures IV-5 and IV-6, a magne_i_,m pellet and a gold or
- i
lead bumper will vaporize, assuming a specific heat ratio of greater
than 3 and a pellet-diameter-to-bumper-thlckness ratio of 20, if the
pellet velocity is greater than 28,000 feet per second (gold bumper) or
24,000 feet per second (lead btnnper). Lead Js the better bumper material
for shots at insulation because it is cheaper and more available and
vaporization occurs at a lower velocity.
!
Neutro_ Activation Anal[sis "
A magnesi_n pellet and gold bumper could be useful, however, in
analyzing the flow pattern of the vaporized debris. If an alumir,t_
witness plate were mounted behind the bumper, some of the debris would
be vaeuum-deposlted on the plate, and the nature of the impact pattern
: could be investigated by means of neutron activation m_alysls. By this
technique is would be possible to determine (1) where the bumper material
impacted, (2) where the pellet material impacted, (3) whether the debris
_i rebo1:_ided on impact thereby doubling the Impulslv__ loading, and (4) whether
!
_ the debris was completely subllm_d.
IV.. 13 _[rt_ur _.litfi_Jnr.
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!
I The neutron activation analysis would involve irradiation of the
aluminum witness plate in a nuclear reactor after impact of the debris.Y
J By counting the irradiated witness plate soon after irradDtion and
,i_ again several weeks later, the contours of deposition for both gold and
magnesium could be obtained. The gold _1ould be cotmted at an early time
_i and the magnesium after several weeks of storage.
Incomplete vaporization would result in a nuclear "hot-spot" on the _i
I_ witness plate. The prec[slon of absolute counting would be such that it
would be possible to determine whether most of the debris _dhered to the
witness plate or most of the debris rebounded on impact.
'_ Recommendations
We feel that there still exists a need for the test program
ori_Inally planned and scheduled for this contract period but delayed
"- because of dlfficul£1es with the test range. It is recormnended that it _.i
be rescheduled as soon as possible (upon development of a successful #_
sabot separation technique). _i
Upon completion of the tests that have been outlined, it is
i
i recrammended t_t the program be extended to cover additional _ypes of
insulation. It is also recommended that the pellet-to-bumper-denslty
ratio, pallet shape, pellet mass, pellet velocity, and angle of impact
be varied within the capabilities of the test range to determine their
effects on bumper insulation stand-off distance.
It is further recommended that the technique of neutron activation
analysis be e_plored to investigate the flow pattern of the pellet-
bumper debris.
-i IV-17
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NOTE:
!-
Before publication of this final report, McGill has reported a
technique that appears to yield sabot separation with reasonable
reproducibility. NASA has gr_nte_ a contract time extension to permit
partial accomplishment of the test program _ts originally p_.anned. We
will issue an addendum to this section of o_r final report _pon completion
of a limited number of shots to publish the results obtained.
!!
'il
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I MECHANICAL TEST PROG_M ON A SPECIFIC MULTILAYER
INSULATION SYSTEM
I
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I
Arthur D, Little, Inc., has conducted a short program on
I ioad-bearlng insulation material. Although this program was not
conducted _-£th o_r program for the National Aeronautics and Space
I Administration, the results are pertinent to the problem of storage
I of cryogenic propellants in space and are, therefore, _n_luded _n
this final report on Contract No. NASw*615.
The results reported in this section (Section V) of this report
were _enereted under a separate program, and are not p_rt of the work
performed on Contrac_ No. NASw-615.
!
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!V. MECHANICA.L TEST PROG_RAM ON A SPECIFIC
, MULTI_LAYER INSULATION SYS'r_4__
Introduction
As a part of a test program to determine the mechanical properties
i _ necessary for the design of a high performance cryogenic system, we have
located and tested a material which fills the dual function of insulation
and mechanical support in cryogenic applications. The potential importance
i of load bearing insulation derives from the unavoidably high heat leak of
}
existing mechanical support methods_ In the case of vessels constructed
_i with discrete supports, the total heat leak through these supports is
i
approximately 3 times that througn the insulation despite the approximate
/
200:1 ratio in cross-sectional heat transfer area between these two heat
paths.
The insulation which was subjected to the tests described in this
section was constructed of alternate layers of NRC-2 crinkled, aluminized-
"i
mylar radiation shields, and sillcone-lmpregnated fiberglas spacers. The
spacer material tested in this capacity was that fabricated by Cincinnati
-, Testing Laboratories, (CTL), P. O. Box 227, Cincinnati 15, Ohie. The CTL
_-j!
materiat separates the radiation shields and provides the compressive
:--_ strength of th_ insulation.
_ The evaluation of an insulation system for use as a dewar support
I should include a determination of its response tc the anticipated range
of environmental conditions. Mechanical test series were. therefore,
conducted on the spacor mate_'ial for both dynamic and static loading modes.
I V-I
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Based upon the information derived from these pzeliminary tests, a prototype
spherical dewar was fabricated and subjected to vibration testing. These
tests yielded information which permit description of the dynamic behavior
of the inner xessel of a spherical dewar.
Although these tests were specific to the design of the system under
consideration, we believe that the results obtained may be of general
interest to other contractors concerned with similar problems.
Static Tests
A program of static tests was conducted to establish-the relation •
i
between the mechanicalloadlmposed upon the spacer material and its
i_ thickness variation. To facilitate these tests, an apparatus was con- _:
strutted which permitted the sequential placement of a number of calibrated
i_ weights upon a stacked sample of spacer material wafers held in a vacuum
• environment, with simultaneous observatlou of the stack height. Provision
was made to permit auton_tic re-cycllng of the test machine so as to
obtain an estimate o_ the repeatability of mechanical performance over a
large number of cycles. Readings were taken as the weights were added
and again as they were removed, providing an estimate of the material
hysteresis. ''
Test Procedure
The first set of tests was conducted on 1-inch diameter specimen _I
disks fabricated from approximately .070-inch thick sheet material
(designated A). A stack consisting of 20 layers, without interleaved
mylar, were used and the results are plotted in Figure V-1. The second
set of tests was performed on spherical sections, i.e., disks cut from
v-2 il
_vtkur D.llnle, lnr. I
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insu]ation initially fabricated on production equipment in the form of
spherical triangles suitable for application to a 29-inch diameter spherical
cryogenic vessel. Again, aluminized ,nylor was not Interleaved. Separate
te._t_ were conducted with stacks cons._sting of 24, 32, and 36 layers for
the purpose of determining hysteresis behavior and the av_rage load/deflectlon
characteristic. Because the read-our device was not sufflc_ently accurate
to determine the hysteresis behavior, only the average of these tests are iil I'
presented in Figure V-2. _:
A third set of tests was conducted with interl.]aved a]umlnlzed mylar, i,
Free height of the spacer/insulation sta_k varied over the rang_ 0.7, 1.5,
and '; 3 inches, fwtth zorresponded, for the material thickness employed, _7 _
to 9, ]9 and 30 layers of insulation). _t i,; interesting to note that i
dlfflculty w_.,sexperienced .s a result of a tendet_ey of the insulation
_!..
layers to sllp, because of the decreased friction coefficie: £ ,,fmyl.r
on fJberMlas. Iroc those te_ts conducted u._ing small specimen cross-
sectional s:'ea, this te_,dency to sllp could not be overcome until the
mylar layurs were deleted.
Tea__ Result s_
T|*_ effl_ct of pre-h:ad is llluscrated in Pigure V-3. For purposes
of ccnnpart_on, the behavior of a i.ampl_ under a zero pre-load condtt!on
is tllustL'atad in Figure V-4, ;?
the eff,_t, of free height or the ioad/d_Eiecttoc, characteristic of
this mat_,r[al is shown _n Fief,ore V-2. If the mater_al behaved in
I
accordance with Hook's Law, the eharac_:e.'Istlc at each free height would
!
he the same. The Cact that the results ar_ n_t coincident [_lustcates that
thla material Goes not dt_pl_y a linear st, res./strain relat_er, shlp.
i
V-4 "I
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The tests described in this section were conducted over a re]atlvely
,_ brief period of time utllfzing s_mple test apparatus; the test results
were required to meet a demanding schedule for prototype dewar fabrication.
: A number of these tests should he repeated with more refined test apparatus,
.f"i_
!'_.: particularly in the area of deflection measurement, to permit a careful
i-
_ appraisal of the hysteresis characteristic of the material.
=
i"- Dynamic Tests
_h The dynamic behavior of the CTL/mylar insulation was initiallyi
! .
_-'i determined by use of a special vibration test fixture in which an instrumented •
I
seismic mass was held between two opposed stacks of insulation. To closely
"!!
simulate the behavior of an actual dewar in this two-dimensional test rig, II
the size of the seis-aic mass and/or the cross-sectlonal aree of the
insulation pads were varied to produce the same range of mechanical loading
.... which could be anticipated for a full-slzed dewar. The test fixture was
constructed so as to permit maintenance of vacuum conditions around the ""
_:_sulation material during the test. 7_
Insulatlon
Insulation _;pecimens were cut from 0.070-inch thick, 29-inch diameter i_
spherical triangles in the form of disks of 2-1nch and 3-1/2-inch diameter.
Holes were cut in the disks to correspond to guide rod locations. The
insulation specimens consist of 20 l._yers ot CTL materlal Interleaved _
•' with NRC-2. The free height of earh stack was then 1.6-inch for alli -_
tests, i]
• U
i_
, 1/
_ V-8
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I Experimental Parameters
During the test series, mechanical pressure and the insulation pre-I
I load were maintained as the independent variables. In the following para-
i_i I graphs we define the 9ressure on the insulation as that induced by the
seismic mass; and the pre-load as that induced by compressing the insulation
!_'i I between the two halves of tne test assembly. This differentiation is
required because the pressure represents the load resulting from a filled
_, dewar resting on the insulation, while the pre-load results from
of the dewar during assembly. During the test series, pressure was
_ adjusted by variations in the _eismic mass and/or the insulation cro_s-
sectional azeao
' ..... _ Experimental Results
i:
: _ A considerable mass of data was collected and later discarded as
-_ _' being unreliable because of the questionable behavior of the seismic mass.
-" _ Typical results of the successful tests conducted with the final configur-
i:- ation are shown in Figure V-5, which describes the behavior of a simulated,
_.¶ filled, 18-inch LH2 dewar, It may be re_dlly seen that one principal
__ -_ point of resonance '#as observed (typical of all tests). This primary
c
_ : resonant frequent was foun_ to occur in the range 30 to b0 cps; with
-_ _ many of the eamr, les exhibiting a second resonance at a higher frequency
_ around 500 cps. As might be expecteo, the primory resonant freqvency
!
i was observed to increase with increasing _re-load.
t
I
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Prototype Dew a[
I On the basis of data obtained from the previously described test
.... series, a prototype spherical dewar was deslgt_ed, fabricated and s.,bjected
J
to vibration testing, The vessel was fabricated at the Arthur D. Little, Inc.,
!! Santa Monica experimental facility and consisted of a i/4-inch thick,
29-inch O.D. stainless steel inner vessel, and a .070-incb thick, 31-inch
i'
I.D. stainless steel outer vessel. The insulation was comprised of
spherical triangles cf CTL fiberglas spacer material (No. 449) alternating
with i/2-mil aluminized mylar radiation shields (NRC-2). Prior to final
assem_bly, the spacers were pecforated with a circular hole cutter in such
a manner to remove 507. of the spacer area while leaving the remaining
material in a uniform radially-registered array. Six _pherical triangles
formed one complete spherical spacer layer; a total of 20 of which comprised
the insulation array. The radius of curvature of each of these pre-formed
spherical segments was chosen so as to acecmmodate the dlmen,.Honal variation
between the inne'r and the outer shells. A 15 psi insulation pro-load was
adopted, but the assemb]y technique employed (which consisted of "shoe
hornit_g" the two outer vessel halves over the insulation using a special
'!
assembly fixture) left some question as to the accuracy of thls figure.
Subsequent calculation, based upon test resu]ts suggests that the actual
pre-load was close to 12 psi. The empty weight of the inner vessel is
approximately 200 Ibs.
The objective of this test series was to determine the location of
the resonan_ freqL,encles and the amplification factors at resonance over
i_ a wide range of vibration _nputs, and with the vessel filled with I/_2.
Mechanical faih,re of an external compone;,t early _n the dynamic test
;1
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eperation precluded testing with LN2. However, the assembly w_s tested
in the empty configuration as well as in a water filled condition. With
m
_ the empty dewar the follewlng levels were tested.
Frequency Level Duration/Cycle (Minutes)
, !:, 5- 2000-5 5 10 i ,
-._ 5- 2000- 5 2 I0 i,I.
':_ 5- 2000- 5 1 i0 _
The results of these tests are described in Figures V-6 and V-7.
i
Two principal points of resonance were observed, che primary one between
_ 35 and 70 cpe and increasing in frequency with decreasing G level input.
A secondary resonance was obserw_.d at 550 cps in all tests.
When filled with water, the test dewar was subjected to the following
input levels:
Frequency Level Durt_ticn/Cyc le (Minutes)
• (cps) ,__
5-2000- 5 5 10
20- 2000- 20 10 i0
40- 2000-40 15 8.5
The increasing spring mass resultin 8 from the addition of water had
two obser_rable effects on the resonance points. The resonant frequency i_
decreased slightly while the amplificaLlon decreases substantially. The i,
results of the first run of the series are presented in Figure V-8. The
behavior observed In this test _eries is compatible with tha assumption
that small dynamic loads impo_ed on a spherical vessel are carried in
w
!
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compression near the axls of vibration, and in shear by the insulation at
the circumference of toe vessel furthest from the axis of vl.bration. With
increased loading, relative motion between in_',ulation layers introduces
sliding friction at the circumference of the w_ssel vThich contributes
little to the major :_upport of the dewar provided by the insulation in
compression near thf:vibration axis; but which produces appreciable
coulomb-damping which serves to limit the relative motion between the two
vessels.
Upon completion of the Lest series and disassembly of the test a_ticle
it was noted tha_ the fill and vent llne connections between inuer and
outer vessels had failed, apparently as a result of rotational displ_cement
of the inner vesse] wlrh resp_ct to the outer vessel filliug the insulation
space with wal.er. In addition ::o th_ f'_llure, it was f.urther noted thai:
the gross motl.on imposed upon thi,_ assembly (as the result of high G
Input_ and excesslvo weIRht due to t.he water i_lll) produced an abrasion
and almos_ con.pl(,te removal of the al_.Lmlnlzed coating on the mylar where
it con'aeted the spacer materlsl.
t
i: Thermal Performance of the Insular.J},B
i:
i_: It was Intended origlnally to measure the thermal perfolmance of the
prototype dewHr al_ter completln._, of the dynamic te_ts. In preparation for
these thermal tests, samptes of the CTL space_ msLerial and NRC-2
aluminized mylar were tpsted in s flst plate cal_,ri;_;eterto determine toe
the.-mal c,,',_ductlvityof the propos_,d insulation qystem.
TI)e spacers were perfolatrd to achieve 60% open area, while the mylar
i cen.ers to pt,rml_ Ispld pump down and outge_slag c,f the system, Calorimeter
V- 16
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[iI o a.u.moot0t, oot.o nso .**oo.. be.sod
i !_ h _.the prototype dr:war, yielded values of 4 x iO "3 BTU..inch/hr-ft 2 ° '_g'
for the thermal conductivity of the insulati,_n.
Other insulation ssmples, perforated for 767. open area of the spacer
material, y._elded thermal c_mductivity values of 3.25 x 10 -3 BTU-in/t:r-ft2-°F
under identical test conditions.
The prototype dewar was tested to determine its thermal performance
prior to the dynami: teats. Temperature equilibrit_, was achieved 14 hours
after filling the inner vessel with liquid nitrogen. The thermal conductivity
of the insu).ation system, det-etlnined from the measured boil-off, was calculated
• to be 4.3 x l,_'3 B1'U-'n/hr-ft2-°F: very clnse agre,:ment with the results
obtained in tb._ flat },]ate calul'imetel.
No th,;,rmal test cou:d be perftn_d after the dynamic vibration tests.
I l)utlhg assembly of the pl'otot_,'pe dewar, tie pa,'Civ-ular care was taken
i _o p.'otect the Insulatlon while making _he _Inai _!rth wetd In the outer
!i yeas01, and no b,.ckup rinp had been pr,_uiqed for this weld jt_|h r . On
.[ disassembly af'tot th_ dynami(: _ests, it was noted that severe charr_:tg
K
_! Of the outer spacer material had ot:,:uLred in a band abt}ut /¢-inche_ wide
contiguous to the girth wold, In spit. of thts damage, the thermal
i
p_" _ormanc. of the d_war in the ;.ttitlaJ te_ts agreed ,'lasely with pred.'tied
per f,,rmsnce.
i
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i VI. ABSTRACTS OF REPORTS ON THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT
Ii _ Our reports on the space environment were published under the initial
contract and, therefore, are treated only briefly herein.
_.- _ Arthur D. Llt__r!e;Inc.; Report No. 63270-05-01 ASTIA No. AD 263-476
!i
" Date: July 19_i OTS $8.10
i- Title. Principles for the Calculation of Radiation Dose Rates in
Author: Robley D. Evans
: Abstract:Methods are developed for computing the radiation dose rates in a
li space vehicle due to its exposure to any arbl.trary spectrum of incident
protons or of electrons. The analysis takes into account the angular
dlstr[butlon of the incident protons and electrons a11d the nn_ular
tl distribution of the electron bremsstrshlung. The distribution with depth
In the propellant Is determined for the dose rate due to prot,ms, for the
dose rate due to electron bremssLra!,lun_, and for the depo_itlon of stopped
: protons. W1_ereas the dose rates for monoenergetlc protons or electrons
i! _re maximum at the surface of the propellnnt, the depo_itloT1 of protons
,_ has its minlmtm, at the surface and Increases linearly with depth up to
the range of the protons. The. radlstion dose fate iS _leveloped in pa:ra-
i metric form as e function of the nt_her e.d energy of Incident mono-pr(,tons,: over the energy domain frc_ I0 Mev to about lOOO "Me,/(Figure P-8) and of
:i electrons over the energy domain from lO ke,_ to ebout 1000 key (Figure g-8).
i'
?_ These parsh_etrlc curves of d_Pe rate per incident particle versus the kinetic
energy of the incident particle provide a flexible method fo_ calculating
cz ,
| _Tthl|t@.'[_h',}nr.
,' - "" " - " :
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the total dose rate due to any assumed speatrum, by folding in the spectral _.
distribution and intensity as the final step. For the case of protons,
the maximum surface dose rate depends primarily on the total number Of i_
protons striking the surface, and only slightly on their energy, so long
as their energy is sufficient for them to clearly penetrate the surface _.
i
medium. Illustrative ealculation_ are carried out for the Freden and White
spectrum of protons and for the Nalt e_ta_l.spectrum of electrons incident -
on thin-walled stainless steel vehlcle_ carrying liquid H2 or liquid 02.
The n_4:erical results for 02 would be closely similar to those for
biological materials. I
Arthur D. Littlea Inc. Report No. 63210-02-01 ASTIA No. AD 266-034 I
Date: September 1961 OTS $9.10
Title: The Space Environment and It_ Interactions with Liqt. id Propellani:s I !
iand Their Storage Systems
Author: Norman M. Wtederhorn l
Aostract:
1
The storage of liquid propellants on the surface of the moon or in I
space vehicles, which are t_l orbit or interplanetary flight, presents a I
g
series of unusual problems. In vif:,w of this, NASA established a program
to elt_ct.date the problum areas slid provide engineering approache_ to ,hair I
solution. Arthur D. Little, Inc., under Contract N_. NAS)-6b4, has been
participating in this program. Our objectives are to define the mechanisms I
that affect the storage of _ropellsnts, to invetttigate systems to obviatei |
or minimize deleterious effects, and to determine the magnitude of losses
and penalties associated w_th v_rlous systems. In order to accomplish m
el-2 I
_ttkmr_l.ll..flr.|nr. I
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I ..... this, it is necessary to have a quantitative statement of those factors
l in the space environment that can produce significant effects in storage
systems.
The following sections are devoted to a discussion of the pertinent
factors of the space environment that influence the storage of liquid
)
:' propellants in space and the mechanisms whereby these may interact with
a liquid propellant or its storase system. In addition to this discussion,
an extensive bibliography, including abstracts, is contained in this
ii report. This bibliography provides a survey of the space environment_
which is a prerequisite 5o the consideration and study of any interaction
:- or effects which might occur in the environment of space.
i,
i_ ,I Arthur D. l,ittle m .Inc..Pepr,rt No, 6327010i-02
i Date: September 1962 Office of Scientific and Technical Infornation
NASA
Attn: Code AFS$-AD
WashlnRton, I).C, 20546
Title: The thermal and innizlnR Radiation Aspects of the Storage of
Self-Heatlng LiqtHd Propellants in Space
i Author: Noz'_n M. W_ederhorn and jay H. Vreeland
Abstract:
' This report em_hast_eh various p(,t._n[lal problems rellted to the
storage in sp_ice of high-energy l.iq,_fdpropell_nts Ind provides a method
,. for obtaining mean,ngfu! answers regarding the siRniflcance of such
problems, The methodoloRy is set up and e_smples sre worked out, from
._ which it is often possible to draw general conclusions, In some instanee_,
: _ however, it will be accesser)' to repeat the ealculstions for the specific
: I _;.,_,ellant of interest, The suth(,rs discuss the thermal aap@ct ,)( problems
: VI-3
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assoclaced wlth the storage of such "sel_-heatlng llqulds" on the basis
of work concerned with earth scorage conditions. They consider both
homogeneous and heterogeneous reactlonst ,iswell as factors thaL may
Influence the behavior o5 propelXants in s space envlronmenc. In
psrt£cular, the report concerns an evaluation of the potent£al hazard
posed by the energetic particulate radiat£c,ns in cpace,
it
j
I
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PART VII
ABSTRACTo° OF REPORTS ON THE ,EVAL.tU_TIONOF _tET.,EOROIn
BLI_ER PROTECTION SYSTEMS
'i
J
i
I
I' _qt¢l_ttr]l.l.*_tl4',]htr
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!_ i VII. ABSTRACT OF REPORTS ON THE E_ALUATION OF METEOROID
_! : ,i BUMPER PROTECTION SYSTEMS
_ The major portion of the theoretical wor_ _n the solution of the
i
meteoroid problem has been conducted by McGill Universltyj under sub-
_ _ contract to Arthur D. Little, Inc._ and detailed reports have been-
:i issued previously. The McGill University final repout i_ in preparation
i. " J and will be issued when available.
Arthu_ D_ Littlej Inc. Report No. 63_!0-03-0____!I ASTIA No. AD 273-236
Date: January 1962 OTS #3.60
Title: On the Impact of Pellets with Thin Plates Theoretical
", Considerations - Part I
i Author: Gerald V. Bull
Abstract:
This note outlines the results of a short theoretical investigation
into the impact of pel ets with thin plates at very high velocities. In
order to render theproblem tractable to analysis, a model has bem% assumed
_ wh|ch silows use of essenti_J.ly one-dimenslonal theory to predict both
J the Impact shock-lnduced conditions and the subsequent expansion flow,
! although the latter state has been treated subsequently as a goneral
! a_isymmetric three almenslonal flow. The problem has been cGnslder_d in
three phases.
i The first phase is the shock-lnduced impact staten, which for thin
_ bumper plates permlt_ one-dlmeusional theory to be reasonably applicable,
-!
6
". # Based on the concept of the strong shock wave, it is seen that the initial
I impact-induced state_ may be expressed readily in terms of Impact velocitles,
initial density ratios, and the polytropic gas exponent in the shocked states.
00000005-TSD10
Th_ _econd phase as discussed in this note results from the extremely
high temperatures generated on Im_a_L. The resultant radiative loss
mechanisms result in considerable reduction in the thermodynamic states
from which expansion occurs. Detailed treatment of this phase will appear
in subsequent notes.
The third phase, the break up of the pellet into an expanding particle
cloud, has been approached in thxs note from the restricted point of view
of one-dlmenslonal shock and rarefaction waves In_eracting with a cylindrical
rarefaction. This non-statlonary wave system tends to accelerat_ the
outer-material, essentially redistributing the init_al kinetic energy of
the pellet. Only brief consideration into the boundaries of this flow has
b_en made in the present note. Subsequent detailed treatment of the
expanding flow phase will be presented in the near future.
Arthur D. Litter Inc. Report No. 65008-05-01
Date: June 1963 Office of 3clentlflc and Technical Infornmtlo_t
NASA
_ttn: Code AFSS-AD
Washington, D.C. 20546
Title: Meteoroid Bumper Protection for Space Vehicles Tentative Design
Criteria
Authors: Reed H. Johnston, David A. Knapton and David Lull
Abstract:
t
In this report the authors present their initial attempt at pulling
tc_ei:her some of the details which pertain to m_teoroid protection and to
present some of the very tentative i.nfornmtlon concerned with meteoroid
protectiorJ in such a form that the engtneerin_ implications are more easily
appreciated. The purpose of the report i_ to prvvide a perspective which
00000005-TSDll
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may aid the structure designer in evaluating and ,;,vercomln& the meteoroid
!. hazard - to facilitate communication among structure engineers, metecr
:_ physicists, and hyperveloclty physicists to recognize areas where their
contributions nan provide the structure engineer with the information ce
must have to carry cut a detailed design of the meteoroid proteotio,L
systems. The authors direct their major attention in this report towards
the design of meteoroid protection for spacecraft by means oF "meteor
bumpers". A description of the meteoroid environment is given along with
the discussion of meteoroid bumpers and the physics of meteoroid bumpers.
The reaction on the protected surface is described. Incorpor@tlon of the
btm_er in ti_e vehlcie design, structural considerations and conceptual
designs are included.
Arthur D. Little, Inc. Report No. 65008-05-02
Date: August 1963 Office of Scientific and Techn[cal Informati¢,.
NASA
Attn: Code AFSS-AD
Washington, D.C. 20546
Title: A Sequentially Interrogated Meteoroid Per_L_stlon Sensor
-I
Authoz: Reed H. Johnston i
Abstract: :!
Direct observation of penetration through skins of thickness comparable
to that used in vehicle construction would require exposure of excess.'vely
large areas for vnaccept_bly long periods, A compromise _ the proble1,, of
_q
obtalnlng reliable information m_ the hazard of meteoroid impact on large /
spac,e vehicles is descrlhed tn this report. This compromise consists of
designing a sensor _ppropriate to the perr_itted payload _.nwhich the areas
| t
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of various exposed thicknesses are so chosen that one may expect the
numbers of penetrations thr_u_sh the three or four different thicknesses
to exhibit relatively small statls_ical variation. The author presents a
d_tal).,d design of a sensor for obtaining data ou m'"-_oroid hazard
appropriate _'or detecting a penetra_ion through a she t of sxposed material ..
as w-,ll as an alte:nate approach. Diagrams and illustrations are included. -.
Arthur D. Littl . Inc. Report H 0. 65008-05-03 _i
Date: October 1963 Office of Scientific b Technical Information
NASA :r
Attn: Code AFSS-AD
Washln&ton, D,C. 20546 -_
Title: On the impact of Pellets with Thin Plates: Theoretical _i[ d
_ Considerations - Part 2
Author: D.A.J. Miller, W. H. Frlen] end C. L. Murphy ::
{
Abstract :
The theoretical snalysls of the In,act of pellet_, with thin plates
end the resulting expansion f]ow is presented in thlb report. The
anely_|.s is haned on the Impact model discussed in Pert i of this report
by Gerald V. Bull (Report No. 63270-02-01). The short-term expansion of
the ple_m_, the ilmt_rection between chock ard rarefaction waves and the
long-term ex2ansion are {nves+igated Illsome de_eiI, _ngineerlng desigi_
data for the protection of a specs vehicle from meteoroid impacts are
p_e_ent_O on :he basis of :he theoretical calculations carried out on the-
impact _odel. Results of eu experimental program d_.sisned to check the
pledictlon_ of th4_l theory are retorted in a co_panlon paper,
65008-0.5.04 (to be publlshed), A brief sketch of the nature Of the _equired
chan#$A.s is Indicated at the conc,Jsion of this paper,
O0000005-TSE01
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i I In addition to the reports described above, Arth,lr D. Little_ Inc.,
|
initiated a theoretical and experimental study on the effects of
meteoroid-bumper debris on mu]tilayer insulations. The purpose was to
detemine the mode of failure of the insulation when impacted by _he debris
and to determine the min_um spacing between the bumper and insulation,
or "stand-off distance", t_t results in no damage t_ _he insulation.
Altho_h we have not been able to conduct the experimental phase of the
investigation during this period_ we strongly recommend that the test
program be conducted. Further details of tl,lsstudy are included in this
_ report.
"4
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